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Beginning Drupal 7
Dear Reader,

Drupal is one of the fastest-growing web development frameworks. It’s extremely 
powerful, capable of hosting high-traffic, high-security sites like whitehouse.gov as 
well as small business sites and storefronts. And now Drupal 7 offers even more 
powerful solutions with a more intuitive and easy-to-use interface. Whether you 
are designing a small site for a business, a non-profit, or just for fun, or if you are 
developing a larger site and want to try out Drupal 7, Beginning Drupal 7 will help 
you get started. You’ll learn:

• How to configure the different elements of a Drupal 7 site
• How to make your site truly interactive
• How to customize the look of your site using themes
• How to securely administer your Drupal 7 site

In my 35-year career in the IT industry there have been very few technologies 
that have excited me as much as Drupal.  I decided to write this book because 
my clients frequently ask how they could quickly get up to speed on the Drupal 
platform so that they could begin building rich and sometimes complex solu-
tions. To address the need, I’ve taken all of my experiences of helping dozens of 
clients through the Drupal learning process and have embedded that knowledge 
and experience into this book.   

I hope you’ll walk with me as I take you through the journey of learning how 
to build rich and powerful web sites using Drupal 7. You’ll learn everything from 
installing Drupal to managing your site once you’ve completed it.  If you stick 
with me along the path you’ll walk away with enough experience under your belt 
to quickly and easily create functionally rich and beautifully designed Drupal 7 
sites on your own. 

Todd Tomlinson
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Introduction 

In its relatively short life, Drupal has had a tremendous impact on the landscape of the Internet. As a 
web content management system (CMS), Drupal has enabled the creation of feature- and content-rich 
websites for organizations large and small.  As a web application framework, Drupal is changing the way 
that people think about web application development. When I experienced the power of the Drupal 
platform for the first time, I knew that it was something more than just another content management 
solution. When I saw how easily and quickly I could build feature-rich websites, I shifted gears and 
focused my entire career around Drupal. While working with clients, I was often asked, “Where can I go 
to find information for someone who is new to Drupal?” Unfortunately there wasn’t a comprehensive 
resource that I could point them to, and thus began my journey of writing this book. 

I’m also often asked, “What is Drupal?” The short answer is, “Drupal is an open source web content 
management system that allows you to quickly and easily create simple to complex sites that span 
everything from a simple blog, a corporate site, a social networking site, or virtually anything you can 
dream up.” What you can build with Drupal is only limited by your imagination and the time you have to 
spend with the platform.  

As an open source platform, Drupal’s community is constantly improving the platform and 
extending the functionality of the core platform by creating new and exciting add-on modules.  If there’s 
a new concept created on the web, it’s likely that there will be a new Drupal module that enables that 
concept in a matter of days. It’s the community behind the platform that makes Drupal what it is today, 
and what it will become in the future. I’ll show you how to leverage the features contributed by the 
community, making it easy for you to build incredible solutions with minimal effort. 

The very act of picking up this book is the first step in your journey down the path of learning how to 
use Drupal. If you will walk with me through the entire book, you’ll have the knowledge and experience 
to build complex and powerful Drupal based websites. You’ll also have the foundation necessary to 
move beyond the basics, expanding on the concepts I cover in this book. 

Learning Drupal is like learning any new technology. There will be bumps and hurdles that cause 
you to step back and scratch your head. I hope the book helps smooth the bumps and provides you with 
enough information to easily jump over those hurdles. I look forward to seeing your works on the web 
and hope to bump into you at an upcoming DrupalCon. 
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Introduction to Drupal 

This chapter provides a basic overview of what a content management system (CMS) is, how Drupal fills 
the role as a CMS, the major building blocks of Drupal, and how to create content on your new Drupal 
website.  

Content Management Systems 
In its simplest form, a CMS is a software package that provides tools for authoring, publishing, and 
managing content on a website. “Content” is anything from a news story, a blog post, a video, a 
photograph, a podcast, an article, or a description of a product that you are selling. In more general 
terms, content is any combination of text, graphics, photographs, audio, and video that represents 
something that visitors to your site will read, watch, and hear. 

A CMS typically provides a number of features that simplify the process of building, deploying, and 
managing websites, including the following: 

• an administrative interface  

• a database repository for content  

• a mechanism for associating information that is stored in the database with a 
physical page on the website  

• a toolset for authoring, publishing, and managing content  

• a component for creating and managing menus and navigational elements 

• the tools required to define and apply themes 

• user management  

• a security framework  

• Web 2.0 capabilities such as forums, blogs, wikis, polls, and surveys 

• taxonomy and tagging 

• online forms  

• e-commerce capabilities  
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There are hundreds of CMSes available (check out www.cmsmatrix.org). They range from simple 
blogging-only platforms, such as WordPress, to complex enterprise class content management 
solutions, such as Drupal.  

Drupal 
Drupal is a free and open source CMS written in PHP and distributed under the GNU General Public 
License. Drupal stems from a project by a Dutch university student, Dries Buytaert. The goal of the 
project was to provide a mechanism for Buytaert and his friends to share news and events. Buytaert 
turned Drupal into an open source project in 2001, and the community readily embraced the concept 
and has expanded on its humble beginnings, creating what is now one of the most powerful and feature-
rich CMS platforms on the web. Individuals, teams, and communities leverage Drupal’s features to easily 
publish, manage, and organize content on a variety of websites, ranging from personal blogs to large 
corporate and government sites. 

The standard release of Drupal, known as Drupal core, contains basic features that can be used to 
create a classic brochure website, a single- or multi-user blog, an Internet forum, or a community 
website with user-generated content. Features found in Drupal core include the ability to author and 
publish content; to create and manage users, menus, forums, and polls; and to manage your site through 
a web browser-based administrative interface.  

Drupal was designed to be enhanced with new features and custom behavior by downloading and 
enabling add-on modules. There are thousands of additional modules (known as contributed or 
‘contrib’ modules) that extend Drupal cores functionality, covering a broad spectrum of capabilities, 
including e-commerce, social networking, integration with third-party applications, and multimedia. 

Drupal can run on any computing platform that supports both a web server capable of running PHP 
version 5.2+ (including Apache, IIS, Lighttpd, and nginx) and a database (such as MySQL, SQLite, or 
PostgreSQL) to store content and settings. 

Drupal Core 
When you download and install Drupal, you are installing what is commonly called as Drupal core. Core 
represents the “engine” that powers a Drupal-based website, along with a number of out-of-the-box 
features that enable the creation of a relatively full-featured website. The primary components of Drupal 
core include capabilities to create and manage 

• content 

• file uploads/downloads 

• menus 

• user accounts 

• roles and permissions 

• taxonomy 

• blogs  

• discussion forums 

• online polls 
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Drupal core also includes a feature-rich search engine, multilingual capabilities, and logging and 
error reporting.  

Contributed Modules 
Although Drupal core can be used to build feature-rich websites, there are likely situations where core 
lacks the functionality needed to address specific requirements. In such cases, the first step is to search 
through the thousands of custom modules contributed by developers from all around the world to the 
Drupal project for a solution that meets your needs. It’s very likely that someone else has had the same 
functional requirement and has developed a solution to extend Drupal core to provide the functionality 
that you need.  

To find a contributed module, visit the Drupal.org website at www.drupal.org/project/modules. You 
will find a general list of categories and the current number of contributed modules contained within 
each. Here is a short sampling of the types of categories and the number of modules you can find in 
each:  

• utility (926) 

• content (900) 

• content display (853) 

• third-party integration (816) 

• administration (557) 

• Content Construction Kit (CCK) (420) 

• developer (398) 

• community (359) 

• media (331) 

• e-commerce (316) 

A few of the most popular modules, and the ones that you will likely want to install, include: 

• Ubercart: A full-featured web storefront module that provides all of the 
mechanisms required to sell products (physical as well as electronic downloads), 
collect credit card payments, and manage shipments. If you want to sell 
something on your website, this is the module you will want to use. 

• Webform: A module that provides a simple to use mechanism for creating, 
publishing, and managing forms (such as for a volunteer application, or an “ask 
us” or request more information form). There’s no programming involved in 
creating online forms; any user with a basic understanding of how to create 
content in Drupal can quickly master the creation of simple to complex forms. 
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• Views: This module provides a simple to use tool for extracting information from 
the Drupal database and displaying the results on your website. Views is extremely 
powerful and can be used for things like displaying events on a calendar, creating 
a photo gallery, creating a slideshow, creating a table that lists various attributes of 
content (such as the title, author, date published, taxonomy terms, the body of the 
article, and so on). 

• Panels: This module provides the ability to create complex page layouts without 
having to create code. There are several predefined layouts (rows and columns), as 
well as flexible layout that allows you to define your own custom layout. 

• Date and Calendar: These modules provide the ability to create and manipulate 
date fields, as well as rendering a list of events on a calendar. 

• Content Construction Kit (CCK): CCK provides the ability to create custom 
content types in Drupal. In Chapter 2 I discuss the two basic content types that 
come with Drupal 7: the story and the page. There will likely be other types of 
content that you want to capture on your site: content that contains additional 
fields beyond just a title and the body of the article. An example of a custom 
content type might be an event, where an event has a title and description (body) 
plus fields for capturing the start date/time, end date/time, the location, the price, 
and a description of the method for acquiring a ticket. CCK provides the 
mechanisms you will need to create and manage custom content types on your 
website.  

• Backup and Migrate: Handles scheduled backups of content in your Drupal 
database, with the ability to restore the database to a previous state based on one 
of the backup files created by this module. This is a must-have module for any 
production website.  

• Google Analytics: Provides a simple to use form for setting up Google Analytics on 
your site. Google analytics is a free service that tracks the number of visitors to 
your website, where those visitors came from, what search terms they used to find 
your site, the pages they visited while on your site, how long they spent on your 
site, and many other useful metrics that will help you view and understand the 
usage of your website. For more information on Google Analytics, please visit 
www.google.com/analytics. 

• ImageCache: A tool that automatically resizes, scales, and crops images on your 
website. A must have for any site that uses pictures that are uploaded by users. 
ImageCache will take, for example, a 4MB picture that was uploaded from a digital 
camera and automatically resize that picture to a predefined, web-friendly size, 
such as 200px by 200px, thereby reducing the overall file size significantly and 
speeding the page loading time. 

• IMCE: A simple to use, web browser-based file manager that enables file uploads 
and downloads to and from your server.  

• Pathauto: This module creates search engine-friendly URLs by automatically 
generating a “pretty” URL that is based on the page’s title (such as 
www.drupal7book.com/examples instead of the default Drupal URL of 
www.drupal7book.com?node=1234). 
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• Scheduler: Provides the ability to specify the date that a node will become 
published on the site, and the date when a node will no longer be published. This 
allows a content author to create a node now and have it not appear on the site 
until some date in the future. 

• WYSIWYG: Provides a simple to use feature for downloading, installing, and 
configuring “what-you-see-is-what-you-get” text editors. 

Drupal Themes 
A theme is the Drupal component that defines how the pages on your website are structured and the 
visual aspects of those pages. A Drupal theme defines attributes of your website such as: 

• How many columns of information will be presented on a page (a 3-column 
layout with a left, center, and right column; a 2-column layout with a narrow left 
column and a wide right column for content; a 1-column layout, and the like). 

• Whether a page has a banner at the top. 

• Whether a page has a footer. 

• Where navigational menus appear (at the top of the page, under the banner, in the 
right column, and so on). 

• The colors used on the page. 

• The font and font size used for various elements on a page (such as headings, 
titles, and body text). 

• Graphical elements, such as logos. 

Drupal core includes a number of off-the-shelf themes that you can use for your new website. You 
may also download one or more of the hundreds of free themes that are available at 
www.drupal.org/project/themes, or create your own theme by following the directions found at 
www.drupal.org/theme-guide.  

Creating Content 
A website without content would be like a book without words, a newspaper without news, and a 
magazine without articles: hardly worth the effort of looking at. Drupal makes it easy to create, publish, 
and manage content on your new website. Let’s look at how simple it is by creating our first piece of 
content. If you haven’t installed Drupal yet, please visit the Appendix and follow the step-by-step 
process for installing and configuring Drupal core. 

There are multiple paths for getting to the content-authoring screens in Drupal. I’ll focus on the 
simplest first, and then discuss other methods in Chapter 2.  

On the front page of your new website, you will see an “Add new content” link in the Welcome 
article on your home page. In the left-hand column, you will also see an “Add new content” link in the 
Management menu (see Figure 1-1). Click either of the links: they both take you to the content editing 
form where you will create your first piece of content.  
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Figure 1-1. Click either “Add new content” link to get started 

Next you’ll see a listing of the content types that you can use (see Figure 1-2). Drupal 7 comes with 
two basic content types: an article and a basic page. Both content types provide you, the author, with a 
text field for entering the title of the content item, and a body text area where you can write. Different 
content types provide additional elements. In the case of an article, you have the ability to enter “tags” 
for categorizing your content. I will cover tagging and several other content types later in the book, as 
well as the capability for creating your own custom content types.  

 

 

Figure 1-2. Select your content type 

Start with the simplest content type – a page – as the basis for your first content item on your new 
website. Click the “Basic page” link, which opens the content creation form for creating that content 
type (see Figure 1-3). On this form, enter the title of your first article and some text into the body area. 
After you have entered the title and body of your article, scroll down to the bottom of the page. On the 
left side of the screen you will see a vertical menu with several options. Click the “Publishing options” 
tab (I will cover the other options in Chapter 2), and check the Published and “Promoted to front-page” 
boxes. By checking the Published option, the article will be immediately displayed on your website the 
moment you click the Save button. Checking the “Promoted to front-page” box instructs Drupal to 
automatically display the article on the homepage of your new website.  
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Figure 1-3. Creating a basic page 
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Next click Save. Drupal will insert your new page into the database, and will then automatically 
redirect your browser to the homepage of your website, where you will see your new article (see  
Figure 1-4). 

 

 

Figure 1-4. Voila, you are published 

Congratulations! You’ve authored and published content on your new Drupal website. There are 
many other content authoring, publishing, and management features that I will cover throughout the 
remainder of this book. You are well on your way to building incredible websites on Drupal. 

Summary 
This chapter focused on the basics of what a CMS is, the base functionality available in Drupal core, how 
to extend the functional footprint of Drupal core by adding contributed modules, Drupal themes, and 
creating your first content item in Drupal. Chapter 2 will dive deeper into the content creation, 
publishing, and management capabilities of Drupal 7. 
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Creating and Managing Content 

Remember, a website without content is as interesting and informative as a book without words. In this 
chapter, I focus on Drupal’s content creating, publishing, editing, and management features; providing 
you with the knowledge necessary to venture out and create, publish, and manage a wide variety of 
content on your new Drupal website. You started that process in the previous chapter; now let’s see what 
you can add. 

Understanding the Basics 
Content is the primary building block of any website, whether it is constructed using Drupal or any other 
tool in the marketplace. Content is what visitors come to a website to find, and a lack of content is often 
the reason visitors fail to return to a website after the first time. In its most basic form, content is any 
combination of text, pictures, video, audio, and graphics. An individual piece of content may take a 
variety of different forms: 

• news story 

• blog post 

• product description 

• company overview 

• forum post 

• photograph 

• wiki entry 

Content on a Drupal-based website often starts with a title followed by body text. In Chapter 1, we 
created a basic page, which consisted of content with just a title and body. Drupal provides the ability to 
expand on this with a custom content type. A custom content type enables you to create additional fields 
that can be used to capture other relevant and related information. A common example is a calendar 
event. An event includes a title and body text (the description of the event), as well as other pertinent 
information, such as the date and time, the location, and possibly a map or photo. I’ll cover creating 
custom content types in Chapter 10. 
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Creating Content in Drupal 
In Chapter 1, I introduced Drupal’s content creation capabilities by showing you how to create your first 
content item and publish it to your website. The content type that you used in Chapter 1 was the basic 
page. Drupal 7 includes a second content type – an article.  

An article is identical to a basic page, with the single exception that an article has an image upload 
feature and an additional field where the author can enter what are called tags. Tags are simply words 
that help classify, organize, and search for related content on your site. They are a powerful Drupal 
feature that I will cover in detail in Chapter 4.  

To create and publish your new article, click one of the “Add new content” links on your website 
and select Article from the list of content types. The form that is used to create an article looks identical 
to the form used to author a basic page, with the exception of the two additional fields. Proceed with the 
content creation process by entering a title. Next, upload a picture by clicking on the Browse button and 
finding a picture on your computer to upload and include in the article (see Figure 2-1).  

 

 

Figure 2-1. Browse your computer for the image you wish to add to your article 

After you locate and upload an image, your article creation form should display a miniature version 
of the image on the form (see Figure 2-2), along with an alternate text field. It is a good idea to enter text 
into this field, especially if you expect to have visitors with visual disabilities.  

 

 

Figure 2-2. The image you wish to upload appears, and you are given the chance to add descriptive text 
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The next step is to create the body text and the tags associated with your article (see Figure 2-3). 
Tags can be any list of words or phrases, separated by commas, that describe the general concepts 
covered in your article. I’ll discuss these in more detail in Chapter 4.  

 

 

Figure 2-3. Creating article body text and adding tags 

From the vertical menu at the bottom of the page, select the Publishing Options, check the 
Published and “Promoted to the front-page” boxes, and click Save. The results of your actions should be 
an updated homepage that displays your new article (see Figure 2-4). 
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Figure 2-4. You updated homepage appears 

As you can see in the figure, an article displays the image that was uploaded as well as the list of tags 
that were entered. I will cover tagging and taxonomy in detail in Chapter 4, but as a preview, clicking one 
of the tags automatically renders a list of all articles that were tagged with that same term.  

Teasers and Full Nodes 
One of Drupal’s key content-related features is the ability to automatically display a content item in 
either “teaser” or “full-node” mode. A teaser is a shortened version of the article, typically the first 600 
characters, whereas “full node” refers to the entire length of the content. In Figure 2-4, you’ll notice a 
“Read more” link at the bottom of both articles. This tells you that Drupal is automatically rendering the 
content items in teaser mode. You can modify the length of teasers by setting the length by content type. 
I’ll cover the details of how to set teaser length in Chapter 10. 

Editing Content 
The time will come where you need to change something about a piece of content that you’ve posted on 
your site. The process for editing content is nearly identical to the process for creating it, the only 
difference being the need to find the content that you want to change. If you are on the page where the 
content you need to change resides, and you are logged in as a user who has the correct permissions (see 
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Chapter 6), you will see an Edit and View link to the right-hand side of the content item’s title (see  
Figure 2-5).  

 

 

Figure 2-5. You can edit the content of your own site by clicking Edit 

By default, Drupal allows the author of a content item to edit, update, and delete that item. Only site 
administrators or users with roles that permit them to edit, update, and delete other authors’ content 
may make changes to your content. If you do not see Edit next to the title of a content item, then you are 
not logged into with an account with the proper permissions to make changes to that item. 

To change a content item, click on the “Edit” link. Drupal will display that content item in edit mode 
where you can change or delete the item (see Figure 2-6). 

 

 

Figure 2-6. Content is displayed in editing mode 

Try updating the article you created in the previous step by navigating back to your homepage 
(simply revisit your site by returning to http://localhost or the URL of your hosted website) and clicking 
the Edit link next to the title of the content you created in the previous step. Change the title and/or the 
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body and click the Save button at the bottom of that page (you may need to scroll down to see the Save 
button). The new version automatically appears on the homepage after you’ve saved it.  

Other Content Options 
At the bottom of the content editing form, we modified one of the vertical menu items – “Publishing 
options” – before we saved our new content item. Let’s look at the other options associated with a 
content item before moving on to more advanced content topics.  

Click the Edit link next to the title of the content item you just updated and scroll to the bottom of 
the screen. At the bottom you will see a vertical menu with the following options: 

• Menu settings 

• Revision information 

• URL path settings 

• Comment settings 

• Authoring information 

• Publishing options 

Menu Settings 
There may be instances when a content item is important enough to list on one of your site’s 
navigational menus. By default Drupal creates a “Main menu” and “Secondary menu”. The Main menu 
is typically displayed at the top of the page and the Secondary menu may appear in footer, left sidebar, 
or under the banner of your site – depending on the theme you selected. I’ll cover menus in detail in 
Chapter 5, but for now I’ll show you how to assign your test content item to the Main menu. While on 
the home page of your site click on the edit link associated with the sample content item you created in 
previous steps. Click the “|Menu settings” tab (see Figure 2-7). The “Menu setting” panel will appear. 
Check the “Provide a menu link” check box, and you will see three fields: “Menu link title,” “Parent 
item,” and “Weight.” In the “Menu link title” field, enter a descriptive link title for your article 
(remember that this will appear in a menu, so use as few words as possible). From the “Parent item” 
drop-down, select “Main menu” (right now that is the only menu you have defined on your site). Leave 
the Weight field set to zero if you want your menu to sort alphabetically. You can override the 
alphabetical sort feature by selecting a weight from the list of values. The lower the number, the “lighter” 
the item will be on your menu. For horizontal menus, a lighter item appears to the left of a heavier item. 
For vertical menus, a lighter item appears above a heavier item. Setting the sort weight is useful in 
situations where you want, for example, the Home menu link to always appear as the first menu item. To 
force the Home link to the front of the list select the lowest number from the drop down list of values. 
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Figure 2-7. Click the “Menu settings” tab and select your preferences 

Click the Save button. Drupal will save your content item, and the item will now appear on the main 
menu. Your menu item should appear at the top right-hand side of the heading (the blue area) on your 
website (see Figure 2-8). 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Your revised menu now contains your content item 

Click the new menu item to be taken directly to that content item. If you delete the related content 
item, the menu item will automatically disappear.  
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Revision Information 
Have you ever made a change to a document, saved those changes, and then realized that you made a 
mistake and need to “undo” the changes you made? Have you ever realized this after closing Microsoft 
Word, when it’s too late to revert back to the document in its pre-changed state?  

There will come a time when you or someone else makes changes to a content item, and you’ll wish 
you had a copy of the content before it was changed. Drupal solves this problem by providing the ability 
to create a new version (copy) of your content when that content item is changed. Edit the sample article 
you created in previous steps and scroll down to the vertical tabs at the bottom of the edit form. Click on 
the “Revision information” tab, you will see a checkbox labeled “Create new revision.” Check the box 
and enter a description of the changes that you made (see Figure 2-9).  

 

 

Figure 2-9. Enter an explanation of the changes you made 

Once you have entered the description of what you changed, click the Save button. Drupal then 
displays your content item with a new Revisions link to the right of the title (see Figure 2-10). 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Your item now includes a Revisions link 

Clicking the Revisions link takes you to a page that lists the current version and all previous versions 
of that content item (see Figure 2-11). 
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Figure 2-11. All the revisions to an item appear on this screen 

You can view a previously published version of the article by clicking the date and time for a 
previous version. 

Clicking the Back button in your browser returns you to the previous page where you can click the 
Revert link, changing the currently published version to a previously published version. Clicking Revert 
causes Drupal to display a page that asks you if you really want to revert back to a previously published 
version. 

Clicking the Revert button results in Drupal unpublishing the current version and publishing the 
selected version.  

In this process, you as the author had to request that a new version of the content item be created. 
You can also configure each content type so that it automatically creates a new version when updates 
are made to any piece of content that is authored using that content type. I’ll discuss how to do that later 
in this chapter. 

URL Path Settings 
You may have noticed while working with the revisions feature that the URL that was shown in your 
browser’s address bar looked something like http://localhost/node/1, where “node” in the URL tells us 
that Drupal is displaying a single piece of content (a node) and “1” represents the unique ID of the node 
that is being displayed. In this case, it’s the first node that we created in the system, so the ID is 1. That 
number will increase by 1 for each node we add. Although http://localhost/node/1 gets us to the content 
that we wanted, the URL is not very people- or search-engine-friendly. Fortunately, Drupal lets us 
override the URL to something that is.  

Click the Edit link next to the title of your content item and scroll to the bottom of the page. In the 
vertical menu, click “URL path settings.” Drupal lets you create an alias, or an alternative URL, to the 
same content item as http://localhost/node/1. In the “URL alias” field, enter a more descriptive URL 
(see Figure 2-12).  
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Figure 2-12. Changing your content’s URL to a more descriptive one 

■ Caution You must use hyphens to separate the words in your URL. Spaces between words will not work.  

After entering the new URL alias, click the Save button at the bottom of the page. Drupal will 
redisplay the page using the new alias URL that you created on the previous page. In my example, the 
new URL is http://localhost/my-first-content-item. The new URL is easy for a human to understand 
and, more important, easy for a search engine to pick up: the URL better indicates the content that the 
page provides. 

Creating alias URLs is an important aspect of creating content on your website. However, manually 
creating an alias for every content item is tedious. Fortunately, there is a Drupal module that 
automatically creates a URL alias for every content item saved on your site after the module is installed 
and enabled. That module is called “Pathauto.” I’ll cover the installation of modules like path auto in 
Chapter 8. 

Comment Settings 
Drupal provides the capability for visitors to your website to post comments on your site’s content. To 
try it, click the Edit link next to the title of your content item and scroll to the bottom of the page. In the 
vertical menu on the left, click “Comment settings.” Clicking the link reveals the screen shown in  
Figure 2-13. 
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Figure 2-13. Setting your comments preferences 

Select Open and click Save. You’ll notice a significant change in how your content item is displayed. 
There is now a form at the bottom of the article where users can post comments (see Figure 2-14). 

 

 

Figure 2-14. Users can now post comments on your site 

Visitors to your site can now write and publish comments in response to your content item 
(assuming you have set the permissions to allow anonymous users to post comments, which I will cover 
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in Chapter 6). Try entering a Subject and Comment and then click Save. Your comment should now 
appear in the Comments section. 

As the content author (or as an administrator of the site), you can delete, edit, or reply to a comment 
by clicking the links under each comment. 

Comments typically appear in chronological order. As the site administrator, you have the ability to 
specify how comments are displayed: either the newest comment at the top of the list or the first 
comment posted at the top of the list. I’ll cover how to set the default order in Chapter 10.  

Turning comments on and off at the individual content item provides absolute control over which 
items accept comments. You can also set whether to accept comments at the content type level, 
meaning every content item created using that content type will “inherit” that setting. I’ll cover setting 
global parameters, such as accepting comments, in Chapter 10. 

Authoring Information 
Once again, click the Edit link next to the title of your content item and scroll to the bottom of the page. 
Click “Authoring information” in the vertical menu, and you’ll see the screen shown in Figure 2-15. 

 

 

Figure 2-15. Enter author information here 

This screen provides information about who created the content and the date that the content was 
authored. It’s unlikely that you’ll want to change this information, but you can if you need to. 

Publishing Options 
The final item on the vertical menu is “Publishing options.” Click the Edit link next to the title of your 
content item and scroll to the bottom of the page. Click “Publishing options” to see the screen shown in 
Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16. Checking out your publishing options 

We used this screen when we created our page and selected to “Promote to front page.” We can also 
use this form to “unpublish” a content item. Doing so makes that item “invisible” to visitors to your 
website, but visible to you, the author, and any other administrators on your website. This is an often 
overlooked feature that can help you as you build your website by allowing you to author content and 
see how that content will look on your site, without exposing the content to site visitors. It also allows 
you to author content in advance, before you actually want to “go live” with it. 

We used the “Promote to front page” option to tell Drupal that we want this article to show up on 
the front page of our website. If you uncheck this box, your article will be removed from the front page, 
but will still be available through the URL that we set up in the previous steps, or directly through the 
http://localhost/node/X link, where X is the node ID of the content that we are seeking. I will cover 
alternative methods for having content show up on the front page in later chapters when I talk about 
advanced Drupal features. 

The “Sticky at the top of list” option provides a mechanism for ensuring that this content item 
always appears at the top of lists. I will cover lists in detail in Chapter 10. This is a helpful feature when 
you have content that you want to highlight, such as an article on the rules for posting content on your 
site. 

Deleting Content 
I’ve covered how to create and edit content, but I haven’t covered how to delete content. There may be 
cases where you have a piece of content that is no longer relevant to your site, and you want to delete it. 
The process for deleting a content item is fairly simple. First create a new article following the steps that 
we covered earlier in the chapter. The title and content isn’t important as we’re going to immediately 
delete the article after we’ve created it. In the publishing options make sure that you check both the 
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published and promoted to front page check boxes as we want the article to appear on the homepage of 
our site. Once finished, click the Edit link to the right of the title of the content item that you created and 
scroll to the bottom of the page (see Figure 2-17).  

 

 

Figure 2-17. Preparing to delete a content item 

At the bottom of the page you’ll see a Delete button. Click it, and you’ll be prompted with a “do you 
really want to delete it” screen. Click the Delete button, which will trigger Drupal to physically remove 
your content item from the Drupal database. Drupal will then take you back to the front page of your 
website, where you’ll see that your content item no longer exists, and the menu item you created earlier 
in this chapter is also gone. 

Finding Content 
It is likely that your site will have dozens to hundreds of content items, and at some point you’ll need the 
capability to look for an item that you want to view, change, or delete. To find that content item you 
could do any of the following: 

• Navigate to the page where that item resides, and click the Edit button next to the 
title. 

• Enter the URL for that item in the address bar of your web browser.  

• Search for that item using your site’s search feature. 

• Use the content listing page. 

Any of the methods would work, but one of the most common methods is to use the content listing 
page. To view this page, click the Content link in top black menu bar. You’ll see the screen shown in 
Figure 2-18.  
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Figure 2-18. Viewing the Content screen 

On this page you can sort the list by clicking on the title, type, author, status, or updated column 
headings. You can also filter the results (limit what is shown) by selecting the status from the top drop-
down menu (for example, Published or Unpublished) and/or the content type drop-down menu (such 
as Article or Page). Clicking the Filter button will refresh the list to show only those items that meet the 
criteria you selected. 

From any item in the list, you can click the title of the article to view that article, or you can click the 
Edit or Delete links to edit or delete that item. You may also publish, unpublish, delete, promote to the 
front page, unpromote to the front page, make sticky and remove stickiness on multiple content items at 
the same time. Just click the check box to the left of each content item and select the option to apply to 
all items you checked, then click Update. 

Summary 
This chapter focused on creating content, setting the various options that are available when creating a 
content item, updating and deleting content. You learned how to place a content item on a menu so 
users can easily find and view content, and how to create search-engine- and user-friendly URLs. At this 
point, you have the basic skills and understanding necessary to create a basic Drupal website, but 
stopping now means that you would miss out on all of the other rich and powerful features that Drupal 
has to offer. In the chapters that follow, I will describe the processes for creating complex page layouts, 
rendering lists of content, controlling who has access to various features and functions on your website, 
and share tips and tricks for managing your new site. 
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Creating and Managing Users 

Now that your site is up and running, you have a couple of decisions to make. First, will you have any 
administrators on the site other than yourself? Second, will your site be open to everyone, or will users 
need to log in to view content and other features? In this chapter, I cover the how Drupal treats visitors 
to your site, and how you as a site administrator can configure Drupal’s user account features to restrict 
the capabilities of those who have user accounts on your system.  

Users, Roles, and Permissions 
Controlling who has the ability to do what on your website is performed through Drupal’s security 
features. Drupal’s security features provide the ability to define who has the ability to view, create, 
update, delete, and participate through a combination of individual user accounts, user roles, and 
permissions.  

Users (or site visitors) in Drupal 7 are divided into two general categories: anonymous users and 
authenticated users. Anonymous users are individuals who visit your website and do not log in using a 
user ID and password. If you visit www.cnn.com and don’t log in, you’re classified as an anonymous user. 
With Drupal, you have the ability to support anonymous users, and you also have the ability to restrict 
what an anonymous user can do on your site. Authenticated users are visitors to your site who log in 
using a unique user ID and password. I’ll cover how user IDs and passwords are created shortly, but 
understanding the difference between the two categories of users is important.  

Roles are a Drupal mechanism that allows you, the site administrator, to define categories of 
authenticated users of your website. You may define roles on your website that are department specific 
(e.g., a role for human resources, purchasing, sales, marketing, and customer service), roles that are 
functionally oriented (e.g., content authors, content reviewers, content authors), roles that are 
associated with a specific section of your website (e.g., products, support, sales, homepage), or any other 
definition that you can dream up. Roles are simply a way of putting authenticated users into categories, 
where categories are associated with specific permissions. Any authenticated user of your website may 
be assigned to none, one, or more than one role (e.g., you may have a user who is assigned roles of sales 
department, content author, and products). 

Permissions in Drupal are a mechanism for controlling what a user assigned to a specific role can do. 
There are dozens of permissions that you can enable or revoke for each user role you have defined. 
Examples of permissions that you might set for a specific role include: the ability to create a new page, 
the ability to create a new article, the ability to edit any article regardless of who authored it, the ability to 
search content on the website, and the ability to add a new user account. The combination of 
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permissions that you set for each role define the capabilities that a user assigned to that role can do on 
your website.  

When you combine user roles with permissions and individual user accounts, you end up with a 
highly configurable solution for securing access to key features and content on your website.  

User Accounts 
All Drupal websites have at least one user account: the system administrator. This account is created 
automatically during the installation process, and is the account that you will use to administer your site. 
For sites where the site owner is the only one who creates content and administers the site, having just 
the site administrators account is all that is required. If you anticipate having others who will administer 
or create content, then you’ll need to decide which Drupal mechanism will be used to create user 
accounts. Drupal provides three alternatives for you to pick from: 

• Users can create their own accounts without an administrator approving their 
account. 

• Users can request a new account, but an administrator has to approve the account 
before it is activated. 

• Only Administrators create user accounts. 

The approach you take is dependent on how you anticipate visitors using your website. If your site is 
informational in nature and visitors don’t need to log in to see content or participate in site features 
(e.g., posting comments), then option 3 is the best approach, as it doesn’t confuse visitors to the site by 
making them think that you have to log in to your site to see content. If your site has content or features 
that are considered “not for public consumption” and require a user account, then you will want to pick 
an approach that works for you depending on whether you want users to be able to create their own 
accounts without verifying their credentials (option 1), or you want an administrator to perform some 
form of verification before the users account is activated (option 2). 

Setting the approach that you wish to use is part of the process of setting up the various settings for 
user accounts on your system. 

Configuring User Account Settings 
Before creating your first user account, it is advisable that you visit the user account settings page and 
review or modify the general user account configuration settings. To access the settings page, click the 
Configuration link in the menu at the top of the page (assuming you are logged in as the administrator), 
and, on the Configuration page, scroll down until you see the section titled “People and Permissions.” 
Click the Account Settings link, which will take you to the page that you will use to set various 
configuration options for user accounts. 

The options that you can set on this page are: 

• What term you will use to identify anonymous users. In most cases, leaving the 
default value is appropriate.  
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• What role do you want to associate with administrator capabilities (I will cover 
creating roles later in this chapter). The role selected will become the default role 
assigned as the administrator of new modules that you install on the system. 
Using the default value “administrator” is an appropriate action. 

The next set of options, “Registration and Cancellation,” define how user accounts are set up on 
your system. The first set of options define how new user accounts are handled.  

• If only administrators can create accounts, select the first option “Administrators 
Only.” 

• If any visitor to your website can create their own account, select the “Visitors” 
option. 

• If visitors can request an account but an administrator must approve that request 
before the account is active, then select the third option, “Visitors, but 
administrator approval is required.” 

For demonstration purposes I’ll select the first option, so that only administrators may create user 
accounts. 

The next option, “Require e-mail verification,” is a good option to leave checked. This option 
requires that the user responds to a Drupal-generated e-mail that asks them to confirm their account. 
This helps to avoid “bot” created user accounts, as most bots do not have the intelligence or capabilities 
to respond to user account verification e-mails. 

The next set of options allows you to define what happens to content on your site that was created 
by this user when you disable that person’s account in the future. In most cases the default option, 
“Disable the account and keep all content,” meets the needs of a majority of websites. You may, 
however, decide that one of the other options is more appropriate for your site. 

The next set of options defines whether users can add pictures and signatures to their profiles. I will 
leave the default values for our test site; however, you may wish to enable or disable these options 
depending on whether you wish to provide those capabilities to users. 

The remaining options at the bottom of the page define how e-mails generated by the system that 
inform users of their new account are formatted, and the content that is included in each of the emails 
that are generated by the system. You may modify the content of the e-mails to address your individual 
preferences. Simply click through each of the tabs in the vertical menu to view each of the e-mails that 
are generated by the system and sent to users. 

You may also define what fields are included in a user’s profile. You may wish to capture additional 
user details beyond Drupal’s out-of-the-box profile (username and e-mail address) with details such as 
the user’s address and phone number. Click on the Manage Fields tab at the top of the screen to see 
these fields. 

You can add other fields to your user’s profile by simply entering a new label for the field, defining 
an internal name for the field, and selecting the type of field you want to present to the user (such as a 
text box). In Figure 3-1, I’ve created a new field for capturing the “location” of the user. In this example, I 
used Location as the label, user_location as the field name, Text as the type of information to store, and 
“Text field” as the type of field to use to collect the location from the user. 
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Figure 3-1. Updating user account settings 

Clicking the Save button walks you through additional configuration screens where you can further 
refine the details of this field. For this demonstration, and for a typical field, selecting the defaults on 
these other screens is appropriate. 

You now have the definition of user accounts completed and you are now ready to define roles and 
set permissions. 

Creating Roles 
User roles are a mechanism for categorizing groups of users with similar responsibilities and capabilities 
on your website. If your website is for an elementary school, you might have roles for teachers, students, 
and staff. If your website is a community website you might have roles for content authors, content 
reviewers, publishers, and forum administrators.  

The hardest part about creating user roles is deciding what roles you’ll need for your site. In general 
terms, it is easier to administer a site that has fewer roles than one that has lots of roles, as you must set 
the permissions for each individual role. However, fewer roles means less flexibility, so it is a balancing 
act, and often one that you have to adjust over time as you become more familiar with the types of users 
on your site. Unfortunately, there isn’t a formula you can use to determine how many roles you’ll need, 
but fortunately there isn’t a right or wrong answer as to how many you will need. For our example, we’ll 
create two general-purpose roles: 

A role for users who are part of our organization and who will have responsibility for authoring, 
publishing, and managing content and menus on our site.  

A role for site visitors who are provided access to “non-public” content that is intended only for 
authenticated users (visitors who have been assigned a user ID and password). These users can view 
content and add comments to content, but cannot author, edit, or delete content. 
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To create a new user role, assuming you are logged in with the administrator account, click the 
People link in menu at the top of the page. On the People page, click the Permissions tab. On the 
Permissions page, click the Roles link to navigate to the page where you view, create, edit, and delete 
roles. On this page there is a blank text box in the Name column, which is where you will enter the name 
of our new group. For demonstration purposes, enter “company user” as the name of the new role (see 
Figure 3-2). 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Working with roles in the People page 

Click the “Add role” button. This results in the creation of the company user role and a new blank 
text box for creating another new role. For our second example user role, enter “restricted user.” A 
restricted user is any user who has an account on the website and who can view restricted content and 
post comments to that content, but cannot create, edit, or delete content or perform any administration 
functions on our website. Once you’ve entered “restricted user” in the text box, click the “Add role” 
button to continue. 

With both of your new roles defined, you’re ready to assign permissions to the roles that you have 
created. 

Assigning Permissions 
Permissions provide a mechanism for controlling what users assigned to specific roles on the website 
can and cannot do. Drupal core and each contributed module provide a set of predefined permissions 
that you must either enable or disable on a role-by-role basis.  

To assign permissions to a role, click the People link at the top of the page (assuming you are logged 
in as the site administrator). On the People page, click the Permission tab, which reveals the page that 
you will use to set permissions for each of the roles that you have defined (see Figure 3-3).  
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Figure 3-3. Setting permissions for each role 

This page lists all of the permissions available for your site and the roles that you have defined. You 
can scroll down the page and check those permissions that you wish to enable for that role, and you can 
uncheck permissions that you would like to remove from this role.  

For demonstration purposes, scroll down the page until you find a section titled Node, and in that 
section check the following boxes for the Company user role: 

• Create new Article content 

• Create new Basic page content 

• Edit own Article content 

• Edit own Basic page content 

• Delete own Article content 

• Delete own Basic page content 

For the Restricted User role, scroll up to the Comments section and check the following 
permissions: 

• View comments 

• Post comments without approval 

• Edit own comments 

At this point, you have created roles and assigned permissions to those roles. You are now ready to 
create user accounts. 
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Creating User Accounts 
You now have user roles defined, appropriate permissions set, and are ready to create user accounts. 
The process for creating a new user account is accomplished by first clicking the People link in the menu 
at the top of the page. Clicking this link reveals the page shown in Figure 3-4. 

 

 

Figure 3-4. Creating user accounts 

This screen lists all existing user accounts. At this point, the only account that is listed is the admin 
account, which was created when we performed the installation process. To add a new user, click the 
“Add user” link at the top left of this page. Clicking the link reveals the “Add user” form (see Figure 3-5).  
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Figure 3-5. The “Add user” form 
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For demonstration purposes, we will create a new user account by entering the following values: 

• In the username field enter: johnsmith. 

• In the password field enter: johnsmith@company.com. 

• In the password field enter: 12johnsmith34. 

• In the confirm password field enter: 12johnsmith34. 

• For status make sure that active is selected. 

• For roles check the company user box. 

• Check the notify user of new account box (clicking this option causes Drupal to 
send an e-mail to the user notifying them of their new account). 

• Click the Create New Account button to save the account. 

• Click the List tab at the top of the screen to see the complete list of user accounts 
on your site (see Figure 3-6), including the account that you just created.  

 

 

Figure 3-6. All the user accounts of your site 

John Smith can now log onto your site and perform all the tasks associated with the company user 
role.  

There may be instances where you need to update a user account. For example, resetting a user’s 
password, changing his or her e-mail address, updating his or her assigned roles, or disabling the 
account. You can perform all of these actions by clicking the Edit link associated with the users account 
on the People page. 
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User Generated Accounts 
If you configured your site so that users can create their own accounts, requiring that a site 
administrator review and approve their account, the process is slightly different than that of an 
administrator creating the users account. If you selected the user account option where a visitor can 
create their account but requires administrator approval, or the option where visitors can create their 
account without an administrator approving their account, the login form has an additional option 
under the Login button: “Create new account.” See Figure 3-7. 

 

 

Figure 3-7. The “Create new account” option 

Clicking this link (while not logged into the site) brings you to a screen where a visitor can enter 
their requested username and their e-mail address (see Figure 8). For this example, enter a username 
and an e-mail address for the new account and click “Create new account” (note: Drupal only allows you 
to use an e-mail address once across your entire site. Attempting to reuse an e-mail address that is 
already assigned to an account on your system will result in an error message). 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Entering new account information 
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As soon as the account is created Drupal sends an email to the e-mail address entered by the user 
and displays a success message displayed on the screen:  

“Thank you for applying for an account. Your account is currently pending approval by the site 
administrator. In the meantime, a welcome message with further instructions has been sent to your e-
mail address.” 

If you configured your system to allow users to create an account but an administrator must 
manually approve that account, you’ll need to visit the People page and edit that users account, 
changing the users status from Blocked to Active. Until the user’s status has been changed, they will be 
unable to log onto your site with their user ID and password. If you selected the option where users can 
create an account and the account does not require administrator approval, the user will be able to log 
onto your site immediately.  

Resetting User’s Passwords 
One of Drupal’s features that saves site administrators hours of work a year is the ability for users to reset 
their passwords without having to e-mail a site administrator asking someone to reset their password for 
them. If you log out of your site (clicking the logout link at the top right of the page), you’ll note that in 
the right column, under the Login button, there is a link for requesting a new password (refer to  
Figure 3-7). 

Clicking on this link reveals a page where the visitor can enter either their user ID or their email 
address.  

Entering either a valid username or a valid e-mail address (where “valid” means that it exists as 
either a valid user ID on your site or a valid e-mail address associated with a user account on your site) 
results in Drupal generating an e-mail that is sent to the user with a “one-time login” link that allows 
them to reset their password.  

Summary 
In this chapter, I covered the process for configuring how Drupal handles user accounts and the 
approach for creating user roles and assigning permissions to those roles. I discussed the decisions that 
you as the site owner must make when setting up your site, including whether you will be the only 
person who has the ability to administer the site and create content, or whether you will have others who 
will be responsible for those areas. 

If there will be others assigned to tasks of creating content or managing the site, then you’ll want to 
configure the base settings for user accounts, create roles for those who will be performing activities on 
your site, and set the appropriate permissions. You’ll also want to define whether users can create their 
own accounts without an administrator approving their accounts, or users can create an account but an 
administrator must approve it, or only administrators can create accounts. Once you’ve made those 
decisions and set the parameters discussed in this chapter you’re ready to start adding users to your site.  
You can have all the users you can handle, but they probably won’t stick around long if they can’t find 
the content they’re interested in on your site. That’s where taxonomy comes in, which is what we’ll talk 
about next. 
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Taxonomy 

One of the Drupal features new Drupal users under-use and misunderstand is Taxonomy. New Drupal 
users are overwhelmed with all of the other features and functions provided by the platform, and they 
bypass what may be one of the most powerful and useful features that Drupal has to offer. In this 
chapter you will create and use taxonomy terms to categorize content so that visitors can easily find 
information related to a specific topic. 

Taxonomy Overview 
At the simplest level, taxonomy provides a mechanism for categorizing content on your site. One of the 
benefits of a library is that the librarians have taken the time to examine every book, movie, periodical, 
and music item that they have on the shelves in their building. The librarians, or the publishers, have 
painstakingly thought about how to categorize each item so that it easy to locate. Not only is it easy to 
locate an item in the library, it is also easy to locate items that are similar to the item that you are 
interested in. For example, you could walk into a library and locate the section for all items related to 
web design. In that section, you could find books on topics ranging from using Photoshop to create 
graphics to programming in PHP, all thanks to the work of the librarians and the use of a system to 
categorize similar items.  

Think of how painful it would be to walk into a library where everything is thrown on shelves 
without regards to subject, title, author, or category. Within a few minutes of searching haphazardly 
around the aisles for specific book, you would likely either leave out of sheer frustration or would ask a 
librarian, who would hopefully have some idea of where the book might be. Taxonomy is a lot like 
categorizing items that are in a library, but for the content that resides on your site. If you categorize the 
content, you make it easier for people to find what they’re looking for, and you also make it easier for 
people to find things that are similar to an item that that they may be looking at.  

In Drupal taxonomy is divided into two elements: a vocabulary and term. A vocabulary is simply a 
group of related terms, where a term is a word or phrase that describes a distinct aspect of a vocabulary. 
Another way to think of a vocabulary is as a category and a term as a “tag,” which is a common tool used 
on blogs to categorize content. The benefits of Drupal’s taxonomy over just tagging content is the ability 
to associate multiple terms (tags) as a single vocabulary, making it possible to display a list of all content 
for a vocabulary (multiple tags) instead of just a single tag. 

Let’s take a look at a real-world example. Let’s say the site that we are creating is one that is focused 
on sports news. Our targeted audience is people who like to follow what is happening with their favorite 
teams. If we think about how people might want to search and navigate content on our site, we might 
think of organizing the content by the type of sport, for example: 
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• Football 

• Baseball 

• Basketball 

• Hockey 

• Soccer 

People may also think about sports by team: 

• Ravens 

• Trailblazers 

• Lakers 

• Raiders 

• Yankees 

In this example, we would define a vocabulary for type of sport and assign terms to that vocabulary 
for each sport listed. We could also create another vocabulary for teams, and assign each of the teams 
listed to a term associated with that vocabulary. We could then use Drupal’s taxonomy feature to 
associate each piece of content authored on the site with a sport (such as basketball) and a team (such as 
the Trailblazers). We could then use taxonomy’s built-in features to list all content items that are 
associated with specific vocabulary on a page.  

Creating Vocabularies 
The first step in using taxonomy is to identify and create the vocabularies that you will use to categorize 
content on your website. Depending on the focus of your site and the breadth of subjects that you cover, 
you may only need a single vocabulary or you may need several vocabularies. There isn’t a “correct” 
answer, nor is there a formula that you can use to determine how many vocabularies your site will need. 
The best approach is to think about the content that you will include and the subjects that the content 
will cover. If the subjects are all related (e.g., types of sports) then a single vocabulary is likely all that you 
will need. If the subjects are not related (e.g., a general news website with stories about various 
technologies, health care, jobs, and entertainment), then you may need several vocabularies, one per 
subject area.  

Once you’ve identified at least one vocabulary, click on the Structure link in the admin menu at the 
top of any page on your site. You’ll see a list of options that includes a link to Taxonomy. Click that to 
reveal a page that lists all of the vocabularies that have already been defined for your site. By default, 
Drupal creates a vocabulary called Tags as a default generic “container” for terms. See Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1. The Tags vocabulary 

To add a new vocabulary, click on the “Add vocabulary” link at the top of the list, revealing the form 
shown in Figure 4-2. In the Name field, enter Type of Sport, and enter a brief description in the 
Decryption field. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Creating a new vocabulary 

Once you’ve entered the values in both fields, click Save, which results in the list of vocabulary items 
to be displayed with your new vocabulary shown in the list. See Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3. Your newly created vocabulary 

The next step is to create a list of terms that are associated with the “Type of Sport” vocabulary. To 
create terms, click on the “Add terms” link for the vocabulary that you created. Clicking on that link 
reveals the form shown in Figure 4-4. Enter Basketball as the name of the term, and enter a brief 
description that expands on the meaning behind the term.  
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Figure 4-4. Adding terms 

After entering the term and a description, click Save. Drupal then redisplays the form to enable you 
to enter another term. To practice, create terms for other sports, such as baseball, football, and soccer. 
Once you’ve completed the process of entering the terms associated with your vocabulary, click on the 
Link tab at the top of the page to see the complete list of terms for the vocabulary, shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5. The complete list of terms 

At this point we’ve created a vocabulary and the terms that we will use to categorize content. We 
now have to identify which content types will use this vocabulary as a method for categorizing content, 
and configure our vocabulary so that it will appear on the content creation screens for those content 
types. 

Assigning a Taxonomy Vocabulary to a Content Type 
Providing content authors with the ability to assign one of the terms to a new piece of content requires 
that a site administrator updates the all of the content types to include a reference to the vocabulary that 
we wish to link to content on our site. 

The first step is to identify all the content types that you want to associate with the new vocabulary. 
You may decide that all content types will use the vocabulary to categories the content created on your 
site, or you may decide the vocabulary is only appropriate for one or a few content types. For example, 
you might want to restrict which content types would be used if you had a vocabulary that listed terms 
for event venues (e.g., cafeteria, gym, courtyard, soccer field, and so on). That vocabulary may only be 
appropriate for a calendar event content type and not your generic page content type.  

As an example, let’s update the “Generic page” content type on the test site to incorporate the 
ability to tag content with the type of sport vocabulary. The first step is to click on the Structure link in 
the admin menu at the top of each page of your site. Click on the “Content types” link to get to the page 
that lists the available content types (shown in Figure 4-6). 
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Figure 4-6. Available content types 

On the list of content types, you’ll see a link for managing the fields associated with this content 
type. We’ll learn in Chapter 10 how to add several types of fields to our content type (e.g., you may wish 
to add a file upload, an additional text box to collect specific information, check boxes, radio buttons, or 
a select list to expand the content collected when someone uses that content type). For now we will 
concentrate on adding the taxonomy vocabulary to our content type so that an author can select one of 
the types of sports terms.  

Click on the “Manage fields” link to expose the form used to add our vocabulary (see Figure 4-7). On 
this form, you will notice a section dedicated to adding a new field. Enter “Type of Sport” in the Label 
field, enter “type_of_sport” as the internal field name that Drupal will use to reference this field, and 
choose the field type that you wish to use to display the list of terms From the list of options choose 
“Select list” if you have a long list of terms in the vocabulary. If you have a short list of terms, “Check 
boxes/radio buttons” is a better option as Drupal displays all of the options on the screen rather than 
having to scroll through a very short select list. The last option is to render a text box where the author 
can enter the term. This option automatically begins to search the list of terms when the author enters 
the first character, and lists all terms that meet the characters that the author entered. If no term is found 
that matches the word entered by the author, a new taxonomy term is created. This option makes it easy 
to expand the list of terms by allowing authors to create a new term when the author creates a new 
article. If you have a tightly controlled list of terms and don’t want authors to have the ability to expand 
upon the list (such as a list of job titles that are set by the HR department), you will not want to use this 
option. For our example, use the “Select list” option, as we don’t want authors to have the ability to add 
new types of sports to our vocabulary.  
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Figure 4-7. Managing fields 

Click on the Save button. You’ll next see a screen where you can specify the vocabulary that 
provides the source for the list of terms that will appear in the select list (see Figure 4-8). For this 
example, select “Type of Sport” and click on “Save field settings.” 

 

 

Figure 4-8. Determining field settings 

The next screen you see after clicking save allows you to: 

• Change the label that will be displayed next to this field.  

• Specify whether the taxonomy term is a required field (whether the author must 
select from one of the items before saving the piece of content).  
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• Provide help text.  

• Specify a default value that should be used in the case where the author does not 
select value.  

• Specify how many values an author can select. If you used the radio 
buttons/checkbox widget type, selecting 1 will render the list as radio buttons. 
Selecting more than 1 will result in the list being rendered as checkboxes.  

• You can change the vocabulary that will be used as the source of the list of values 
that will be displayed as options to the author. 

After changing any of the values on this page, click Save. 

Selecting a Taxonomy Term when Creating Content 
Based on our actions in the previous step, creating a new content item using the Basic page content type 
will now present the author with a list of values that they can select from to categorize the content they 
are authoring. To test this feature, click on any of the “create content” links that we have described 
previously (such as the create content link in the gray bar near the top of the page). From the list of 
content types listed, click on the “Basic page” content type. When the Basic page creation page is 
displayed, notice that there is a new select list field where the author can select the type of sport to assign 
to this content item (see Figure 4-9). 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Creating a basic page 
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Clicking on Save results in Drupal displaying our new page with a new field, “Associated Sport,” with 
Basketball listed as the option that was selected. 

To demonstrate the power of taxonomy, create two additional pages using the same taxonomy term 
you selected in the first example. On the final content item that you created, once you have saved it, click 
on the term that you used. In Figure 4-10 you would click on Basketball. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. A new content item assigned to the Basketball taxonomy term 

The result of clicking on the term is a page that lists all other pages that were created and assigned to 
the Basketball taxonomy term (see Figure 4-11). 

 

 

Figure 4-11. All pages assigned to the term Basketball 
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Drupal automatically renders all of the articles that are associated with the selected term. The list is 
sorted in date/time order, with the most recently added basic page listed at the top of the list. You will 
also notice an RSS feed icon at the bottom of the page. Drupal also created an RSS feed for all the pages 
that are associated with this taxonomy term. Clicking on the RSS icon will render the list as a standard 
feed. 

Creating Human- and Search-Engine-Friendly Lists 
By default, Drupal creates URLs for lists of content that are related to taxonomy terms, as shown in 
Figure 4-12. 

 

 

Figure 4-12. Drupal-created URLs 

The structure of the URL is “taxonomy/term/X,” where X is the “term ID” of the taxonomy term that 
you are referencing. While Drupal understands what this refers to, a human and, more important, a 
search engine wouldn’t have a clue what this URL was related to other than looking at the title of the list 
and the content of the list. A simple remedy is to provide a URL alias. You can provide a URL alias by 
editing the taxonomy term and entering a value in the field that is shown on the form for adding a URL 
alias. To navigate back to your taxonomy term list, click on the Structure menu at the top of the page. On 
the Structure page, click on the Taxonomy link. On the Taxonomy page, click on the “List terms” link 
that is associated with the vocabulary where the term you wish to supply a URL alias resides. Locate the 
term you wish to update and click on the Edit tab. In the URL alias field (shown in Figure 4-13), enter a 
descriptive URL that is easily understood by humans and search engines. For consistency and simplicity, 
use all lowercase letters with hyphens between words. For our example, we’re using a single word, 
“basketball.” Click the Save button after entering your URL alias. In the address bar of your browser, 
enter the URL to your site followed by the URL alias that you just created for your taxonomy term. In the 
example above the URL would be http://localhost/basketball (see Figure 4-14). 
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Figure 4-13. Setting the URL alias for a taxonomy term 

Hierarchical Terms 
What if you need to define a hierarchical structure of taxonomy terms, say, for example “basketball.” You 
need the ability to further categorize basketball content by: 

• Basketball 

• High School 

• College 

• Division 1 

• Division 2 

• Division 3 

• NBA 

• Eastern Conference 

• Central Conference 

• Western Conference 

Fortunately, Drupal provides a simple mechanism for creating a hierarchical structure of taxonomy 
terms. To update our example, return to the “Add term” link next to the vocabulary for “Types of Sports.” 
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Click on the Structure menu at the top of the page, and on the Structure page, click on the Taxonomy 
link. Click on the “Add term” link next to the vocabulary where you wish to add a new term, which 
reveals the term creation screen. Begin by adding the term for High School. Enter High School as the 
term name and then click on the Relationships link at the bottom of the form. In the list of terms, select 
Basketball as the parent term and then click Save. Continue the process by entering College and NBA, 
also selecting Basketball as the parent term. To create the third level of the hierarchy, enter Division 1 as 
the term name and, for the relationship selected, “College” as the parent. Continue the process until 
you’ve created all of the terms listed above. The resulting structure should look something like the list 
shown in Figure 4-14. 

 

 

Figure 4-14. The resulting list 

We now have the ability to assign taxonomy terms to content items at the child level as well as at the 
parent level.  

The resulting Page that is created using this method now shows the associated sport as “High 
School.” Clicking on High School would render a list of all pages that are associated with the term “High 
School” under “Basketball.” 

This approach provides a finer level of granularity for categorizing content.  
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Assigning More Than One Vocabulary  
There may come a time when categorizing content by a single vocabulary represents a constraint that 
you must overcome to address a complex requirement for content categorization. Fortunately Drupal 
does not constrain you on how many vocabularies you can assign to a content type. Simply follow the 
steps we performed earlier in this chapter to add a second field to the content type. Simply select a 
different vocabulary as the source for the values that you wish to present to the author.  

Summary 
Hopefully this chapter shed some light on the power and simplicity of taxonomy. I suggest that you start 
using taxonomy on your first site, because the more you use it the more comfortable you will be with its 
capabilities and the power that it brings to the content you deliver to your visitors. I will continue to 
leverage taxonomy throughout the rest of this book as I cover other advanced Drupal features. 
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Creating Menus 

Making it easy for visitors to find information on your website, and more important, making it easy for 
visitors to find the information that you want them to find, is a key factor in defining the success or 
failure of your new site. There are three basic mechanisms in Drupal to provide navigational capabilities 
to your site: 

• Text links embedded in content that direct the user to a new page. 

• Images and buttons that direct the user to a new page when clicked. 

• Menus, which are horizontal or vertical lists of text or image links. 

In this chapter, you will learn how to use Drupal’s administrator’s interface for creating and 
managing menus. 

Ordering From the Menu 
A menu, in its simplest form, is a horizontal or vertical list of links that direct a user to a new page. If you 
examine the home page of your new website, you’ll see that there are at least six menus on that page 
alone. See Figure 5-1.  
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Figure 5-1. Menus on a site 

From top to bottom, the menus are: 

• the top black bar, starting with Content; 

• the gray bar at the top of the page, starting with Add Content; 

• the top site menu (top of the blue area), with Admin and Log out 

• the secondary menu in the right column, starting with Home; 

• the left hand column menu titled Management; and 

• the menu that is embedded in the article on the page, starting with “Create 
content.”  

Menus help a visitor to a site understand (and access) the content, features, and functions that the 
site provides.  

On our example site that we’re creating in this book, the menus shown on the page are all text links. 
Drupal also provides mechanisms for creating menus that are button and/or image based. I created a 
dynamic image-based menu for the Bloomfield Township Public Library (http://btpl.org) that uses a 
combination of buttons and images (images appear above the menu item that is being highlighted; for 
example, the boy with the paint on his fingers in Figure 5-2 is the highlighted menu item). 
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Figure 5-2. An example of an image-based menu 

Creating menus is facilitated through a set of screens that are part of Drupal 7 core. There are three 
basic activities for creating items on menus 

• Adding an item to an existing menu. Drupal 7 comes with several menus already 
created. All you need to do is to add items to those menus. 

• Creating a new menu. If you need more than the two menus that come with 
Drupal 7, you can create a new menu. 

• Assigning the menu to a region of on a page. If you created a new menu, you’ll 
need to assign it to a region on the page. 

Adding an Item to a Menu 
There are two general items that we can add to our page as menu items: a link to an existing element on 
our site (a content item, a list of content associated with a taxonomy term, and so on), or a link to a page 
that is external to our site.  

Adding a Content Item to a Menu 
There are two approaches for adding items to menus: you can use the menu administration form (see 
figure 5-4) to create a new menu item, or you can create a menu link from the content item that you wish 
to reference from within the form used to create or edit that content item. The best practice is to use the 
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content creation form (see figure 5-3) or, as we will see later in the book, other element creation forms 
such as a panel page or a view. The reason for using this approach is that when you delete that content 
item, Drupal automatically removes the item from the menu to which it was assigned. If you use the 
manual approach of creating a menu item using the menu administration form, you as the site owner 
must remember to remove that item manually from the menu.  

To create a new content item, click on any of the Create Content links that are available on the home 
page of your website (assuming you are still logged in as the administrator), and select the “Basic page” 
content type. As an example, enter a title and body for the new content type and then click on the 
“Provide a menu” vertical tab at the bottom of the screen (see Figure 5-3). Check the “Provide a menu” 
box, which reveals the fields for defining your menu. Enter the title for the item as you wish it to appear 
on the menu, and select the main menu as the one where you want the item to appear. After entering the 
values for your menu item, click on the Save button at the bottom of the page. Drupal then displays the 
page that you just created, with the menu item associated with this page now appearing in the Main 
menu at the top right of the darker blue area of the page. 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Adding a content item to a menu 

Clicking on that link will take you directly to the page we just created, regardless of where you are on 
the website. 

Adding a Menu Item for an External Page 
You can add links to external sites by adding a menu item. To do so, click on the Structure menu item at 
the top of the page. On the Structure page, click on the Menu link. On the Menu page, click on the “Add 
item” link for the Main menu. You should now see the “Add menu item” form (see Figure 5-4). Enter a 
title (in this example, I used Apress as the menu title), the path, which is the full URL to the external page 
to which we want to link (in the example I used www.apress.com), ensure that the enabled check box is 
checked, and for demonstration purposes, select the Main menu from the parent item drop down list.  
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Figure 5-4. Adding a menu item for an external page 

Once you’ve entered all the values, click on the Save button at the bottom of the page (you may need 
to scroll down to see it). Drupal then displays the complete list of items that are assigned to the Main 
menu, including the new item that we just created. 

You should now see the new menu item that you just added. Clicking on that menu item will take 
you to the external link that you entered when you created the menu item. 
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Creating a New Menu 
There may be situations where you need to create additional menus beyond what ships with Drupal 7. 
As an example, when creating Drupal-based websites for public libraries, I am often asked to build 
unique menus for each department in the library (a menu for adult services, youth services, teen 
services, circulation, and so on). In such a case, the basic menus shipped with Drupal 7 are not enough 
to fulfill the library’s requirements. To create a new menu, click on the Structure menu item at the top of 
any page on your site. On the Structure page, click on Menus, and on the Menus page click on the Add 
Menu link. The form for creating a new menu is displayed (see Figure 5-5). On the form for creating a 
new menu, enter the title of the menu and a description (which is optional). Click the Save button, and 
you now have a new menu ready to assign items to using the same methods as described earlier in this 
chapter.  

 

 

Figure 5-5. Creating a new menu 

After saving the menu, you can now add items to it. As practice, create menu items for the following 
external links, using the process described in the section “Adding a Menu Item for an External Page”: 
apress.com, yahoo.com, google.com, and bing.com. When completed, your menu should look 
something like that in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6. Your menu with items 

At this point the menu exists in Drupal, but it isn’t assigned to a region on a page and, therefore, 
isn’t visible to site visitors. To make your new menu visible, click on the Structure link at the top of any 
page, and on the Structure page click on the Blocks link. On the Blocks page, scroll down until you find 
Special Features (see Figure 5-7). In the list to the right of Special Features, pick the left sidebar option 
and then click on the Save Blocks button at the bottom of the page.  
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Figure 5-7. Assigning menus to a block 

Click on the home icon at the top left of the screen to return to the home page and voila! There’s 
your new menu. You may now place your order. 

Summary 
In this chapter I covered the basics of adding links to a menu and creating a new menu. I explained the 
process of adding content items to menus and adding links to external websites. I also covered how to 
enable a new menu so that it appears on your site.  
In the next chapter I explain how to completely change the look of your website by installing and 
enabling a new theme. Be prepared to say “wow!” 
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Installing Themes 

In this chapter I will explain the process of changing the overall look and feel of your site by installing a 
new theme. I will walk you through the process of selecting, downloading, and enabling your selected 
theme. You’ve added some neat things to your site in previous chapters, and we’ve seen some exciting 
features of Drupal; but this chapter will have you going “wow!” 

The visual layout and presentation of your new Drupal site is defined through a Drupal component 
called a theme. A theme defines: 

• The colors used on the page. 

• The fonts used for text, headings, links, and other elements. 

• The placement of images and graphics that are present on every page of the site 
(images and graphics that are associated with the page itself rather than a content 
item). 

• The layout of the page (such as a menu at the top, a banner area, a secondary 
menu below the banner, a column on the left, or a footer). 

Drupal themes are designed and developed using HTML, cascading style sheets (CSS), and the PHP 
programming language. Themes can be as simple as a plain white canvas or as complex and visually 
energizing as your imagination can conjure up.  

We have already worked with a Drupal theme; the basic Drupal 7 site that we installed as part of the 
earlier chapters in this book used the Garland theme. Garland is a predominantly “blue” theme (see 
Figure 6-1), with a relatively simple structure. There is a region (a rectangular area on the page where 
content, menus, widgets, and so on can be assigned) for a header, a left sidebar, a right sidebar, the 
general content area, and the footer. 
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Figure 6-1. The Garland theme 

You’ll find as you browse through various Drupal themes that many of them follow this same 
generic layout, which for many people is a negative because it makes them believe that every Drupal site 
looks nearly identical. The truth of the matter is that yes, many off-the-shelf themes follow this same 
layout pattern. However, you have the ability to create a layout that significantly deviates from the 
standard. Figure 6-2 demonstrates how I used the capabilities of Drupal’s theme engine to create a 
Drupal site for the University of Oregon that is used by high school students to manage their electronic 
portfolio of learning assets and track their progress toward graduation. The area at the top of the page 
with the brown background is the header, the area in the middle of the page with the green background 
is the content area, and the brown area at the bottom is the footer. 
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Figure 6-2. A creative non-traditional Drupal theme 

How a Drupal Theme Works 
Understanding some of the basics behind how a Drupal theme works will help lay the foundation for 
some topics that I will cover in later chapters. The fundamentals of how a theme works can be distilled 
into a few basic concepts, which I explain here. 
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As the administrator, you have the ability to pick which theme your site will use. You can either 
download a stock theme from http://drupal.org/project/themes, or you can purchase a commercial 
theme from various providers that sell Drupal themes. It is likely that you will find something that 
matches or closely matches what you want from a visual design perspective on the Drupal theme 
download site. If you scan through the hundreds of themes and can’t find one you like, you can always 
create your own. Pro Drupal Development, also published by Apress, covers many of the aspects of 
creating a theme from scratch.  

If you find a theme that you like, download it, expand the downloaded file (just like you did when 
you downloaded Drupal), and copy the theme to your web server.  

Once copied, you enable the theme through the administration features provided in Drupal 7, and 
voila! Your site is now displayed using the theme.  

Once the theme is enabled, Drupal loads it and its associated cascading style sheets and assembles 
the content. Drupal then renders each page using the structure, style, colors, fonts, and images as you 
have defined them in your theme. 

Finding a New Theme 
Drupal 7 ships with the Garland and Stark themes. Although Garland is a great theme, it’s likely one that 
you won’t use on your production site (although browsing around the web you’ll often run into a site 
that uses Garland as its production theme). Stark is an extremely plain theme. If you’re going for a very 
clean and text heavy-theme, then Stark may be a good choice for you, but it’s likely that you’ll want to 
pick from one of the hundreds of themes that you can freely download and use.  

Before you begin your search for a new theme, you should sit down with a blank piece of paper and 
sketch out the general layout of at least the homepage of your new site. Key concepts to focus on 
include:  

Will your site use horizontal menus and, if so, how many will you have and where will they be 
placed? 

Will your site have a header or banner area? If so, how tall will the header be, and will it span the 
entire width of your page? 

Does your design call for a left or right side bar? Or does your design call for two sidebars on the 
right or two on the left? 

Will your site have a footer and, if so, does the footer span the entire width of the page? 

Will you have a fixed width (say, 960px wide), or will the width of the page expand and contract as 
the visitor expands and contracts the width of their browser?  
 
Answering these questions will help you narrow the choice of themes to only those that support 

your general layout and design goals.  
There are multiple ways to search for themes. The following are two common ways: 

• Visit www.drupal.org/project/themes and browse through the descriptions of 
themes that are available for download. See Figure 6-3. 

• Visit http://themegarden.org/ and see each theme listed on Drupal.org in action. 
Themegarden.org renders its entire site in each of the themes listed on Drupal.org, 
so you can see how your site might look in each.  
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Both methods work well. Many people browse through the list on Drupal.org and then visit 
Themegarden.org to see that theme implemented on a live site. You may choose to use one or both of 
the sites.  

For demonstration purposes, let’s search the Drupal.org site for a Drupal 7 theme that matches our 
intended layout and color scheme. On www.drupal.org/project/themes, in the right-hand column, there 
is a capability for filtering forms based on the version of Drupal that you are using. You’ll want to filter 
the results by Drupal 7, because themes for previous versions will not work on our site.  

Drupal will redisplay the list of themes, only listing those that are compatible with Drupal 7. You can 
also sort the results by title, creation date, last release, or recent activity. Clicking on “Last release” shows 
all of the newly added themes (or updates to existing themes), which is a nice feature when you visit this 
page often and want to see what the community has contributed. For this demonstration, let’s sort by 
Title to list the Drupal 7 themes in alphabetical order. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Sort options for Drupal themes 

Browse through the pages of themes to see the variety that is available. Most theme developers 
provide a sample screenshot of their design so you can see the general layout and design of their theme. 
As an example, select the Aberdeen theme (http://drupal.org/project/aberdeen), because the visual 
design and layout varies slightly from the standard layouts (such as Garland) and the colors are nice and 
subtle. See Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4. The Aberdeen theme 

Installing a Theme 
The next step is to download the theme you want. A new feature in Drupal 7 makes downloading and 
installing themes a simple task of copying the URL for the theme download file and pasting the URL into 
a form. To get to this form, first click the Appearance link in the top menu. On the Appearance page, 
click on the “Install new theme” link. See Figure 6-5. 
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Figure 6-5. Installing a new theme 

Clicking on the “Install new theme” link exposes the form that is used to upload and install a new 
theme. See Figure 6-6. 

 

 

Figure 6-6. The theme upload/download form 
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On this form you will see two fields. In the first, you can type (or paste) the URL of the theme’s 
distribution file that you wish to install. Let’s do that for this example. Open a new browser window (or a 
tab) and navigate to the theme that you wish to install (http://drupal.org/project/themes). We’ll use 
the Aberdeen theme for Drupal 7 (http://drupal.org/project/aberdeen). 

Using your mouse, hover over the Download link and right-click on it. In the pop-up window that 
appears, select the option that allows you to copy the links location (URL). Return to the theme 
installation form. Right-click in the URL text box and select paste.  

With the URL pasted in the text box, you’re now ready to click the Install button. Click the button 
and Drupal downloads the files from the URL specified, copies the files the correct directory, expands 
(uncompresses) the theme, and makes it available for you to enable.  

After downloading, Drupal redisplays the list of themes available on your site, including Aberdeen in 
the Disabled Themes section of the list. See Figure 6-7. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. Disabled themes 

To enable the theme and set it as the default for your site, simply click on the “Enable and set 
default” link for the theme that you downloaded (we’ll use the standard Aberdeen theme, not the fluid 
layout). At the bottom of the page, click the Save button. Once saved, click on the X in the top right-hand 
of the Themes page. Return to the home page and click your browsers refresh button. You should now 
see your site rendered in the new theme. See Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6-8. The site rendered in the new theme 

The Administration Theme 
Administration forms tend to be wide and long, sometimes not fitting too well within the confines of the 
content area defined for a given theme. To address this problem, Drupal 7 lets you specify a theme that 
should be used for administrative functions. You can try your new theme to see if it works for 
administration screens, or you can pick a different theme to use whenever a site administrator is 
performing site administration tasks. Typically, a simple clean theme that is at least 960px wide works 
best as the admin theme. To change the administration theme, simply click on the Appearance menu 
item at the top of the page and scroll to the bottom. You’ll see a section titled Administration Theme. 
From the list of themes in the drop-down list, select a theme that you know will work with 
administration forms. By default Drupal 7 enables Seven as the administration theme, because it 
accommodates administration screens. You may also change the administration theme to any other 
theme listed in the drop-down list. If you change the value, make sure you click the “Save configuration” 
button. 
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Configuration Options 
Drupal 7 provides a set of configuration options that, when changed, updates certain aspects of what is 
displayed within your theme. Depending on whether the theme author adhered to Drupal standards, 
you can use this form to determine which elements are displayed on the page (Logo, Site Name, Site 
Slogan, and so on), whether the theme should use its default logo, and whether the shortcut icon should 
be used (the shortcut icon is also known as the favicon; it’s the little logo that appears to the left of your 
browsers address bar). To get to this screen, simply click on the Appearance menu item in the top menu 
and click on the Settings tab at the top of the Appearance page. See Figure 6-9. 

 

 

Figure 6-9. Appearance configuration options 
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■ Note A great site to visit to see what others have done with Drupal is Dries Buytaert’s personal page. On his 
site, he lists many of the highest profile sites on the web that are deployed on Drupal. You can find the list at 
http://buytaert.net/tag/drupal-sites.  

Summary 
In this chapter we stepped into the “wow!” part of building a Drupal-based site: themes. In a matter of 
minutes, we changed the entire look and feel of our site through a few simple steps. Spend some time 
browsing through the themes on Drupal.org. You’ll be amazed at the breadth of options that are literally 
a few clicks away from changing the entire look of your site. 
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Drupal Blocks 

In this chapter I focus on using blocks to assign content and what are called “widgets” (which include 
the user login form, latest blog posts, a list of who is currently logged into your site, the current weather 
conditions, and the like) to specific positions on a page. I will cover standard blocks that ship with 
Drupal 7, blocks that come with contributed modules, and information on how to build a custom block 
from scratch. At the end of the chapter you will have the ability to construct a page with some pretty 
exciting features. 

Blocks, Blocks, and More Blocks 
A block is a generic term that is applied to any self-contained piece of content, menu, or code. There are 
standard pre-built blocks that come with Drupal 7: the login block, the search block, the “who’s online” 
block, the “who’s new” block, the latest blog postings block, and more. There are also blocks that come 
with contributed modules, such as blocks that share the latest weather report, your recent Twitter posts, 
or your current Facebook status. As a site administrator you can construct your own custom blocks, such 
as a list of upcoming events.  

Making Blocks Appear on Pages  
In Chapter 6 I covered the structure of themes and how themes define “regions” on a page. Figure 6-1 
showed how the theme was divided into left, center, right, and footer regions. I’ll now show you how to 
assign anywhere from one to dozens of blocks to the various regions on your theme, and explain how 
doing so increases visitor interest in your site by providing interesting and high-value features.  

Figure 7-1 is an example of blocks that are assigned to various regions on a page. There are seven 
blocks that appear on this page. 
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Figure 7-1. See if you can spot the blocks 

In this example are blocks that are menus (Navigation, Management, Special Features) as well as 
interactive blocks (Search), and informational blocks (“Who’s new,” “Who’s online,” and “Powered by 
Drupal”).  

Let’s take a look at the blocks that come with Drupal 7 and assign a few of those blocks to regions on 
your site. We’ll then install a module or two that provide cool blocks that you can add to your site, and 
then we’ll create a custom block from scratch.  

Finding the List of Available Blocks 
To find the list of blocks that are available for you to use on your new web site, click on the Structure link 
at the top of the page. This takes you to the Structure page. On the Structure page, click on the Blocks 
link to reveal the Blocks page, which lists all the defined blocks on your system, including those that are 
already assigned to regions and those that are not assigned to a region. See Figure 7-2.  
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Figure 7-2. The Blocks page 

As you see in Figure 7-2, there are a number of disabled blocks. Enable a few by first picking the 
region where you want them to show up (click the drop-down that says “<none>”) and, after assigning 
the blocks to regions, click on the “Save blocks” button. If you return to your site’s homepage, you’ll now 
see the blocks that you enabled in the regions where you assigned them.  
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Re-Arranging Blocks 
It is likely that, at some point in time, you’re going to want to re-order how blocks appear on a page. In 
the previous example, we may want to have the “Who’s new” block appear above the “Who’s online” 
block. To re-order the blocks, navigate to the Blocks page by clicking on the Structure link at the top of 
the page. On the Structure page, click on the Blocks link. Once on the Blocks page, simply click and hold 
the plus sign (+) next to the block that you want to move, and drag that block to the position where you 
want it in the list of blocks for that region. When you release the mouse button, you’ll see that Drupal re-
ordered the items (temporarily). You’ll see a message stating that the changes have not yet been saved. 
Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Save. Drupal will save the changes and display a message 
stating that the changes were made. You can now close the Blocks page by clicking on the X in the right-
hand corner of the Blocks page. Click your browser’s refresh button to update the homepage, which 
should now display the blocks in the new order that you just defined. 

Reassigning and Deactivating Blocks 
Drupal also provides the mechanisms for moving a block to a different region and deactivating a block 
that is already visible on a page. To see this in action, let’s deactivate the “Who’s new” block and move 
the “Who’s online” block to the Left Sidebar at the bottom of the blocks that already appear in that 
region. To make the changes, navigate to the Blocks page by clicking on the Structure link at the top of 
the page and, on the Structure page, click the Blocks link. 

On the Blocks page, click on the Region drop-down list for the “Who’s new” block and select the 
<none> option. Immediately upon selecting <none>, that item will disappear from the Right Sidebar 
section of the Blocks page. Next, click on the Region drop-down for “Who’s online” and select the Left 
Sidebar option. Immediately after selecting the new location, the “Who’s online” block will move to the 
Left Sidebar area of the block listing, and it will appear at the top of the list.  

Our task was to move the “Who’s online” block to the Left Sidebar at the bottom of the list of blocks, 
so we need to click and hold the plus sign (+) next to the “Who’s online” block and drag the block to the 
bottom of the list of blocks in the Left Sidebar region. After dropping the block at the bottom of the list, 
scroll to the bottom of the page and click Save, which commits the changes to the Drupal database. 
Revisit the home page of your web site, and you will see the changes that you just made. 

Configuring Blocks 
You can select various configuration setting for blocks on the Blocks Administration page. The 
configuration options include overriding the title of the block and setting the visibility of the block based 
on several optional parameters. As an example of how you might use these features in the future, let’s 
change the “Who’s online” block so that it only appears on the homepage of your site, and only when the 
visitor is a user who has logged into the system with a user ID and password. To make these changes, 
navigate to the Blocks page by clicking on Structure and then clicking on the Blocks link. On the Blocks 
page, locate the “Who’s online” block and click on its configure link. This reveals the block’s 
configuration page. See Figure 7-3.  
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Figure 7-3. The configuration page for the “Who’s online” block 

On this form, you can override the default title by entering a value into the “Block title” field. In the 
“User activity” drop-down you can define the list of users who appear in the “Who’s online” block. You 
do this by selecting the amount of time the person has been logged in for before they appear on the list. 
In the example, users who have not been logged in for at least 15 minutes will not appear on the list. The 
next field defines who many people will appear in the list. If you have a site with a significant number of 
online user and its important to show the names of who is online, then you’ll want to increase the user 
list length to the appropriate value (for example, if you have a social networking site where users interact 
with each other, you’ll want to allow for more names to show).  

You can also set the region where the block appears based on the active theme. This is important for 
sites where different themes are used for example – when a visitor is looking at the site from a device like 
a PDA instead of a full web browser. You can set a different region for each of the themes on your site. 

You will likely want to specify on which pages a block appears. For example, you may want the 
“Who’s online” block to only appear on the homepage of your site. At the bottom of the Block 
configuration page (see Figure 7-4), you will the Pages tab. To set the block to only appear on the 
homepage, click on the “Only the listed pages” radio button and enter <front> in the text box (<front> is 
the special term used to represent the homepage of your site). You could also specify other pages by 
entering the URL of that page in the text box (for example, /content/). With this option, you can also 
exclude pages as well as write PHP code to define when the block should appear. 
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Figure 7-4. Choosing Visibility settings 

It is also possible to set a block so that it only appears for specific types of users based on their 
assigned roles. Click on the Roles vertical tab to examine and set the visibility by user roles options. As an 
example, let’s set the block to only appear when the person visiting the site is logged in.  

Let’s also limit the visibility of this block to visitors who are logged onto our site. See Figure 7-5. 
 

 

Figure 7-5. Choosing roles-based settings 
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Once you have clicked the check box, you can now click on the “Save block” button at the bottom of 
the page and return to the homepage of your site. .  

To test your changes, navigate to a page other than the homepage. If you are using the Garland 
theme, you will see a menu on the right-hand side of your page that lists your user name and a Logout 
link next to your username. Click on your username. You will be taken to your User Account page. 
Because you are no longer on your homepage, you will see that the “Who’s online” block is no longer 
displayed, which tells you that your changes were made.  

Using Blocks from Contributed Modules 
There are literally thousands of contributed modules available for Drupal. Many of them generate blocks 
as their primary means of displaying information to visitors. Examples of modules that generate blocks 
include the U.S. Weather Bureau’s current weather conditions block, which we’ll now install as an 
example of using a contributed modules blocks.  

The first step is to locate the module. You can find the weather service module at 
http://drupal.org/project/nws_weather. Visit the modules project page and right-click on the 
Download link for the Drupal 7 version, selecting the appropriate copy command for your browser (in 
this case, Copy Link Location, as shown in Figure 7-6). 

 

 

Figure 7-6. Copying a module’s download link 

The next step is to install the module. Click on the Modules link on the administrator’s menu at the 
top of any page. Drupal will display the modules page. On that page, click on the link for installing a new 
module. You will see the “Install from a URL” text box, which is where you paste the URL you copied in 
the previous step (see Figure 7-7). 
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Figure 7-7. Pasting the download link 

After pasting the URL, click on the Install button. Drupal downloads the module from the URL you 
specified and prepares the module for use.  

The next step is to enable the module (although the module exists on your site after downloading, 
Drupal does not automatically enable it as an active module). Click on the List tab at the top of the 
Modules panel and scroll down until you find the Weather module. When you find it, you’ll note that the 
Enabled check box is unchecked. Click on the check box and then scroll to the bottom of the page and 
click on the “Save configuration” button. Drupal refreshes the modules page and displays a “The 
configuration options have been saved” message.  

The final step in the process is to assign the module’s “Multi Day Forecast” block to a region on your 
page. Follow the steps from the previous section and assign the block to a region. Remember to click the 
“Save blocks” button at the bottom of the page. Visit the homepage of your site and you will see the 
results of your efforts (shown in Figure 7-8): an extended forecast for Seattle Washington (to change the 
forecast to your home town click on the NWS Weather link in the administrator’s menu and follow the 
directions). 
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Figure 7-8. Seattle’s weather (or any other city!), now available on your site 

There are hundreds of modules that generate blocks. Visit www.drupal.org/project/modules and 
browse through the list.  

Creating Custom Blocks 
There may be cases where you need a block and, even after looking through the list of contributed 
modules, you can’t find anything that meets your specific requirements. In that case, you have the 
opportunity to create a custom block yourself. Custom blocks can contain any combination of static 
HTML and PHP code. If you’re interested in creating a custom block that requires PHP code, check out 
Pro Drupal Development, published by Apress. It’s an excellent reference for developing custom PHP 
code in a Drupal environment. 

To demonstrate creating a custom block, we’ll create one that displays static HTML text in the form 
of “Hello World!” Although it may not be exciting, it does demonstrate the process for creating a new 
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block. The first step is to launch the block creation form, which is accessible from the following URL 
http://localhost/admin/structure/block/add (replace localhost with the appropriate domain name if 
you are not running Drupal your desktop or laptop). On this form, enter a description of the block in the 
“Block description field,” enter the title you want to appear at the top of the block in the “Block title” 
field, the text you want to display in the “Block body,” and select the region where you want your block 
to appear in for each of the themes you have enabled on your site. When complete, click on the “Save 
block” button at the bottom of the page. See Figure 7-9. 

 

 

Figure 7-9. Block settings for a custom block 

After saving the block, return to the homepage of your site where you’ll see the block you created in 
the region you specified (see Figure 7-10). 
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Figure 7-10. Your first custom block 

Now let’s take your block to the next level by adding a relatively simple block of PHP code that 
displays the current date, making your block dynamic. To change the block, click on the Structure link in 
the administrator’s menu at the top of the page. On the Structure page, click on the Block’s link. On the 
blocks page, scroll down until you find the block you just created and click on the configure link. 
Clicking on the link opens the Block edit form where we’ll enter the PHP code that displays the current 
date. Update the Block body by entering the following block of PHP code, immediately following the 
Hello World! text that you entered previously. 

 
<?php 
 echo "Today is: "; 
 echo date('m/d/Y'); 
?> 

 
After entering the code, change the Text format select list from Filtered HTML to PHP code, 

directing Drupal to interpret the PHP code you entered, and click the Save block button. Return to the 
homepage to see the impact of your change.  

Summary 
Blocks are powerful mechanisms for creating and displaying dynamic content and interactive features 
on your site. In this chapter we discovered blocks that ship with Drupal 7, how to install a module that 
provides a weather forecast for your local area, and how to create a custom block from scratch. We will 
continue to expand on the use of blocks as I cover Views, Panels, and installing additional modules in 
upcoming chapters.  
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Drupal Modules 

Drupal is an amazing product in its off-the-shelf state. The features and functionality provided in Drupal 
7 core is often more than adequate to meet the needs of many who build their websites with Drupal. But 
there are times when you need a feature that isn’t possible with Drupal core alone, and in those cases 
you need look no further than the thousands of contributed modules that have been written to address 
just about anything you could think of doing on a Drupal based website.  

In this chapter you will learn how to find, install, enable, and configure contributed modules. You 
will go through the process of installing, enabling, and configuring one of the most popular and 
powerful modules for Drupal: the Views module. 

Contributed Modules 
A Drupal-contributed module is essentially a program or set of programs that expands Drupal’s 
capabilities beyond what is available in Drupal core. Contributed modules are designed, developed, and 
provided to the Drupal community free of charge by one or more of the thousands of developers who 
actively participate in the Drupal community. Modules can be downloaded from Drupal.org and 
enabled through the Module administration pages. I will cover the process for adding modules in detail 
in a few moments.  

A contributed module can be as simple as providing a mechanism to automatically create the title of 
an article or as complex as a fully featured eCommerce storefront with product management, inventory 
management, order management, shipment management, credit card processing, customer 
management, and returns management. There are thousands modules of every shape and size, covering 
a wide variety of topics. To find a contributed module, visit www.drupal.org/project/modules and browse 
through the categories of modules. Example categories include (note: the number after the category 
represents the number of modules that are available for that category).  

• Utility (935) 

• Content (907) 

• Third-party integration (819) 

• Administration (561) 

• Content Construction Kit (CCK) (422) 

• Community (360) 
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• e-Commerce (316) 

• User management (281) 

• Import/export (150) 

• Multilingual (83) 

• Performance and scalability (58) 

• Spam prevention (18) 

• Mobile (15) 

As you can see from these examples, there are thousands of modules that span a wide variety of 
categories. The general titles of the categories listed here often do not do justice to the rich features that 
are available in the modules that are buried beneath the titles. It often takes research and patience to 
scan through the hundreds of modules to find the one that provides the functionality that you need. 
Complex requirements may also take more than one module to provide the functionally you need to 
address a larger problem. Understanding which modules do what, which modules work well together, 
and which modules do not work together is often the hardest challenge of building a complex Drupal 
website.  

A recommended exercise is to visit www.durpal.org/project/modules and click on the Release Date 
link (clicking the link once sorts in date ascending order, clicking the link again sorts the list in date-
descending order where the newest module is listed first). Visit the site every day or two and read 
through the description of the newest modules that were added or updated on the site. It only takes a 
couple of minutes a day to quickly build up your understanding of the modules and types of solutions 
that are available through Drupal’s contributed modules.  

A great third-party website that helps solve the issue of finding the right modules is 
www.drupalmodules.com. This site provides a search feature that makes it easier look for and find the right 
module for the right job.  

How to Download, Install, and Configure a Module 
The first step in installing a module is finding the right module to use. As described earlier, there are 
thousands of modules to pick from; finding the right one is often the biggest challenge. For 
demonstration purposes, let’s pick one of the most popular, powerful, and useful modules: the Views 
module.  

A new feature of Drupal 7 is an administrator’s page, which allows you to download and install a 
module by simply entering the URL of the install file and clicking a button. Drupal handles the task of 
downloading the modules install file, expanding the install file, moving the files to the correct directory, 
and installing the module. To access the Modules page, where you can download and install a new 
Drupal module, simply click on the Modules link in the top menu. Drupal will display the modules 
configuration page, which at this point shows all of the modules that are shipped as part of Drupal core 
(see Figure 8-1). 
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Figure 8-1. Drupal modules 

To begin the installation process, click on the “Install new module” link near the top of the page. 
Clicking on the link reveals the module installation page, shown in Figure 8-2. 

 

 

Figure 8-2. The module installation page 
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On this page, we need to provide either the URL for the module’s installation file (from Drupal.org) 
or, in the case where you downloaded the module to your computer, uploading the file from your 
computer to the server using the Upload a module or theme feature. To simplify the process, we’ll use 
the first text box to specify the URL of the file that we are going to install. To find the URL of the file visit 
www.drupal.org/project and find the module that you wish to install. In our case the module is the 
Views module, located at www.drupal.org/project/views (each module has its own page on Drupal.org; 
the URL for each module begins with www.drupal.org/project/, followed by the name of the module). 
Open a new tab in your browser or a new browser window and navigate to the Views page 
(www.drupal.org/project/views). On the Views page, near the bottom, you will find a list of the current 
versions of the Views module, as shown in Figure 8-3. You should, in most cases, select the current 
release for the module that you are installing. The current release should be highlighted with a green 
background. In some cases, you may need to use a module that is still in development because a stable 
production version is not yet available. Development versions (development, alpha, or beta) are typically 
highlighted with a yellow background and have a version number that ends in -dev, -alpha, or -beta. You 
should use pre-production (dev, alpha, beta) versions with caution, as those modules are not yet fully 
developed and have not been thoroughly tested. In our case, we want the current Drupal 7 version of the 
module, so locate the 7.x version of the module on the list of available releases.  

 

 

Figure 8-3. Views module 

To capture the URL of the installation file, right click on the Download link for the version you wish 
to install, and select the appropriate copy link location option from the browser’s options menu. Return 
to the Blocks administration page and paste the URL for the file in the top text box. 
You are now ready to install the module. To begin the installation process, click on the Install button. 
Drupal will download the installation file from Drupal.org, expand the compressed file, move all of the 
files and directories associated with the module to the appropriate directories on your server, and then 
run the installation script associated with your module.  
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The module is now installed but not yet enabled. To use the module, you must enable it by checking 
the Enabled boxes on the module configuration page and clicking on the “Save configuration” button at 
the bottom of the page (see Figure 8-4). For Views, you will want to enable Views and Views UI. 

 

 

Figure 8-4. The module configuration page 

At this point the Views module is installed, enabled, and ready to use. You may now follow the same 
process to install any contributed module you wish to add to your site. 

Configuring Modules and Setting Permissions 
Some, although not all modules provide some level of customization and configuration. In the case of 
the Views module that we just installed, the only configuration tasks are to set the permissions of who 
can use those modules.  

To configure the permissions for the Views click on the Permissions link under the Operations 
column as shown in Figure 8-5. 

 

 

Figure 8-5. The module configuration page after enabling Views 

Permissions for Views, by default, is automatically set to allow Administrators full access to each of 
the capabilities associated with the module. As you can see from the list in Figure 8-6, the Views module 
developer defined two types of permissions for this module: the ability to restrict which user roles can 
administer views and roles that have the ability to bypass access control when accessing views. The 
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default settings meet the requirements for most sites, and we will leave those permissions in their 
current state.  

 

 

Figure 8-6. Views module permissions settings 

As you install and enable other modules remember to review and set the permissions for that 
module.  

Some modules provide the ability to set configuration parameters, such as the Search module (part 
of Drupal core). When viewing the Module configuration page, you’ll notice a Configure link under the 
Operations column, indicating the module developer provided the ability to set parameters. In Figure 8-
7 you can see a few of the Search module’s configuration options.  

 

 

Figure 8-7. Search module configuration options 

It is a good idea to review the configuration options for all of your installed and enabled modules to 
ensure that they are set properly. 
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Enabling Other Modules 
You may “inherit” an existing Drupal site, or you may wish to enable other Drupal modules that already 
exist on your site (e.g., modules that are part of Drupal core, but not automatically enabled by the 
Drupal installation process). To see the list of modules that are available on your site simply click on the 
Modules link at the top of the page, revealing the Modules administration page shown in Figure 8-8. 

 

 

Figure 8-8. Module administration page 

Drupal’s module administration page is divided into sections, with each section focused on a 
particular module or group of modules. The modules that are delivered as part of Drupal core can be 
found in the Core section of the listing. For demonstration purposes, we are going to enable a core 
module that by default is not enabled by the Drupal install process: the Blog module. As you can see 
from Figure 8-8, the Blog module is not checked as Enabled. To enable the Blog module, check the 
Enabled box and scroll to the bottom of the page. Click on the Save button to enable the Blog module so 
that it can be used on your new site.  

After clicking the Save button, Drupal will then redisplay the Module administration page with the 
successful configuration message at the top of the page. The blog module is now ready for use. 

Disabling a Module 
There may be cases where a module that you have installed is no longer needed. To disable a module, 
you simply “uncheck” the enabled check box for that module and click Save at the bottom of the Module 
administration page. To demonstrate this feature, disable the Blog module that you enabled in a 
previous step. To disable a module, launch the Module administration page by clicking on the Modules 
link in the top menu bar and scrolling down to the module that you wish to disable. Uncheck the 
Enabled check box by clicking on the box, scroll to the bottom, and click the Save button. Drupal will 
then redisplay the list of modules with a success message at the top.  
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Upgrading a Module 
Drupal modules are often updated with fixes to bugs and new additional features. Drupal 7, fortunately, 
tells you when a new version of a module has been released, and provides a mechanism for 
automatically updating that module to the latest version. To view all of the available updates, simply 
click on the Update tab at the top of the Module configuration page (see Figure 8-9).  

 

 

Figure 8-9. List of modules to update 

To upgrade a module, click on the check box next to the module’s name and the “Download these 
updates” button.  

■ Note There may be cases where you don’t want to upgrade a module; for example, a case where an upgrade to 
one module breaks another related module. I suggest that you review the forums on Drupal.org to check to see if 
anyone has report problems prior to doing the update. 

After the update has been downloaded, Drupal directs you to run the update script. Follow the 
suggestions and backup your site before running the update (see Figure 8-10). Although it’s uncommon 
to have problems due to a module update, there is the possibility that an update causes unforeseen 
problems with other modules or customizations that you’ve made on your site. After the update has 
completed, close the update window and return to your site. 
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Figure 8-10. Run the update script 

Uninstalling a Module 
There may be cases where you install a module and it’s just not what you thought it would be, or it 
causes problems on your site. On the Module administration page you will find an Uninstall tab at the 
top of the page. Clicking on that tab reveals a list of modules that have the capability to automatically 
uninstall themselves. 

■ Note Not all modules have the ability to automatically perform an uninstall. It is up to the module developer to 
create this capability and not all module developers are kind enough to provide this feature. 

In the case where automatic un-installation is not available, the process for removing a module is: 

1. Disable the module from the Module administration page. 

2. Navigate to the Sites ➤ Default ➤ Modules directory on your server. 

3. Highlight the folder containing the module and delete the folder. 

You should use caution when uninstalling a module, as there are often module dependencies, 
meaning one module depends on another module to function properly. If you are unsure as to whether 
a module has dependencies, visit that module’s page on Drupal.org and look through the module’s 
description. Modules with dependencies will list those dependencies in the body of their description.  
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The Top Eleven Modules 
There are a few modules that seem to make it to everyone’s “favorites” list. For those of us who eat, 
breathe, drink, and live Drupal, these modules represent our standard “tool belt” that we use on nearly 
every Drupal project.  

Content Construction Kit (CCK) 
CCK  prior to Drupal 7 was an add-on module that every serious Drupal developer relied on as one of 
their “killer modules” for Drupal. CCK provides the ability to create custom content types. If you think 
back in earlier chapters where we created content for our website, we selected from one of two content 
types that shipped with Drupal 7, the Page and the Article content types. The primary difference 
between the Page and Article content types was that the Article has an additional field for attaching a 
picture. CCK provides you the developer with the ability to define new content types with virtually any 
field that you can think of. You might decide that you really need an Event content type, where an event 
has a start date, start time, end date, end time, venue, a picture, a seating chart, and a description. You 
could use the Page content type to create an event, but you would have to rely on the content author to 
remember to enter into the body field all of the information I just listed. An easier solution is to use CCK 
to define a custom content type for events and to define each of the fields mentioned as text fields (or 
radio buttons, check boxes, pop-up calendars for date selection, select lists, and text areas). As of Drupal 
7, parts of CCK were moved into core, but not all of CCK made it. There are still additional CCK features 
that you will likely want to check out, download, and install. We’ll describe in detail how to use CCK in 
Chapter 10. 

Views 
Views  is either the first or second module that comes to mind when you ask experienced Drupal 
developers what their most favorite module is. The Views module is like a Swiss army knife for selecting 
and rendering content on your site. Let’s say you created 50 pieces of content, each item describing a 
news event that occurred in the past. Let’s say that you want to create a list of those 50 items sorted by 
the date that each story was published. Views can do that for you. Let’s say you want the list of news 
articles to be listed in tabular format, like an Excel spreadsheet. Views can do that for you. Let’s say you 
want visitors to the page that lists the news article as a table to have the ability to sort the articles by 
clicking on one of the titles in the table view of articles. Views can do that for you. Let’s say you want to 
provide a filtering mechanism so visitors can pick a subject, person, or location associated with all of 
your news stories and only see those articles that meet the selected criteria. Views can do that for you. 
Let’s say you want to provide an RSS feed of the news articles to visitors who use feed aggregators. Views 
can do that for you. Views is an amazingly easy to use module that is extremely powerful and a “must 
have” on nearly everyone’s list. I’ll describe how to use Views in Chapter 11. 

Panels 
A close third to CCK and Views is the Panels module. As we constructed our demonstration site in 
previous chapters, you saw that we were limited to putting “things” into the left sidebar, right sidebar, or 
the general content area on a page (beyond the header and footer regions). What if we wanted to divide 
our page even further into multiple rows and columns, and we wanted a simple to use mechanism for 
assigning content to each of the columns and rows? The Panels module comes to the rescue. For 
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advanced page layouts, there isn’t a tool that is easier to use and more powerful than the Panels module. 
I will describe how to use Panels in Chapter 12. 

Imagecache 
This module is another one of those “must haves” that simplifies the process of managing photographs 
on your website. One of the biggest issues with using pictures is that people take photos with their 12-
megapixel cameras. The resulting image is massive, both in dimension and in file size. If you allowed 
people to upload pictures without scaling the image to the proper dimensions and shrinking the file size 
to something that doesn’t take minutes to download, people would quickly stop visiting your website. 
Fortunately Imagecache takes care of the issues associated with uploading pictures by automatically 
scaling a picture to a predefined height and width and downsizing the file size to something that is web 
friendly. Imagecache also provides the ability to automatically crop pictures, as well as other advanced 
image manipulation techniques. Imagecache is a lifesaver and a must have for any site that uses 
photographs. 

Nicemenus 
Drupal’s out-of-the-box menu features provide an easy to use mechanism for creating horizontal and 
vertical menus, where those menus are restricted to a single level. In many cases you’ll want to have the 
ability to create menus that have drop-downs (for horizontal menus) or fly-outs (for vertical menus). 
Drupal’s menuing system provides the ability to assign menu items in a hierarchical fashion; however, it 
is up to us, the Drupal developer, to format menus so that items drop down or fly out when a user hovers 
over a menu item. Fortunately, we have the Nicemenus module that automatically handles the 
rendering of drop-downs and fly-outs.  

Nodequeues 
One of the challenges of building a website is to make it easy for content authors to create content and to 
have that content show up in the right position on the right page. You could give them access to the 
admin screens for Panels, where they could manually assign each node to a specific position on a page, 
or you can implement Nodequeues, which provides a simple mechanism for content authors to pick a 
“queue” where they want their content to appear. You the developer create individual nodequeues, and 
you assign those nodequeues to a region on a specific page. Content authors just pick the queue where 
they want their content to show up and click on the assign to queue link. I will touch on the use of 
nodequeues in the chapter on that describes the use of Panels. 

WYSIWYG 
Drupal provides a plain text box where authors enter content. Most content authors demand that the 
site provides some form of “what-you-see-is-what-you-get” (WYSIWYG)  editors (such as Microsoft 
Word-like text editors where what you see on the screen is what you see printed on a piece of paper). The 
WYSIWYG module provides a simple to use mechanism for installing and configuring one or more of the 
fully featured editors available for Drupal (e.g., TinyMCE or CKEditor).  
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Pathauto 
One of the key elements of successful search engine optimization is providing URLs on your site that are 
meaningful. By default, Drupal 7 out-of-the-box URLs look something like http://localhost/node/1. To a 
search engine, they have no idea what “node/1” means, nor what the content associated with that page 
may be about just by looking at the URL. Humans visiting the site may also have a difficult time 
navigating around to pages that are not linked or accessible by a menu, as http://localhost/node/2487 is 
not very intuitive. Fortunately, we have the Pathauto module, which creates an “Alias URL” to the node 
being created, and the alias URL takes the form of the title of the node with hyphens used to separate 
words, and all words are made lowercase. An example might be http://localhost/node/2487. If that node 
has a title of “Special deals of the month,” the URL as generated by Pathauto would be 
http://localhost/special-deals-month (pathauto removes common words like “the” and “of” from titles 
when generating URLs). The alias URL becomes the primary path used by Drupal when that page is 
rendered, and is significantly more user- and SEO-friendly than the http://localhost/node/2487 version. 

Webform 
The Webform module provides a simple to use interface for creating online forms. You can use online 
forms to capture virtually any type of information you can think of that would come from a form that a 
site visitor might fill out. Examples of forms could be an employment application, an information 
request form, or an event registration form. There are virtually no limits as to what types of forms you 
can create using the Webform module. The module extends beyond its ability to create and render forms 
by providing a mechanism for emailing a predefined person the results when someone enters 
information on a form, a tool for generating reports against the information that is captured on forms, 
and a tool for exporting information entered in forms to an Excel spreadsheet.  

Backup and Migrate 
The backup and migrate module automates the task of backing up the information that is stored in your 
Drupal database based on a schedule that you define (every 12 hours, every 24 hours, and so on). Backup 
and migrate also provides the ability to manually back up the database (in real time) by simply clicking 
on a button. You can also restore a backup by selecting a previous back and by clicking on a restore 
button. Many Drupal administrators sleep better at night knowing that their site is being backed up 
automatically. 

Ubercart  
The reason this is not a top-ten module list is I just had to mention Ubercart. It’s a bit more specialized, 
but if you need e-commerce capabilities for your website, Ubercart is the module for you. It provides all 
of the features and functions required to run an online store, including the ability to sell physical as well 
as virtual (downloadable) products and collect credit card payments.  

As I mentioned before, please take a few minutes a day to visit hwww.drupal.org/project/modules 
and browse through the pages and pages of modules that are available for free! 
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Summary 
In this chapter you learned how to significantly enhance the functionality of your Drupal website 
through the use of contributed modules. There are literally thousands of free modules to select from, 
meaning that if there’s something you want to do with your Drupal site, there is likely a module that 
provides the functionality that you need. Coming up next, making your site interactive! The next chapter 
details how to set up interactive features like blogging, forums, and polls. 
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Enabling Interactive Capabilities 

As the owner of your new Drupal site, one of the questions you should be asking yourself is, how are you 
going to engage site visitors so that they come back frequently? One of the most effective ways of 
ensuring visitor loyalty is to engage them with interactive features such as blogs, discussion forums, 
polls, and webforms. Site visitors are more likely to return if they posted a question or comment in a 
discussion forum on your site, or if they posted a comment to one of your blogs and want to see what 
others had to say about their comments.  

In this chapter I will show you how to enable and configure the three most popular interactive 
modules that ship with Drupal 7 core, laying the foundation for hooking your site visitors and keeping 
them coming back for more! 

Blogging 
Blogging is one of the most prevalent interactive features on the Internet. Blogging is the simple act of 
recording and publishing your thoughts and ideas about a topic or group of related topics. Many think of 
blogging as a personal journal or diary, where the “personal” part refers to your thoughts and ideas, not 
to the visibility of the blog. Blogs are typically open to the general public.  

There are websites that are completely dedicated to a specific blog and topic (such as 
http://buytaert.net, the website of the creator of Drupal), and there are websites where blogs represent 
a small portion of the content (such as whitehouse.gov). Drupal provides the capabilities to do either. 

Enabling Blogs 
Drupal 7 includes a blog module that makes it easy for users with the proper permissions to author and 
publish blog entries on your website. To demonstrate how easy it is to set up blogging on your site, let’s 
enable the Blog module and set blogging up so that users assigned to a role of “blogger” have the ability 
to blog on your new website.  

The first step is to enable the Blog module. Click on the Module link in the menu at the top of the 
page to see the list of modules that are available and enabled on your site. Near the top of the list of Core 
modules you will see the Blog module. If you have not yet enabled that module, you can do so by 
clicking on the check box and scrolling to the bottom of the screen, where you will click on “Save 
configuration.”  
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Clicking on “Save configuration” installs the Blog module and makes all of the capabilities 
associated with blogging available to those Drupal users on your site who are assigned to a role with the 
permissions that provides access to Drupal’s blogging features.  

The next step is to create a “blogger” user role. To create the role, click on the People link in the 
menu at the top of the page. Once on the People configuration page, click on the Permissions tab. On the 
Permissions configuration page, click on the Roles link at the top right-hand corner. On the Roles 
configuration page, enter “blogger” in the blank text box in the Name column and click on “Add role.”  

Now that you have the role created, the next step is to set the permissions so that a user assigned to 
the blogger role will have the ability to create and edit blog entries. On the Roles page, click on the “Edit 
permissions” link for the blogger role to view the Permissions configuration page. On the Permissions 
page, scroll down and check the boxes for the following permissions:  

• Create new Blog entry content. 

• Edit own Blog entry content. 

• Delete own Blog entry content.  

Once these are checked, click on “Save permissions.” Next, create a test user account and assign 
that account to the blogger role. To create the account, click on the People link in the menu at the top of 
the page. On the People configuration page, click on “Add user.” On the Account Information page, 
enter “testuser” as the username, “test@test.com” as the e-mail address, and “test123” as the password. 
Then check the blogger role in the list of assigned roles. Finally, click “Create new account” at the 
bottom of the page.  

Creating a Blog Entry 
The next step is to log out of your site (you’re currently logged in as the administrator) and log in as the 
test user that you just created. Click on “Log out” at the top of the page and then log back in using the 
new “testuser” account. Once logged in, click on “Add new content.”  

■ Note Because the testuser account is set up to only create blog postings, clicking on “Add new content” 
immediately brings up the “Create a blog entry” form. If the testuser account was assigned to roles that allowed 
that user to create other content types, clicking on “Add new content” link would have brought up a list of content 
types that the user could create.  

Clicking “Add new content” reveals the Create Blog entry page. On this page, you’ll find a text field 
for entering the title of your blog posting and a text area for authoring your blog posting. Create a blog 
posting that describes how much you enjoy using Drupal. When finished writing, click the Save button 
at the bottom of the page. Congratulations! You just blogged on your new Drupal website. The sample 
blog posting that I created is shown in Figure 9-1. 
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Figure 9-1. A sample blog posting 

Look at the structure of the post. You’ll see that Drupal automatically displays the date and time of 
the posting, along with the name of the user who wrote it. The blog posting is displayed in Teaser mode, 
as indicated by the “Read more” link at the bottom. If you wish to adjust the length of the blog-posting 
teaser, please refer to Chapter 10. Finally, a blog posting permits site visitors to post comments in 
response—a good way of hooking users to your site by making it interactive.  

Displaying Blog Entries  
Drupal uses a specific URL structure for displaying blog entries. For example, http://localhost/blog/1. In 
this URL the keyword “blog” tells Drupal that you wish to render a list of blog entries, while the “1” 
represents the user ID (UID) of the person who wrote the blog entries. In the example, “1” is the admin 
user. You can find the UID of any user by simply clicking on the People link in the top menu bar and 
hovering over the Edit link for that specific user. As you hover over the Edit link, look in the browser’s 
status bar at the bottom of the page, where you will see a URL such as http://localhost/user/2/edit. The 
value after the “/user/” represents the UID of that user, and the value that you would insert in the URL 
for viewing that person’s blog postings (for example, http://localhost/blog/2). Locate the UID of the 
testuser account and view the blog-listing page of that user.  

Drupal automatically sorts blog postings by the date they were created, with the newest item posted 
at the top of the list and the oldest item at the bottom. To demonstrate this feature and to see a more 
complete example of the blogging feature, add two additional blog postings following the steps outlined 
previously. When complete, visit the blog-listing page for your testuser account. Figure 9-2 shows my 
blog postings.  
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Figure 9-2. Sample blog postings page for the test user account 

Adding a List of the Most Recent Blog Entries 
Unless your site is purely focused on a blog, you’ll likely want to provide site visitors with a mechanism 
for viewing recent blog posts. The Blog module provides a block that you can place on a page to 
automatically list the most recent blog postings made on your site. To assign that block to a region on 
your theme, click the Structure link at the top of the page, followed by the Blocks link on the Structure 
page.  

On the Blocks page, scroll down and locate the “Recent blog posts” block. Change the region from 
<none> to “Right sidebar” (for demonstration purposes) and click “Save blocks” at the bottom of the 
page. Return to the homepage of your website (close the blocks page by clicking on the X) and refresh 
the page. You should then see a new block in the right column that shows your most recent blog posts 
(see Figure 9-3). 

 

 

Figure 9-3. Recent blog postings block 
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Visitors can then click on an individual blog posting to read it, or they can click on More to visit a 
page that shows all of the recent blog entries on your site.  

Forums 
Forums, or discussion groups, are commonly thought of as one of the earliest forms of interacting on the 
Web. The Forums module, which is part of Drupal 7 core, provides the features and functions required 
to support forums on your site. An example of a site that uses Drupal’s forums capability is Drupal.org, 
shown in Figure 9-4. 

 

 

Figure 9-4. Drupal.org’s forums page 

As you can see in Figure 9-4, a forum is made up of one to many topics (e.g., Support in the example 
above), where site visitors post responses to existing topics or create new sub-topics (e.g., the Post 
Installation topic above has tens of thousands of sub-topics and posts).  
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Setting Up Your First Forum  
To enable the Forums module, click on the Modules link in the top menu and scroll down the page until 
you see the Forum module. Check the box associated with the module and click the Save configuration 
button at the bottom of the page. Drupal will install the Forums module.  

The next step in the process is to set permissions for forums. Here are the permissions that you can 
set: 

• Administer forums 

• Create new forum topic content 

• Edit own forum topic content 

• Edit any forum topic content 

• Delete own forum topic content 

• Delete any forum topic content  

Only site administrators should be assigned the ability to “Administer forums,” “Edit any forum 
topic content,” and “Delete any forum topic content.” If you want users, including anonymous users, to 
have the ability to post content to your forums, you will need to enable “Create new forum topic 
content,” “Edit own forum topic content,” and “Delete own forum topic content” for anonymous users, 
registered users, or any specific user roles you have defined. For our example site, check the boxes for 
authenticated users for the Create, Edit, and Delete own forum topics.  

Creating forums is a simple two-step process: creating the container that will house your forum 
topics, and then creating the forum topics that site visitors can respond to.  

To create the container, simply click on the Structure link on the top menu. On the Structure page, 
click on the Forum link. Drupal then displays the Forums administration page. On this page, you have 
the ability to create new containers and new forum topics. Containers hold topics, and your site can 
have multiple containers if the need arises. For demonstration purposes, we will create a new container 
titled “Our Experience with Drupal 7” by clicking on Add container.”  

As shown in Figure 9-5, on the “Add container” form we only need to enter the title of our container 
and a brief description of the purpose and content of the forum that we’re about to create.  
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Figure 9-5. Creating a new forum container 

After entering the title and the description, click the Save button to create the container. Drupal 
then redisplays the main Forum configuration page with our new container listed (see Figure 9-6).  

 

 

Figure 9-6. A listing of forum containers 
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With our container in place, we can now add forums to which the site visitors can post questions 
and responses. Click on “Add forum,” which reveals the Forums page. On this page, we specify the name 
of our forum, provide a brief description of what the purpose of the forum is, and select the container 
where the forum should reside. See Figure 9-7. After entering the forum name and description, look in 
the Parent drop-down list for the container that you created in the previous step. When you have 
selected it, click Save.  

 

 

Figure 9-7. Creating a forum 

Based on the subject area of our container, Drupal 7, there are likely a number of forums that we 
could create to facilitate online discussions. Continue to add various forums until you feel that you have 
a broad enough selection to address the common topics that will arise on your forum. Figure 9-8 shows a 
number of additional forums added to our container, all of which are topics that are appropriate for the 
general topic of our forums.  
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Figure 9-8. Listing of forums 

With all of the forums set up, you can visit the Forum page of your website by going to 
http://localhost/forum. You’ll see something like Figure 9-9. 
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Figure 9-9. The Forums page 

Site visitors who are interested in a specific forum, such as the one on installing Drupal, would click 
on the forum title, revealing all of the related discussion topics. Figure 9-10 demonstrates what the 
Installing Drupal forum would look like populated with a number of relevant topics.  

 

 

Figure 9-10. The Installing Drupal Forum 
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A site visitor with the proper permissions who had something to discuss (like a question about 
installing Drupal on Ubuntu) could respond to an existing forum topic by clicking on the related topic 
(Installing Drupal on Linux), revealing a basic form where they can enter the subject and the comment 
they want to post (see Figure 9-11).  

 

 

Figure 9-11. Responding to a Forum Topic as a user 

After entering the values and clicking Save, navigate back to the forum for installing Drupal by 
clicking on the link for Installing Drupal. You can now see in Figure 9-12 that our forum topic has a new 
comment that visitors can read and post comments to. 
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Figure 9-12. A Forum Topic with a comment 

Drupal core’s forum module has a rather limited feature set. A contributed module called 
“advanced forum” (http://drupal.org/project/advanced_forum) provides a number of enhanced 
features, such as “mark all topics in a single forum or all forums as read,” forum statistics including 
number of topics, posts, users, latest user, and currently online users, shows number of new posts in 
addition to core's number of new topics, and numerous other features. 

Polls 
Another common interactive feature is online polls. Polls are used to collect votes from site visitors on a 
specific subject, such as “should college football adopt a similar playoff structure as the National 
Football League to determine the national champion?”  

To install the Poll module, click on the Modules link in the top of the page menu, revealing the list of 
all the modules on your site. Scroll down until you find the Poll module and check the check box to 
enable the module.  

Next, click the Save button at the bottom of the page. Clicking “Save configuration” results in Drupal 
installing the Poll module, making its capabilities immediately available for us to use. 

The next step is to set permissions so that visitors can vote on polls. There are two groups of 
permissions associated with polls: the first group deals with authoring and creating polls, and the second 
deals with who can vote on polls. For demonstration purposes, we’ll leave the first group set to the 
default values: only the administrator can create and edit polls. Those values include:  
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• Create new poll content.  

• Edit own poll content.  

• Edit any poll content.  

• Delete own poll content.  

• Delete any poll content.   

The second group of options should be set so that site visitors can vote on polls. For our example 
site, set the values so that both anonymous and authenticated users can perform the following three 
actions:  

• Vote on polls. 

• Cancel and change own votes. 

• View voting results.  

Next, click the “Save permissions” button at the bottom of the page. 

Creating Your First Poll  
To create a poll, click the “Add content” link on your site, which reveals the list of content types that you 
have enabled on your Drupal installation. On that list, you will now see a content type titled poll (see 
Figure 9-13).  

 

 

Figure 9-13. Creating a new poll 
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Click on the Poll link, revealing the form that you will use to create the poll. As an example, create a 
new poll that asks site visitors to vote on whether U.S. college football should adopt a playoff structure 
like the National Football league. Follow the example in Figure 9-14 and create the poll by entering the 
question and the answers from which you want visitors to select. Hopefully the fourth answer receives 
the most votes!  

Two key options are also shown in Figure 9-14:  

• The status of the poll: Whether it is active or closed. Visitors can still vote if the poll 
is active, whereas closed polls only display the votes that were tallied while the 
poll was open. 

• The poll’s duration: By selecting a value other than Unlimited, Drupal will 
automatically close the poll when the duration has expired.  

 
For demonstration purposes, you can leave the status as Active and the duration as Unlimited. Click 

the Save button and voila, you have an online poll! 
 

 

Figure 9-14. Entering the details of a new poll 
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Drupal displays your new online poll, ready for visitors to place their votes (see Figure 9-15).  
 

 

Figure 9-15. Your first online poll 

You’ll notice in Figure 9-15 that there are several links at the top of your poll that allow you the site 
administrator to manage and monitor the poll. You can do the following: 

• View the total number of votes by question by clicking on the View link. 

• Edit the poll and change the question and answers. 

• Track the poll.  

• Click on the Votes link to see who voted for which option. 

The Tracker module is a Drupal 7 core module that provides information about the referring site 
that directed the user to the poll, the user ID of the user if they’re logged in on the site, and the date/time 
they placed their vote. Tracker can be a useful tool if you’re trying to analyze what visitors are doing on 
your site and where they came from. To enable Tracker follow the instructions outlined in Chapter 8. 

Select one of the options and click on the Vote button. Drupal displays the total number of votes for 
each of the options and allows you to cancel your vote if you change your mind. Click through the 
various links at the top of the page to see the reports that the poll module provides you.  

To make your poll visible to site visitors, you could provide a menu link to the poll by using the 
techniques I described earlier in this book (for example, adding a menu item), or you could use another 
feature of the polls module, which is a block that lists the latest poll. To enable this feature, click on the 
Structure link on the top menu, and on the Structure page click on the Blocks link. On the Blocks 
configuration page, scroll down until you see the “Most recent poll” item, and change the region to 
either the left or right sidebar. Once you have selected the region, click Save and navigate to the 
homepage of your website. Your poll is now displayed in the right (or left) sidebar of your website, 
available for visitors to place their votes. 
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Web Forms 
Collecting information from site visitors through online forms is another key interactive feature that is 
easy to enable and use on your new site. Using the Webform contributed module, you can create simple 
forms (such as a form that is used to submit a question) or complex questionnaires using the features 
enabled through the Webform module. To demonstrate how easy it is, I will walk you through the 
process of creating an online “suggestion box” where site visitors can enter and submit suggestions to 
you through a form on your website. 

The first step is to install the Webform contributed module. Following the steps outlined in Chapter 
8, install and enable the Webform module (http://drupal.org/project/webform). After enabling the 
module, set the permissions for it so that the administrator of the site can access, edit, and delete all of 
the features listed for the module. You may also wish to enable “Edit own Webform submissions” for 
anonymous and authenticated users if you want to allow users to update or correct information they 
previously submitted.  

Creating a Webform 
The example that we are using is an online forms-based suggestion box. On this form, we will allow site 
visitors to enter a suggestion, pick from a list of categories that fit their suggestion, indicate whether they 
would like us to follow up on their suggestion, and require that they provide us with their e-mail address 
so that we can contact them.  

The first step in the creation process is to click on the Content link in the menu at the top of every 
page, revealing the Content administration page. On this page, click “Add new content.” Click on the 
Webform content type listed on the “Add new content” page’s list of content types, bringing you to the 
first page of the Webform creation process (see Figure 9-16). On this page, enter the title of your 
Webform, as well as an introduction to what you are asking the user to fill out. For the example, enter 
Suggestions Box as the title and write a simple introductory statement in the Body field. Then click Save. 
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Figure 9-16. Create Webform configuration page 

The next page you see is for creating the form components or fields (see Figure 9-17). There are 
three attributes to set for each field: the label that will appear with the field, the type of field you want to 
display, and an indicator that specifies whether the field is mandatory. The first field that we will create 
in our example is the text area, where the visitor will enter their suggestion. Enter My Suggestion Is in the 
text box provided for the label, select Textarea as the type of field we want to use, and set the field to 
mandatory by checking the box. Then click Add. 

 

 

Figure 9-17. Adding a form component 
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Next you’ll see a page that lists options you can set for the new field. On this page you can set the 
following: 

Label for the field: The module displays what you entered on the previous 
screen. You may update it here if you wish to change it. 

Field key: This is the internal name used by the module to identify this field in 
the Drupal database. The module automatically creates the name for you. You 
may override the name is you wish.  

Default value: You may want to provide a default value for this field.  

Description: The text you enter in this field will be displayed immediately below 
the form component. Use this field to provide additional instructions to the 
visitors on what you’re asking them to enter or select. 

Validation: You can select whether the field is a mandatory one by checking the 
box.  

Display width and height: Depending on the type of component you selected 
(textbox or textarea), you may see options that allow you to set how wide and 
how tall a form component will be on the screen.  

Resizable: Check the box if you want to allow the visitor to resize the form 
component (only applicable to textfields and textareas). 

Disabled: You can set the field so the user cannot change the value.  

For our example, enter this in the Description field: “Please enter your suggestion in the box above. 
Be as descriptive as possible.” After entering the description, click Submit. 

After clicking Submit, the module redisplays the Form components page. Using the steps outlined 
previously, create a “Select options” field that allows the visitor to specify what their suggestion is related 
to. Enter My Suggestion Is Related To in the label field, pick the Select options value in the Type field, 
check the Mandatory box, and click the Add button. The page that is displayed after clicking Add has the 
same elements listed above with the exception of a new field where we enter the options that the visitor 
can select from (see Figure 9-18) and three configuration options for setting whether you want the Select 
options component to allow visitors to select multiple items from the list, whether the component 
should be displayed as a Listbox, and whether the options should be displayed in a random order. For 
our example, we will leave the Multiple check box unchecked, we’ll enter the options as shown in Figure 
9-18, and we will check the Listbox checkbox. After updating the values, click Submit. 
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Figure 9-18. Defining the options for a Select options component 

Next, create is a field for entering the visitors’ e-mail addresses. Follow the steps outlined above 
using My Email Address as the label for the field, pick the Textfield value from the list of Types, check the 
Mandatory check box, and click the Add button. Follow the steps outlined previously on the second 
screen.  

You should now have all of the fields defined for your form. The next step is to set the value for 
where e-mails should be sent when visitors submit information through your form. Click on the E-mails 
link near the top of the Webform configuration page, revealing a form where you can define who 
receives the e-mailed results of a visitor submitting the form. In the Address field, enter your e-mail 
address as the default recipient of the information. You can also click on the Add button to enable 
sending the information to more than one person.  

The final step in the process is to click on the Form settings link at the top of the Webform 
configuration page. On this page, you can enter a message that will be displayed on the screen after the 
visitor submits their form. For our example, enter “Thank you for submitting your suggestion.” You may 
also enter a Redirect URL. Entering a value in this field directs the module to display the page associated 
with the URL after the users submits the form. You may also set how many forms a visitor may submit, 
reducing the likelihood of malicious users submitting hundreds of suggestions to your site. When 
complete, click the “Save configuration” button. 
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Your form is now ready to be used on your site. You can view the form by clicking on the View link at 
the top of the Webform configuration page. If you followed the example your form should look 
something like Figure 9-19. 

 

 

Figure 9-19. The Suggestions Box form 

Give your form a test drive. Enter at least two suggestions, then click on the Results link near the top 
of the form. 

■ Note Only users with the permissions set for viewing Webform submissions will see the Results link.  
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The page that is displayed (see Figure 9-20) provides several tools that you can use to manage the 
data submitted by visitors. Click through the links (Submissions, Analysis, Table, Download, and Clear) 
to see what the module has to offer.  

 

 

Figure 9-20. Viewing form submissions 

Summary 
Interactivity is key to attracting and retaining website visitors. By following the steps in this chapter 
you’ve moved your site out of the world of “brochureware” sites into the realm of interactive and social 
networking. Brochureware sites are great if all you are trying to do is communicate information about 
your organization or products, but hooking and retaining visitors often takes something beyond just 
displaying text to keep them coming back.  

In this chapter you entered into the interactive website world by adding blogs, forums, polls, and 
webforms. While those are the top four interactive capabilities on the web, there are hundreds of others 
that you can choose from. Other examples that you may wish to explore and implement on your site 
include: 

Five Star: A module that provides the ability to rate content on the bases of one 
to five stars. 

Add to Any: A module that allows visitors to post links to your content on social 
networking sites such as Facebook.  

 
Now that we’re interactive, we’re going to go through the process of creating custom content types. 

We’ve used the basic page and the article in previous chapters.  
We will now look at creating your own custom content types for capturing information like an event. 
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Content Types 

If you ask Drupal developers what the most powerful feature of Drupal is, many will say it’s Drupal’s 
ability to create custom content types. What is a content type? Think of a content type as a template that 
you provide to users who author content on your site. You may decide that the standard content types 
that come with Drupal out of the box, the basic page and article, provide all the features you need for 
your site. But it’s likely that you’ll encounter situations where you want more control over how users 
enter information and how that information is displayed on your site, and that’s where custom content 
types come into play. In this chapter I’ll show you how simple it is to create a new content type from 
scratch. Hold on to your tickets, we’re about to take off!  

The Basic Page and Article Content Types 
When you install Drupal 7 you automatically receive two content types that have been defined by the 
team who maintains Drupal core: the Basic page and Article. If you author a piece of content using the 
Basic page content type you will see that it provides two basic fields: a title and a body. 

An author using the Basic page content type simply enters a title (a required field as indicated by the 
red asterisk) and the text of their content in the body field. The body field is flexible and can contain 
whatever the author feels like writing about. The author could:  

• Write an entire book in the body field, including HTML markup (headings, tables, 
CSS, and so on). 

• Insert pictures.  

• Enter PHP code to extract information from the Drupal database and display the 
extracted information. 

• Write a single sentence. 

The Article content type is similar to the Basic page, except it offers the ability to upload a picture 
and define a set of tags that can be used to categorize the content (see Chapter 4 for details on 
categorizing content).  

Like a Basic page, and Article can be used to author content about any subject, and the body area is 
allows for entering free form text. 

While the Basic page and Article content types are perfect for general content, there will likely be 
cases where you want to provide some form of structure around the information that is captured. You 
may want to: 
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• Require that certain information is entered before the author submits the content 
item for publishing; for example the start date and time for an event, the address 
of the venue where the event is being held, and a link to the event on a Google 
map. 

• Have the ability to perform calculations based on the information that is captured 
in a content item. 

• Have the ability to sort content items by specific “fields.”  

• Have the ability to “filter” or restrict which content items are displayed on a page 
based on a value in a field. 

• Enforce the structure of how a piece of content is rendered on a page; for example, 
you may want to display information about a book and want the title to be 
followed by the author, followed by the ISBN, followed by the price, followed by 
the description of the book. 

• While you could publish all of this information in a Basic page or an Article, 
providing the features for sorting, filtering, making values required, calculating, 
and structuring how a content item is rendered on a page would be extremely 
difficult. Fortunately, Drupal’s ability to define custom content types makes all of 
the above possible, and provides many more features that you will find invaluable 
over time. 

Defining a Custom Content Type 
A custom content type is defined by you, the Drupal administrator, over and above the Basic page and 
Article content type. The ability to create custom content types is now included in Drupal 7 core.  

To demonstrate the power and flexibility of custom content types, lets create a new custom content 
type for capturing information about upcoming events. An event could be a concert, a play, a class, a 
game, or any other activity that is scheduled in advance.  

When authoring information about event, you may want to include: 

• The name or title of the event 

• The date and time when the event begins 

• The date and time when the event ends 

• The venue or address where the event will be held 

• A description of the event 

• The price for attending the event 

As you will see in a few moments, Drupal provides a simple-to-use administrator’s interface for 
creating and modifying custom content types. As soon as you define a custom content type, it is 
immediately available to those users who have the proper privileges to author, edit, publish, and delete 
that specific content type (Drupal provides the ability to restrict access to custom content types by user 
role). 
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Creating a Custom Content Type 
Creating a custom content type takes two basic steps: sitting down and listing the types of information 
you want to collect, and building the custom content type using Drupal’s custom content type 
administration screens.  

For this example, let’s create a custom content type for an event that includes the types of 
information listed in the previous section. 

To get started, click on the Structure link at the top of the page. On the Structure page (shown in 
Figure 10-1), click on “Content types.” 

 

 

Figure 10-1. Structure page with “Content types” link 

The “Content types” screen (shown in Figure 10-2) lists all of the existing content types, which in 
our case are the Article and Basic page content types that are included with Drupal 7 core, and the Blog, 
Forum topic, and Poll content types that were created when you enabled those modules in Chapter 9. 
The Content types page also provides a link to create a new content type. Click on the “Add content 
type” link to start the process of creating our Event content type. 
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Figure 10-2. A listing of content types 

The first screen that appears when you click on the “Add content type” link is a form that defines the 
general characteristics of your new content type (see Figure 10-3). There is a field for the name of the 
content type, a field for a description that describes the content type (the description is displayed on the 
author’s screen for creating new content), the label for the title field, the label for the body field, and 
several other configuration options that I will walk you through in detail.  

To begin the process, do the following:  

• Fill in the Name of the content type, which in our case is Event. The text below the 
Name field provides a set of guidelines that you should follow when creating a 
name for a new content type. 

• Provide a description of how this content type should be used, such as “A content 
type used to capture the details about upcoming events.” 

• Change the “Title field label” from just Title to Event Title, making it more 
descriptive and intuitive to the author who will be using this template for 
authoring event information.  

• Change the “Body field label” from Body to Event Description, making the label 
more indicative of the types of information you want the author to enter in this 
field.  

• Leave the “Preview before submitting” setting as Optional. 
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• Provide a brief explanation of the submission guidelines for this content type. This 
is an optional value, and may not apply to your content type. For our Event 
content type, we will use “Please fill out all required fields before submitting the 
event” as the submission guidelines. You can choose to use or ignore this field 
when creating new content types. 

 

 

Figure 10-3. Content type creation form 

There are other optional settings that you should consider carefully when creating a new content 
type. First are the Publishing options (see Figure 10-4). In the left vertical menu, click on the “Publishing 
options.” 
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Figure 10-4. Publishing options 

Depending on whether you want content to be automatically published (made viewable on your site 
immediately upon saving) and whether you want the content to automatically appear on the homepage 
of your website, you may wish to adjust these options. For our Event content type, we want Events to be 
automatically published when they are saved, but we don’t want them to automatically show up on the 
homepage. So we will uncheck the “Promoted to front page” checkbox. We can also set whether an 
Event is sticky at the top of lists (meaning that, in a list of various content types on a page, the Event 
content would always be at the top of the list), and whether we want to automatically create a new 
version of a content item created as an Event when the author makes an update (typically a good idea, 
but it depends on whether you want the ability to see the changes made to an individual piece of content 
over time, and the ability to republish a previous version in the case where the current version is 
incorrect). For our Event content type, we’ll check the “Create new version” checkbox.  

The next set of options is for display settings. Click on the “Display settings” tab in the left column to 
reveal the options that are available with this configuration parameter (see Figure 10-5). You can set 
whether Drupal should display the name of the author who created the Event content item and the date 
that the item was authored. Let’s say in our case we don’t feel that having the author and date published 
is relevant, so we’ll uncheck that box. You may, depending on the type of content being authored, decide 
that it is important to display the author’s name and the date that the content was published. If so, leave 
the box checked. The second option is to set the length of trimmed posts. Drupal uses the Teaser and 
Full Node views. Teasers are often used as an introduction to an article. When clicked on, the full version 
of the article (the Full Node view) is revealed. Teasers are a good way to keep the length of your pages 
with multiple content items to a reasonable size, and this feature allows you to set how many characters 
will be displayed in “teaser” mode before a “Read more” link is displayed. For demonstration purposes, 
we’ll leave ours set to the default value of 600. 
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Figure 10-5. Display settings 

The next set of parameters deals with how comments are handled for content items created using 
your content type (see Figure 10-6).  

Threading defines how comments are displayed on the page. Threaded comments allow a visitor to 
respond to another visitor’s comment, where their response will appear immediately below the 
comment they responded to. If you do not select this option, comments are simply listed in the order 
they were posted.  The advantage of threading is that it makes it easier to decipher what the person is 
responding to (for example, are they responding to the original content or are they responding to 
another person’s comments).  

Let’s leave the default value of 50, but you may want to decrease that number. The default comment 
settings for new content allow you to define how comments are handled. The default option is open, 
meaning that a new content item created using this template will accept new comments. Selecting 
Closed means that the content will no longer accept comments. Selecting Hidden means that the 
content will not accept comments, and any existing comments will be hidden from display. The primary 
difference is that Closed will still display the comment headings below the content, but Hidden hides 
everything to do with comments from display. We’ll select Hidden, as we don’t want visitors to have the 
ability to submit comments about event content.  

The “Allow comment title” option allows visitors to enter a title in addition to the body of their 
comment. You may wish to allow this so people can give a clue as to what their comment says without 
having to read the whole comment. For example, a title that reads “I loved it” indicates that the body of 
the comment is from someone who liked your content.  

The “Show reply form on the same page as comments” setting means that the form for entering 
comments is visible on the page at all times. If you uncheck this box, the user will have to click on a link 
to see the form for entering comments. Generally speaking, most sites do not automatically show the 
comment box on the page, as it tends to clutter the design. 

The “Preview comment” option specifies whether the author of the comment has to preview their 
comment before it can be published. Disabled means that the user does not have to preview their 
comment before it is posted, and in fact the option for previewing will not be displayed. Optional means 
that the user may preview their comments if they wish, but it is not required, and Required means that 
the user must preview their comment before they publish it.  
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Figure 10-6. Comment settings 

The final set of parameters defines the menu options that are presented to the author. Click on the 
“Menu settings” tab to reveal the menu parameters (see Figure 10-7). The list of available menus 
controls which menus appear as available to assign a new content item to when an author wants to 
create a menu item for their content item. In the example in Figure 10-7, the only menu that will appear 
as available is the Main menu. You can uncheck Main to hide all menus from the list that may be 
selected from, or you can check more than one menu to allow the author to choose from multiple 
menus. The default parent item option allows you to set which menu is automatically selected when the 
Menu settings page is displayed when an author creates a new content item from your new content type.  

For our example, leave the default values and click Save. 
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Figure 10-7. Menu settings 

Drupal now redisplays the main Content Type page with your new Event content type listed as one 
of the options (see Figure 10-8). 
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Figure 10-8. Content type list, including the new Event content type 

Customizing Your Form 
At this point we could create a new content item using our Event content type. However, the Event 
content type only has an Event Title and an Event Description field. Our requirements call for a start 
date, start time, end date, end time, venue/address, a picture, a price, and a link to the registration form. 
To add these fields, click on “Manage fields.” You’ll see the screenshot shown in Figure 10-9, in which 
our Event Title and Event Description fields appear in the list of fields that already exist, as well as a row 
for adding a new field and a row for adding a field that already exists to our content type (for example, 
you may have created a Start Date field for another content type, which you can reuse on your Event 
content type instead of having to create a new field).  
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Figure 10-9. The Manage Fields form 

We’ll start with the Start Date field and add that as the first field after the description field. Enter 
Start Date in the label field, enter “event_start_date” in the field name (this is the internal name that 
Drupal uses to identify this field), select Text as the field type, and “Text field” as the widget that we will 
use to collect the information from the user (see Figure 10-10).  

 

 

Figure 10-10. Creating the Start Date field 

Click Save and you’ll see the screen shown in Figure 10-11. The “Maximum length” field defines the 
maximum number of characters that an author can enter into this field. Because our field is date related, 
we’ll ask the user to enter the date in mm/dd/yyyy format. Using this format, the maximum number of 
characters that they should be able to enter is 2 (for month) + 1 (for the slash) + 2 (for day) + 1 (for the 
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slash) + 4 (for year) = 10. So we will set the maximum length to 10 instead of 255 (the default value). Next 
click “Save field settings.”  

 

 

Figure 10-11. Setting the maximum length 

The next form that Drupal displays (shown in Figure 10-12) enables you to set additional detailed 
parameters for the event start date field. On this form you have the ability to:  

• Change the label that we previously defined for this field. Unless you made a 
mistake or changed your mind, you can leave the value as it is shown.  

• Define whether this field is required. A required field is displayed with a red 
asterisk, and Drupal forces the user to enter a value in this field before it can be 
saved. Because our content type is about an Event and dates are important 
attributes of an Event, you want a date to be required. The size of the text field is 
used to define how wide the text field is on the screen, and does not affect the 
number of characters that the user can enter (which is the value we set on the 
previous page). For our Event type, we can shorten the length, as we only allow the 
user to enter 10 characters. Changing the length to 15 provides enough room to 
enter a full date with a little extra space. 

• Text processing allows you to set whether the user input will be treated as plain 
text (meaning that any HTML tags entered by the user in this field will be ignored 
when the value is rendered on the screen) or filtered text (meaning that HTML 
tags will be rendered). Because our field is dealing with a date, users should not 
have the ability to enter an HTML tag, so we will leave the value of plain text. 

• The content that you enter in the Help text field will be displayed beneath the text 
field on the screen. This is a great place to describe requirements for data that will 
be entered in this field, such as requesting that authors enter dates as 
mm/dd/yyyy. This is an optional field. 
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• The Default Value field provides the ability to pre-fill the field with a default value 
before the content creation screen is displayed to the author. Because our field 
deals with dates in the future, providing a default value doesn’t make sense. There 
may be cases for other fields where a default value does make sense, such as 
selecting a seating preference for the event: you may wish to set a default value to 
“best available.” In those cases, this is the place where you would enter the default 
value. 

• The “Number of Values” field provides the ability for the author to dynamically 
create additional values for this field beyond the first one that is shown on the 
screen. You might use this feature for fields such as uploading a picture. You 
might want to provide the user with the ability to attach more than one picture to 
a piece of content, but you’re not sure how many pictures they may want to 
attach. Setting the value to something greater than 1 results in an “Add another” 
link appearing below the field. If the author clicks on the “Add another” link, 
Drupal dynamically adds another field where the author can attach another 
picture, and they can keep adding another field for attaching another picture until 
they reach the limit that you set for this field. If the value is set to 1, then the user 
can only create one instance of this field. Because, by definition, our Events can 
only start on a single date, we’ll leave the value at 1.  

• We also have the ability to change the maximum number of characters that the 
author can enter into this field. We already set the value in the previous screen, 
but have the opportunity to fix a mistake or change our mind by changing the 
value in this field. Because the lengths of dates haven’t changed since we entered 
the value on the previous screen, we’ll leave the value at 10.  
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Figure 10-12. Setting the detailed parameters for the event start date field 

We are now ready to click Save to add the field to our content type. Drupal then redisplays the 
general parameters screen for our content type. 

If you click on the Manage Fields tab at the top of the page, you’ll see that our new field now appears 
in the list, just below the Event Description field (see Figure 10-13). 
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Figure 10-13. A list of fields for the Event content type including the Start Date 

We are now ready to add the other fields that we defined earlier: the start time, the end date, the end 
time, and the venue/address. The process for adding the other fields is identical to what we just 
completed for the start date. Follow the same steps for the other fields, using the appropriate values for 
label, help text, maximum length, and text field length. When you’re complete, your list of fields should 
look similar to Figure 10-14. 
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Figure 10-14. All of the event fields are now listed 

Our Event content type is now ready for authors to use. To try your new content type, click on the 
“Add content” link in the gray menu bar, revealing the list of content types that we have available on our 
site.  

Our Event content type appears in the list of available content types. Click on Event to reveal the 
content creation page for our Event content type (see Figure 10-15). The page shows the Event Title, 
Event Description, Start Date, Start Time, End Date, End Time, and Venue fields. 
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Figure 10-15. Creating a new event form 

Create a sample event using the event creation form. When you’ve finished entering values, click 
Save. Drupal will render your new Event content item using the values you specified. The example Event 
entered on the form in Figure 10-15 appears as a new Event in Figure 10-16. 
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Figure 10-16. The completed example event 

Other Field Types 
In our Event content type, we created a set of text fields for authors to enter values for date, time, and 
venue. There may be instances where a text field is less effective than using something like: 

• Radio buttons: Great for providing a list of options to the author and only allowing 
the selection of a single item from the list. 

• Check boxes: Perfect for providing a list of options to the author, allowing 
selection of one or more items in the list. 

• Select lists: Great for long lists of items to select from, for example all of the 
countries in the world. 

• File uploads: The right field to use when you want to provide the ability to upload 
and attach a file to a piece of content. 

• Text areas (a box with multiple lines): The right field when the author is expected 
to enter paragraphs of content. 

• Numeric fields: Perfect when you want the author to only enter numbers. 

The field types listed here are part of Drupal 7 core. There are other custom field types that are 
available as contributed modules (such as a date field that provides a pop-up calendar, allowing the 
author to select a date from a calendar instead of entering the date by hand). For a list of those modules 
please visit www.drupal.org/project/modules and click on the Custom Content Type link in the right 
column list of module categories. You’ll find a long list of add-on modules that provide value-added 
capabilities, like other field types. You can install additional modules by following the process that we 
described in Chapter 8. 

It is likely that you will come across the need to use one of the other field types as you create new 
content types. We will expand on our Event content type by adding several additional fields using other 
types of fields.  
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Radio Buttons  
Radio buttons are useful when you want to present the author with a list of values from which they can 
select only a single item (check boxes are used when you want the author to have the ability to select one 
or more values). We will expand our Event content type to include the ability to select the type of seating 
that will be available at the event: either reserved seating or general admission. To start the process, click 
on the Structure link at the top of the page, followed by the Content type link on the Structure page and 
the “Manage fields” link for the Event content type. Figure 10-17 shows the values that you will want to 
enter to create the Type of Seating field.  

 

 

Figure 10-17. Adding a radio button field 

Clicking Save takes us to the second configuration screen for check boxes and radio buttons. On this 
screen we have to specify the allowed values list, which are the options that will be presented to the 
author. Drupal requires that options be listed as a “key|label” pair, where “key” is a number representing 
which option that was selected (the numeric value will be stored in the database), followed by the “pipe” 
character (press the shift key and \ to enter a pipe character), and “label” is the value that will be 
displayed on the screen. In the example in Figure 10-18, I used 1|Reserved Seating and 2|General 
Admission, resulting in the values of 1 or 2 being stored in the database.  

 

 

Figure 10-18. Creating radio button options 

After entering all of the options, click Save to reveal the final configuration page for this field (shown 
in Figure 10-19). On this form we can: 
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• Change the label. 

• Mark the field as required. 

• Create help text. 

• Set the default option that will be selected by default when the page is rendered. 

• Set the number of values that can be selected from the list. A value of 1 makes the 
list render as radio buttons, a value of more than 2 renders the list as check boxes.  

• Change the list of values from what we created on the previous screen. 

Enter help text that will help the visitor understand what this field is about and set the General 
Admission option as the default value that will be selected automatically when the create new event 
page is displayed. 

 

 

Figure 10-19. Configuring a radio button field 

After updating the appropriate values and clicking the Save button, the field is now ready for use. 
Our radio buttons are shown in Figure 10-20. 
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Figure 10-20. The “Type of Seating” radio buttons field 

Check Boxes 
Check boxes are similar to radio buttons with the one exception: the author can select more than one 
value from the list. We will now expand on our events content type by adding a list of check boxes that 
address special accommodations available at this event for attendees with disabilities. We will create 
check boxes that specify whether audio-assisted devices, visual-assisted devices, and wheelchair seating 
is available for this event. To define the list of check boxes, return to the Event content type’s manage 
fields page and enter the label (Assistance) and name (assistance), select List from the list of field types, 
and “Check boxes/radio buttons” from the widget lists (see Figure 10-21).  

 

 

Figure 10-21. Adding checkboxes 
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After clicking Save, enter the values for the three options, as shown in Figure 10-22.  
 

 

Figure 10-22. Creating a check box 

The final step in the process is to change the “Number of values” field on the Event settings page. 
Changing the number of values to any value other than 1 instructs Drupal to render the list as check 
boxes instead of radio buttons. For our example, we’ll allow the visitor to check all of the options, so set 
the value to Unlimited (see Figure 10-23).  
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Figure 10-23. Setting the Number of values field so the list renders as check boxes 

After updating, at minimum, the “Number of values” field, click Save. The example above will then 
appear on the content creation form for our content type as a list of check boxes (see Figure 10-24). 

 

 

Figure 10-24. The list of check boxes for the Event content type’s Assistance field 
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Select Lists 
Select lists are often called drop-down lists. To demonstrate select lists, let’s create a new field for the 
Event content type that lists whether the event is a concert, a play, or a lecture. Creating a select list is 
similar to the previous field types. On the manage fields page for the Event content type, enter “Type of 
Event” in the Label field, type_of_event in the field name field, choose Select as the type of data to store 
, and Select as the form element to display. After setting these values click the Save button to proceed 
with the definition of your new select list field. 

On the next screen, as in previous examples, enter the list of values that you want to present to the 
author as a key|label pair, where the key is a numeric value and the label is the text that is displayed in 
the select list. For values enter 1|Concert, 2|Play, and 3|Lecture. After entering the list of values, one per 
line, click Save. 

On the final configuration screen, set the default value to 1, as an event can only be one of the types 
listed in the select list. Click Save after you have set any values that you wish to change on the form. You 
are now ready to use your new select list field. Figure 10-25 shows what the select list defined in the steps 
above looks like on a when creating a new event. 

 

 

Figure 10-25. Select list 

File Uploads 
The “File upload” field type presents a file browser button that allows an author to browse their local 
computer for a file to upload to Drupal and attach to the content item that they are creating. Creating a 
“File upload” field is nearly identical to the steps for other field types. We will expand our Event content 
type to include the ability to attach the program for the event. As with previous fields, navigate to the 
Event content type’s manage fields page and enter Event Program in the label field, event_program for 
the field name, select File as the type of data to store, and File as the form element to display. 

After setting the values on the form, click Save. You will see the form shown in Figure 10-26. On this 
form, you can set parameters that define whether the field should be displayed, whether a link to the file 
should be displayed when a visitor views the content type, and the destination directory where the 
uploaded files will be stored. Check the “Enable display” option by checking the box, and the “File 
displayed by default” option. For most purposes, using the “Public files” directory is appropriate, unless 
the files are sensitive in nature and should be secured, in which case you would select the “Private files” 
directory (a case where you might want to use Private instead of Public is if you were providing a content 
type for the human resources department to collect data from field locations, where the field locations 
attach spreadsheets to the content item they are creating and that spreadsheet contains sensitive 
employee information). Once the values on this form have been set, click Save. 
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Figure 10-26. Setting the file upload parameters 

After clicking Save, the final configuration screen is displayed (see Figure 10-27). On this form are 
three fields that you will want to focus on: the Help text that explains what this field is used for (Upload 
the events program), the Allowed field extensions (in our case we’ll allow an author to upload a file with 
either a txt, doc, or pdf file extension), and the “Maximum upload size” (for our example we’ll allow files 
up to 1MB to be attached to the event). Once you’ve updated the values, click on the Save button at the 
bottom of the form. 
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Figure 10-27. File upload configuration parameters 

Figure 10-28 shows the new file upload field on the event creation form. 
 

 

Figure 10-28. File upload field 

Text Area 
There will likely be scenarios where you want to provide a field on a content creation form where an 
author can enter a paragraph or more of text. While you could provide this capability through a text field 
(a single line text entry box), the more acceptable and standard way is to provide a text area. Extending 
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our event example, let’s add a new field that will be used to capture driving directions to the venue. To 
create a text area, follow the same steps as we used to create other fields. Enter “Driving directions” in 
the label field and driving_directions in the field name, select “Long text” as the field type, and “Text 
area” as the widget you will use to collect the content from the author.  

After setting the values on the form above, click the Save button to continue to the next screen in the 
configuration process. This form provides you with the option to specify the maximum length of the 
content that can be entered into the text box. For demonstration purposes, we’ll leave the value blank, 
an unlimited number of characters, and will continue with the configuration process by clicking on the 
Save button, revealing the final screen in the configuration process for this field type (see Figure 10-29). 
On this page, the key values to set for a text area are the Rows and Help text. The value you enter for rows 
determines how tall the text area will be when rendered on the screen. The default value is 5, which will 
render a text area the same height as the Help text field shown in Figure 10-29. For the example, leave 
the value set to 5 and enter Help text (for example, “Enter driving directions to the event’s venue”). 

 

 

Figure 10-29. Configuring a text area field 

After setting the appropriate values and clicking the Save button, the text area field is ready to use. 
Try creating a new event and you’ll see the new text area where you can enter driving directions (see 
Figure 10-30).  
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Figure 10-30. The new text area for driving directions 

Numeric Fields and Other Field Types 
By walking through the various field types listed previously you can see that there is a pattern and a 
common set of parameters for nearly every field type we created. A numeric field is essentially a text 
field, but restricted automatically by Drupal so that it will only accept numeric characters (0–9). As you 
expand on the types of fields that you can create by downloading and enabling contributed Content 
Construction Kit (CCK) modules, you will find slight variations in the process due to the structure of the 
fields you are creating. However, the overall process will be the same. If you haven’t done so, now is the 
perfect time to browse the list of CCK modules that are available to extend the capabilities of what is 
available in Drupal 7 core. Visit http://drupal.org/project/modules and click on the Content 
Construction Kit link in the right column. When you browse, make sure that you’re focusing on CCK 
modules that are built for Drupal 7, as many of the capabilities inherent in CCK are now part of Drupal 
core, whereas prior to Drupal 7 you had to download an install CCK to do what we just accomplished 
using Drupal out of the box. To narrow the list to only Drupal 7, click on the “Filter by compatibility” link 
for Drupal 7 in the right column. 

Formatting the Output of a Custom Content Type 
There will be times when the visual representation of your new content type doesn’t fit with how you 
would like the content created with your new content type to be rendered on the screen.  

Adjusting the order and positioning of the labels in relation to the field can be accomplished by 
clicking on the “Manage layout” link for the desired content type. To access this feature, click on the 
Structure link at the top of the page and then click on the “Content type” link on the Structure page. To 
access the layout feature, click on the “Manage display” link for the content type you wish to modify. 
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Figure 10-31. The “Manage display” link on the Content types page 

We will use our Event content type to demonstrate the capabilities. Clicking on “Manage display” 
reveals the page shown in Figure 10-32. 

 

 

Figure 10-32. “Manage display” page 
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This page lists all of the fields that are associated with our content type, and provides the ability to 
define basic display attributes for the label and content for each of the fields. There are two sets of values 
that we can set: one for the Teaser view and the Full Node view.  

If you click on the select list for Labels, you will find that there are three options: 

• Above: The label will be displayed on a line immediately above the widget that you 
selected for your field. 

• Inline: The label will be displayed to the left of your widget, on the same line as the 
widget. 

• Hidden: The label will not be displayed on the screen. 

If you click on the select list for the Format of each field, you will see that there are four options: 

• Default: The content will be rendered on the screen as you specified when you 
created the field.  

• Plain text: The content will be rendered as plain text, ignoring any HTML 
characters the author entered as part of the content. 

• Trimmed: The content will be “trimmed” to a specified number of characters. If 
the content is longer than the specified characters, a “Read more” link will be 
displayed. 

• Hidden: The content will not appear on the screen. 

If you need to change the order of the fields and how they appear, you can do so by dragging and 
rearranging the fields on the “Manage fields” page for your content type. You can access this page by 
clicking on the Structure link at the top of the page, clicking on the “Content types” link on the Structure 
page, and the “Manage fields” link on the “Content types” page. Clicking through to the “Manage fields” 
page should reveal a page that looks like Figure 10-33. 
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Figure 10-33. Manage fields page 

To reposition a field click and hold the plus (+) sign next to the field label of the item you wish to 
move, drag the field to the position where you want it to appear, and release your mouse button. 
Remember to click the Save button after you have moved all of the fields to their proper position.  

Summary 
Content types is one of the “killer app” aspects of Drupal, and is an important concept to understand. 
While you could construct a Drupal site with just the Basic page and Article content types, it is likely that 
you’ll want to leverage the features and functions provided through the use of custom content types. In 
this chapter I demonstrated just one of the custom content types that I create for nearly every site that I 
build for my clients. Other custom content types that I frequently use include customers, products, 
departments, FAQs, locations, and employees. As you design and develop your new site, I’m sure you’ll 
identify one or more custom content types. 
Another powerful feature of custom content types is the ability to develop custom reports or “views” of 
custom content type data that is stored in the Drupal database. If you think about the Event content type 
we created in this chapter, it might be valuable to generate a list of events sorted by the start date and 
time, or a list sorted by venue. Drupal’s Views module is a relatively easy to use mechanism for 
generating lists. In Chapter 11 I will demonstrate how easy it is to generate lists. 
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Views 

If you ask anyone who has used Drupal for a while what the “killer module” is, the answer will likely be 
Views, Panels, or the Content Construction Kit (CCK). Views is usually mentioned first, and it’s the 
module that many users say they can’t live without. What does the Views module do that is so special? 
Simply stated, Views provides an easy-to-use tool for selecting and displaying lists of content on your 
website. Examples of how you might use Views include: 

• Displaying the most recent news articles posted to your website, sorted in 
descending order by the date of posting. 

• Displaying a list of company locations as a table that is sortable by clicking on the 
titles for the location name, city, state, and country. 

• Displaying a photo gallery. 

• Displaying a list of blog postings that is filterable by subject. 

• Creating an RSS feed that lists the most recent content posted on your website. 

• Displaying just about any kind of list that you can think of, created from the 
content that is stored on your website, as a list, table, or RSS feed. 

In chapter 10, we created the Event content type. Let’s put it to work by creating lists of events that will 
be useful to site visitors using the Views module.  

Installing the Views Module 
Views is a contributed module and must be downloaded, installed, and enabled before you can use 

it. We used the Views module as an example in Chapter 8, where I covered installing modules. If you did 
not install Views as part of that exercise, please revisit that chapter and follow the step-by-step 
instructions.   

To verify that Views is installed and enabled, visit the Modules configuration page by clicking on the 
Modules link in the top menu, which reveals the list of modules that are installed and available on your 
site. Scroll to the bottom of the list to verify that you have the Views module installed and enabled. See 
Figure 11-1. 
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Figure 11-1. Verifying that Views is installed and enabled 

The Views components that you will need to work through this chapter are the main Views module 
(the first item listed) and Views UI. Views Exporter is a good module to use if you want to export the 
definition of a view and import that definition as a new view. It is not, however, a way to export the data 
that is rendered in a view. But, there’s a module for that, too. Check out 
http://drupal.org/project/views_export_xls. 

Creating Your First View 
With Views installed and enabled, we’re ready to proceed. But a view without content is, well, just a 

blank page, so the first step is to create some content. In Chapter 10, we created a content type for 
Events, and a very common use for Views is to create a list of upcoming events. Take a moment to create 
several Events so you have content to display when you set up your first View.  

To create a View, click on the Structure link at the top of the page and click on the Views link, which 
brings you to the Views administration page. To add a View, click on the Add tab at the top of the page, 
which reveals the page for creating a new view(see Figure 11-2). On this page, define the following:  

• View name: The name must be unique (a name that has not been used for another 
view on your site), and can only contain alphanumeric characters and 
underscores (so no blank spaces). It’s a good idea to pick a descriptive name that 
conveys the purpose of the view so that others looking at the list can easily identify 
the right one to use. For the first view, use upcoming_events as the name.  

• View description: This is another field that you can use to provide additional 
information about the view. For this view, use “A list of upcoming events” as the 
description. 

• View tag: This is an optional field that you can use to provide a list of tags that 
define what the view is about. 

• View type: A list of the types of information stored in the Drupal database that you 
can use to generate your view. The most common selection is the Node option, as 
nodes represent a vast majority of the information stored in your Drupal database.   
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Figure 11-2. Creating a new View 

Click the Next button to proceed. You’ll see the page that is shown in Figure 11-3. 

 

Figure 11-3. The Views edit page 
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At first glance, the form for defining a view looks complex and overwhelming. Fortunately, looks are 
deceiving.  

To define our new view, we’ll start with the far left-hand column. At the top of the column, you’ll see 
the word Defaults, which means that any values you set to the right of the column will be treated as the 
default parameters set for this view. Below Defaults you’ll see a drop-down list that includes values for:  

• Attachment: Attachments are used to create a view that is a secondary display 
‘attached’ to a primary view. Effectively, they are a simple way to create multiple 
views within the same view. This is an advanced feature that you can read about at 
www.drupal.org/project/views.  

• Block: I covered blocks in previous chapters, and described a block as a container 
for content that is assigned to a region on a page. If you want to embed a view on a 
page in a region, you’ll want to use the Block option. 

• Feed: Views is the mechanism for automatically generating RSS feeds.  

• Page: A page represents a view that is rendered in full-page mode and is accessible 
through a URL that you define through the configuration process. I will revisit the 
Page option in a moment. 

For now we will leave everything in this column as is.  
In the middle column are a number of options that we can set, which I’ll discuss in the following 

sections. 

Views Settings 
In the Tag field, we can enter a Taxonomy tag that can be used for searching and accessing the view. 

For this example, leave this value as None. To change the value, simply click on the None link, which 
exposes a field at the bottom of the configuration form where you can enter a new value. 

Basic Settings 
In Figure 11-3, you can see that the Basic Settings field includes the Name, Title, Use pager, More link, 
and Access attributes of your new view. I will explain these here. 

Name 
You can set the name of the view to something other than Defaults. To change the name, click on 

the Defaults link and change the value at the bottom of the configuration area. The value entered here is 
only used for internal uses, and isn’t visible to site visitors. For demonstration purposes we’ll leave the 
value as Default. 

Title 
The value associated with this option is displayed at the top of the list that is generated by Views. To 

change the value, click on the None link, revealing a text box at the bottom of the Views configuration 
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form where you can change the values. We will change the value to something that is meaningful to a 
site visitor who is viewing the page where this list is generated. Enter a value such as Upcoming Events. 

After changing the value, click on the Update button, which brings you back to the Views 
configuration page. The value you entered appears next to the Title label. 

Use Pager 
For lists that will contain dozens or hundreds of items, you can limit the number that appear on a 

page (usually to 10 or so) and use a “pager” at the bottom of the page instead. A pager looks like this:  << 
previous 1,2,3,4,5,6,7… next >>. Visitors use the pager to navigate through all of the items. Views 
automatically creates and displays the appropriate pager based on the number of items that are in the 
complete list. By default, the Views module renders lists using a pager with 10 items per page. You can 
change this by clicking on the “Paged, 10 items” value. You’ll see a list of four options (shown in  
Figure 11-4). “Display a specified number of items” allows you to specify how many content items will 
be displayed without a pager being rendered. You might want to use this approach when you only want 
to list the first three items. I’ve used this option in cases where I want to display only the last three items 
created on the site in a “What’s New” block. “Display all items” lists every content item that meets the 
criteria specified in the view definition. This option works well for situations where there are fewer than 
25 content items in the list. More than 25, and visitors are unlikely to scroll through them all. “Paged 
output, full pager” results in a list of items (say,10 items) followed by a pager. A full pager lists other 
options, such as “Jump to the start of the list,” “Jump to the end of the list,” “Previous,” and “Next.” The 
“Paged output, mini pager” is similar to the full pager, but only provides navigational controls for 
previous and next. 

 

Figure 11-4. Pager options 

Items Per Page 
If you decide to use a pager for your view, you can set the number of items that will appear on each 

“page” by clicking on the small gear icon to the right of the “Use pager” option. Clicking on the gear 
reveals a form where you can set the number of items that will be displayed per page, the offset (think of 
the offset as the starting item for your view; for example, if you want to skip the first 10 items and start at 
number 11, you would enter 10 in the offset field), the pager ID (in nearly every case you can just leave 
this value as the default), the number of pages you want to display (in most cases you’ll want to leave it 
as blank to show all pages), and you have the option of exposing the options for the visitor to set the 
number of items per page and the offset. See Figure 11-5. 
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Figure 11-5. Setting the pager options 

More  
If your view is limited by the items-per-page field to a number that is less than the number you have 

defined for your view, and you decide not to use a pager, you can provide a “Read more” link, which the 
visitor can click to see the complete list of items. You can set this value by clicking on No and changing 
the value on the pop-up form to Yes. For now, let’s leave the value at No, as we’re using a pager. 

Access 
We can define which types of visitors have the ability to access the Access view by selecting from the 

list of user roles or permissions that are defined on our site. You may have a view, for example, that lists 
information that only people assigned to the Human Resources Department role should be able to 
access. To set the value, click on the Unlimited link to reveal the configuration options shown in  
Figure 11-6.  
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Figure 11-6. Views access restrictions 

We can select Permission (for example, we might have a permission that defines the ability to view a 
particular content type) or Role. Typically, permissions are assigned to roles, and roles are granular 
enough to define the ability to access a view. There may be cases where you need fine-grained control 
over who can access a content type, or you have dozens of roles that all have the same permission. In 
such cases, you can use permissions to restrict instead of having to select dozens of roles. For this 
example, select Role and then click the Update button, which reveals a page with a list of roles that we 
can select from. Select the appropriate roles and click Save. For this example, we will select 
“Authenticated user,” which means anyone who has an account and is logged into the site.  

Advanced Settings 
Advanced settings control features such as the use of Ajax, whether Views should remove duplicate rows, 
and whether caching should be used.  

■ Note Ajax is a set of technologies that enable things like sorting and paging through pages of a view, without 
refreshing the page. It is a nice added feature that makes it quicker for site visitors to manipulate your views. It is, 
however, optional. 

Use Ajax 
To enable this feature, click on No and change the value to Yes in the form that appears at the 

bottom of the Views configuration form. Do this for our example. 

Distinct 
There may be cases where your view returns duplicate items due to the filters you defined (although 

it is highly unlikely, it can happen). If you see duplicate items in your list, check this box. To remove 
duplicates, you can set the Distinct value by clicking on No and checking the box on the form that 
appears at the bottom of the Views configuration form. In our example, we will leave the value as 
unchecked. 
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Use Grouping 
Grouping is a powerful feature that allows you to break data returned from a view into separate 

sections based on a field that is contained in the view. As an example, we could decide that we want to 
list events grouped by venue, where each venue has its own section of the report that is generated 
through views. I’ll revisit groups in a bit. 

Caching 
There may be cases where views that return a large number of items take longer than desired to load 

on the screen. If you have a high-traffic site with views that return large numbers of items, it is advisable 
to use the caching mechanism provided by Views. Caching causes the view to first check to see if that list 
exists in cache and, if so, renders it from cache instead of going to the database and retrieving every row 
that meets the specified criteria. It is a great feature that improves performance. The downside of this 
feature surfaces if you have content that changes frequently. A highly dynamic list of content using 
caching may result in items that were added, changed, or removed from the database not appearing as 
they currently do in the database, as the view was cached and Views did not go to the database to re-read 
all of the values. It is a helpful feature and something that you should consider using. In our example, the 
list of events is short and we don’t anticipate having a large number of visitors, so we’ll leave the value 
set to None.  

Style Settings 
This is the “meat and potatoes” section in the first column. These are key settings that impact how 

the view is rendered on the page. You’ll want to pay special attention to these values as you build your 
view.  

Style 
Views provides the ability to render the output of your view as a Grid (a good example of a grid is a 

photo gallery where there are rows and columns of pictures displayed), an HTML list (just a list of items 
with bullet points), a Table (output that looks like an Excel spreadsheet with rows and columns where 
each item fills a single row), or unformatted, which renders the content as it would appear on the page in 
Teaser or Full Node view. We will start with unformatted in our first pass through creating a view, and 
will update the view to a table later in the chapter. 

Row Style 
We can define how each item displayed on the screen appears with the Row Style option. To view 

the configuration options, click on Fields to reveal the configuration options form at the bottom of the 
Views configuration form. See Figure 11-7. 
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Figure 11-7. Selecting the row style 

We can select the Fields option, which provides the ability to pick individual fields out of our 
content type to display on the list (you may only want to list the titles of your items in the list and 
nothing else). Or you may want to display the list of items as a Node, meaning either the Teaser or the 
Full Node version. When you see lists of the latest news stories, for example, on a site, that would likely 
be someone using the Node option and rendering the teaser of that node with a “Read more” link to 
view the entire article). For now, we’ll select the Node option.  

Since we selected the Node option, we’ll want to define whether we want the view to render the 
Teaser version of our item or the Full Node version. To set that option, select Node to see the Node 
configuration options at the bottom of the Views configuration form. See Figure 11-8. 

 

Figure 11-8. Node configuration options 

On this form, we can select either the Teaser or Full Node mode for how the item will be displayed. 
For demonstration purposes, we’ll leave the option set at Teaser. The “Display links” option provides a 
mechanism for turning off the “Read more” link for teasers or other links, such as links to file 
attachments for this node. We’ll leave it checked for our example. The “Display node comments” option 
allows you to specify whether comments associated with each item should be displayed along with the 
node itself in the list. If comments are an important part of what you are trying to communicate to your 
visitor, you should check this box. For our example, we do not want to display comments, so we will 
leave it unchecked. When finished, click on Update to return to the previous screen. 

CSS Class 
The CSS class option allows you to assign a class attribute to your view. Click on None to access the 

form where you can change the value from None to the name of a CSS class class. 
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Theme 
The Theme setting is less of a configuration option and more of a helper function for those who are 

responsible for “themeing” the output of your view. This option displays the CSS tags that are available 
for styling with your theme. This is an advanced function and beyond the scope of this book.  

Exposed Form 
The Exposed form provides the ability to separate view controls from the view itself, exposing those 

controls as a block that you can place elsewhere on your page. You might use this when you have an 
exposed filter and don’t want that filter to appear at the top of the view, but somewhere else as a block 
(say you provide the ability for the visitor to select options that reduce the number of records that appear 
in the view, based on a specific criteria; for example, to only show all upcoming events that are taking 
place at the Civic Center). It’s a helpful feature, but an advanced topic that is beyond what I will cover in 
this chapter.  

We’ve made it through the first column and are ready to tackle the second column. Because we 
made several changes to our view, it’s a good idea to save it before proceeding. If we were to close the 
window for some reason, all of our changes would be lost. From personal experience, it’s a good idea to 
save often. Before proceeding, click Save. 

Header 
With this option, you have the ability to author text that will appear at the top of your list. You may 

want to provide an introductory paragraph that describes the content in the list, or any other static 
content that you wish to author for this list. To create the content, simply click on the plus (+) sign to the 
right of the Header title, which reveals a form at the bottom of the Node configuration form where you 
can select where the header should be applied (either globally on every page or at the top of a specific 
group, if you defined grouping as an option). For the events example select <All> and check the Global: 
Text area option. See Figure 11-9. 

 

Figure 11-9. Selecting the heading type 

After clicking on the Add button, the form shown in Figure 11-10 is displayed. On this form, enter the 
text that you want to display at the top of your view. For our example, enter “The following is list of 
upcoming events” and click the Update button.  
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Figure 11-10.  Selecting the heading type 

Footer 
We can also provide a footer for our view, which is text that will be displayed at the bottom of our 

list. Creating a footer is the same process as the header. Click on the plus (+) sign to view the form.  

Empty Text 
The Empty text option provides the ability to display a sentence or paragraph in the case where your 

view does not return any values. This is a good option to use, as it provides a more user-friendly result in 
the case where the view is empty. Instead of displaying a blank page, you could display a sentence that 
says, “We’re sorry, we did not find any upcoming events at this time.” Go ahead and add this empty text 
message. To do so, follow the same steps outlined for the header.  

Fields 
If we had selected Field as the option for Row Style in the first column, we would have been 

presented with the ability to add the fields that we want to display on our view here. But because we 
picked Node instead, the concept of fields doesn’t apply. I’ll revisit this configuration option when we 
update our view later in this chapter. 

We completed the second column, albeit without doing much. It’s time to save our view again 
before proceeding to the last column. 
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Relationships 
The Relationships column provides the ability to “link together” related information. As an example, 

say you have a content type for an employee, and in it you have a field that is a reference to that 
employee’s location. The address information for the location is stored in the Location content items, 
and your requirements call for a view that lists employees and their location’s address. Because address 
isn’t stored on the Employee content type, you need some method for “linking” the two content types 
together to display both employee and location information as a single item in the view. Relationships 
provides that mechanism. For details on using relationships visit the documentation pages for Views at 
www.drupal.org/project/views. Our example view for events doesn’t have a relationship, so we’ll bypass 
this setting.  

Arguments 
Arguments provides a mechanism for passing values to your view, typically through the URL that is 

used to render the view. An example of how you might use arguments is to limit the values returned for 
our list of events to a specific venue.  

Sort Criteria 
One of the “power” features of Views is the ability to sort the output of our view before it is rendered 

on the screen. You can sort on none, one, or several fields that are associated with your content type. For 
our example, we want to sort on the list of upcoming events by the title, in ascending order. To set the 
sort criteria, click on the plus (+) sign in the heading for sort criteria. You’ll see the form shown in  
Figure 11-11. 

 

Figure 11-11.  Selecting the sort criteria 
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On this page, you will see every field that is defined for any content type that exists on your site. The 
list is long and will grow over time as you create new content types. Views does provide a filtering 
mechanism to narrow the list of options based what group the field belongs to. The two primary options 
that you’ll use are <all>, which lists every field, and Node, which lists the Drupal core fields that are 
associated with a generic node. Since the title field is part of core Drupal, we can select the Node filter to 
limit the number of fields that are displayed. Check the box next to “Node: Title” and click the Add 
button at the bottom of the screen. Views then displays another configuration form where we set the 
order that we want our items to be sorted (see Figure 11-12).  

 

Figure 11-12.  Setting the sort order 

We want our items to be sorted alphabetically in ascending order, so we will use the default option 
and finish the process by clicking the Update button. 

Filters 
The last set of configuration options define the filters that Views will use to narrow the list of items 

that are returned to our view. You can filter the results on every available field for your content type, 
including the Drupal core fields associated with a node. You could filter by author (as in, only show me 
articles that were written by John), by published date (only show articles published in the past week), by 
Taxonomy term (only show me articles about basketball), by content type (only show me Event content), 
or any other field or combination of fields that are exposed to your content type. For our example, we 
want to filter the results by content type, as we only want to show nodes that were created as Events. To 
set that filter, click on the plus (+) sign in the bar associated with the Filter, exposing the same list that 
appears in Figure 11-11. 

To narrow the list of options that are displayed, select Node from the Groups field, as we want to 
filter by Node Type. After the page is refreshed, scroll down until you see Node: Type and check the box. 
Click on the Add button to proceed to the next step (see Figure 11-13).  

On this screen, we want to limit the types of content that are displayed in our view to only Events. 
To do this, we simply click on the “is one of” option on the left and check the box next to Event and click 
on the Update button. If we wanted to provide the option for visitors to select the content type that is 
rendered, we click Expose. If we had more than one Node type selected, the visitor could select one or 
more of the values to control what is shown in the list. For our purposes, we only want to show Events, 
and we don’t want to provide visitors with the ability to change that behavior. Check the box next to 
Event, and click on the Update button to proceed.  
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Figure 11-13.  Selecting the filter by content type value 

At this point your Views configuration screen should look something like Figure 11-14, depending 
on which options you selected during the previous process.  

 

 Figure 11-14.  The view is configured and ready to test 

Click the Save button before proceeding.  

Live Preview 
You may have noticed a feature at the bottom of the Views configuration page called Live Preview. 

This allows you to quickly test your view to see if it is displaying the right values in the right order. You 
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can click on the Preview button at any step in the process to see how the view will look on a page. See 
Figure 11-15. 

 

  Figure 11-15.  Live preview 

Exposing a View as a Page 
Views can be embedded in a page as a block, in a node, or they can be their own stand-alone page 

with their own unique URL (one view per URL). To render a view as a page, we need to add a display type 
to the view. If you return to the main Views configuration page for the view that we just created (if you 
are not on that page, you can return to that page by clicking on the Structure link at the top of the page 
and on the Structure page, clicking on the Views link). Clicking Views presents a list of the views that are 
defined on your site (see Figure 11-16). Included in this list are default views that are created 
automatically when you install the Views module, as well as any views that have been created on your 
site by administrators.  
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Figure 11-16.  List of views 

Find the view you want to update in the list and click on the edit link. Our view was the Upcoming 
Events list. Clicking on the edit tab reveals the Views configuration page.  

On this page we want to add a new display, specifically a page display, because page displays have 
the ability to specify a URL and renders the view in full-page mode. To add the page display, ensure that 
the value Page is selected in the drop-down list in the far left-hand column of the Views configuration 
form. Once it is selected, click on the “Add display” button. Views will redisplay the Views configuration 
page with additional options that are associated with rendering a view as a page. See Figure 11-17. 

 

Figure 11-17.  Adding a Page display to your view 
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There are two primary changes to notice on the Views configuration form: first, the left-hand 
column now has a link for a Page display, and second, there is a new configuration block for Page 
settings (at the bottom of the middle column). We can now specify the URL for accessing the view and 
we can add our view to one of the menus on our site.  

To specify the URL for this page, click on None next to the Path label, revealing a form at the bottom 
of the Views configuration form (see Figure 11-18). On this form, you will see that there is a text box for 
entering the URL that you want to expose that allows a user to see the view in full-page mode. In our 
example, the new URL is http://localhost/?q=upcoming-events. It is a good practice to use URLs that 
contain words that are related to the content on that page, using hyphens to separate individual words. 
Our example creates a human- as well as search-engine-friendly URL for our view. After entering the 
URL click on the Update button. 

 

Figure 11-18.  Specifying a URL  

The second option that we have on this form is to assign our view to a menu. To add our view to a 
menu, click on the “No menu” link to define the type of menu (a normal menu entry or a tab) and the 
menu that you want to assign your view to. For our demonstration we will not add our view to a menu.  

Remember to save your view before doing anything else! We are now ready to test our view by 
entering the URL that we just created into the address bar of our browser: http://localhost/upcoming-
events. After clicking Enter, your view will be rendered on the page. See Figure 11-19. 
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Figure 11-19.  Full-page view 

Creating Tabular Views 
In the previous examples we rendered views as simple nodes. There are likely cases where you will 

want to render lists as tables. We are going to update our list of upcoming events view that we created in 
the previous example, changing the output from a list of upcoming event nodes to a list of upcoming 
events in a table.  

The benefits of the table include the ability to render specific fields from your content type and not 
the whole node, in a format that is sortable by the visitor by clicking on the column titles. Figure 11-20 is 
an example of how I used a tabular view for one project. 
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Figure 11-20.  An example of using the table format for a view 

In this example, the author created a view that renders content items as a table on the left, and a list 
of files that were uploaded as a table in the column on the right. The left column lists several custom 
content types in a table (“can-do” nodes that capture skills that high school students must demonstrate 
in order to graduate). This is an advanced version of a table based view, as it allows the student who is 
using this page to update several nodes at a time by checking boxes next to list items and picking dates 
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from a pop-up calendar. But it is a prime example of a creative way to use tabular views as a mechanism 
for rendering lists of data as rows and columns. 

To update our list of upcoming events view, return to the Views configuration form that we have 
used in the past (click on the Structure link at the top of the page, click on the Views link on the Structure 
page, and click Edit next to the Upcoming Events view). 

There are two basic changes that we need to make in order to enable our view as a table. First we 
need to change the Style field from Unformatted to Table, then we need to select the fields that we wish 
to display in our table.  

So first, click on the Unformatted link and, on the configuration form, select Table. See Figure 11-21. 

 

Figure 11-21.  Changing the style to table 

After changing the value to Table, click on the Update button. The next step is to list the fields that 
we want to appear as columns in our table. To add the list of fields click on the plus (+) sign in the second 
column next to the Fields heading to see the screen shown in Figure 11-22. 

 

Figure 11-22.  Selecting fields to display 
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Scroll down the list and choose the fields that you want to display to your site visitors. Likely 
candidates include the event title (shown in the list as Node: Title), the event start date, the event end 
date, and the event venue. Place a checkmark in the box next to each of the fields and then click the Add 
button at the bottom of the list.  

After clicking Add, you will be prompted through a series of screens for setting various attributes of 
each field that will be displayed. See Figure 11-23. 

 

Figure 11-23.  Configuring the field's attributes 

In most cases, you can leave the default values alone and proceed to the next field. The one 
exception is that you’ll likely want the title to be a field that is rendered as a link to the full-node version 
of that content item. On the form for configuring the title, check the “Link this field to its node” box. 
Click the Update button for each field until you reach the end of the list. Views then displays the Views 
configuration page.  

There may be scenarios where you want the site visitor to have the ability to sort the data rendered 
in the view by clicking on the column titles. Clicking on a title will resort the list in ascending (or 
descending) order, based on the values contained in that column. To enable this feature and to specify 
which columns should be sortable, click on the gear icon that is to the right of the Style: Table item in the 
Style settings section of the Views configuration form. Clicking on the gear reveals a spreadsheet-like 
interface where we can specify which column is sortable by checking the box in the Sortable column. See 
Figure 11-24. 
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Figure 11-24.  Setting sort options by column 

We also have the ability to group values in our table by a specific column of information in the view. 
A good example might be that you want to group all of our Events by venue. Each venue would have its 
own separate table in the view as it is rendered on the page. A powerful and often overlooked feature!  

After clicking the Update button after assigning sort options, make sure you click the Save button for 
your view. 

You are now ready to test your view to see how it looks in table mode. To see the view, enter the URL 
you created for the page view in your browsers address bar, and click Enter.  

Creating RSS Feeds with Views 
Another “power” feature of views is the ability to generate RSS feeds from content stored on your 

site. RSS stands for Real Simple Syndication and is a mechanism that visitors can use to display content 
from your site in a newsreader like MyYahoo or iGoogle. Any view you create can also become an RSS 
feed by simply adding the Feed display in the left column of the views configuration form and clicking 
on the Add display button.  

After clicking the Add display button click on the Feed link in the left column to reveal the 
configuration options for RSS feeds. See Figure 11-25. 

 

Figure 11-25.  Configuring the RSS feed URL 
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A Feed has the same configuration options as a Page, and requires that you enter a path that a 
visitor can capture to import into their feed aggregator package. For our example upcoming events view, 
we’ll create a new URL of http://localhost/?q=feeds/upcoming-events. We added “feeds” before 
“upcoming-events” just as a mechanism for organizing all of our feeds into a specific URL structure. The 
use of “feeds” is purely a personal preference. You can use any URL structure that you wish. After 
entering the URL, click on the Update button, and after the update, remember to click on the Save 
button to save all of your changes. 

If you followed the example, you can now enter http://localhost/feeds/upcoming-events to see 
that Views generates a standard RSS feed that your users can now use to pull content from your site into 
their own site or into their RSS reader. 

Summary 
I’ve only scratched the surface of how you can use Views on your new site. Views is extremely 

powerful, and one of the “killer” modules for Drupal. There are also add-on modules for Views that we 
did not cover in this section. Please visit www.drupal.org/project/modules and click on the Views link in 
the categories listed in the right column. At the time of writing, there are 299 contributed modules just 
for Views! Browse through the list (remembering to look to see if there is a Drupal 7 version of the 
modules you may be interested in). People have created many amazing capabilities for Views.  
As part of the “holy trinity” of Drupal modules, Views is even more powerful when used in conjunction 
with panels. If you think Drupal is awesome, just wait until you see what you can do with Panels and 
Views!  
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Panels 

The third of the “holy trinity” of must-have Drupal modules is the Panels module. You may have noticed 
that, up to this point, our page layouts have been constrained to the regions that were defined by the 
developer of the theme we are using. If you look at the Garland theme shown in Figure 12-1, there are 
three primary “containers” for elements on our site: the left sidebar, the right sidebar, and the center 
content area (I exclude the footer and header from this list because you would typically not put dynamic 
content in either of those regions, although you could if you wanted to).  

 

Figure 12-1. The five regions of the Garland theme 

The primary container that is used in such a theme is the center content region, which is more or 
less just a box. Although this layout may work perfectly for every page of your site, there are likely cases 
where you’ll want to divide the content region into multiple “mini-regions.” As examples of this, I’ll 
show you two different I’ve developed, both of which rely heavily on the Panels module.  

The first example (see Illustration 12-1) has seven separate “panel panes” (the official name of 
“mini-regions”) divided into six separate “rows”:  

• The top row has one panel pane that contains the navigation tabs for books, 
movies, and music. 
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• The second row has one panel pane for the carousel of items called “Featured 
Picks.” 

• The third row has two panel panes, the one of the left is titled “Featured” and 
shows a featured item from the library, and the one on the right shows a featured 
story. 

• The fourth row is a rotating news banner. 

• The fifth row displays another carousel, this time of featured items that are 
recommended by library staff. 

• The sixth row shows a language selection option. 

 

Illustration 12-1. A site using a complex panels layout 
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The second example (see Illustration 12-2) is less complex, representing a more typical use of panels 
to divide the content region into multiple panel panes.  

 

 

Illustration 12-2.  A simple two row, three column panels layout 

On this page, the content region is divided into two rows, each row having three columns.  
Both of these examples make it extremely easy for content authors to place content in a specific 

panel pane. When creating the site I used Views for each panel pane to define what content should be 
rendered, how many items should be included in the list, and how those items should be rendered. 
Using Taxonomy, content authors select the appropriate taxonomy term that is associated with each 
panel pane, and the content automatically appears in the right spot on the right page. Simply by the 
author creating a content item and selecting a taxonomy term from a list. I will cover more on putting a 
solution like this together in a few moments.  
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Available Layouts 
The Panels module provides eight standard layouts and one “flexible” layout for you to use to divide up 
your content area. Figure 12-3 shows the layouts provided by each option.  

 

 

Figure 12-2. Panel layouts 

The first eight options are “pre-built” layouts, while the “flexible” option provides the ability create 
your own layout. I will walk you through examples of using a pre-built and a flexible layout in this 
chapter.  

Is It a Page, a Page, or Is It a Page? 
Before creating our first panel page, we need to address an unfortunate case of confusing terminology. 
Drupal provides a basic, out-of-the-box content type called a Page. You use this content type to create a 
new page. In the Panels module, you create a page, albeit a panel page. To make it even more confusing, 
you can assign page content, created using the Page content type to a page built through the Panels 
module. Confused yet? To minimize the confusion, I will always call pages created through the Panels 
module “panel pages.” I’ll call content created using the page content type a “node.”  

Creating a Panel Page 
When creating a panel page, you need to decide what content is going to go on the page, as well as the 
layout for the page. You can use Figure 12-2 to figure out whether an “off-the-shelf” layout exists that 
meets your needs. If one of the eight basic layouts doesn’t work, you can always create a custom layout 
using the flexible option. For demonstration purposes, we’re going to assume that we want to divide the 
content region into three rows, with the first row having a single column, the second row having two 
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columns, and the last row having a single column. We could have just as easily picked one of the other 
layouts, but let’s say our requirements called for the layout we just described.  

■ Note At the time of writing, the Panels module was not ported to Drupal 7. Discussions with the primary 
developer of the Panels module revealed that the differences between the Drupal 6 and 7 versions of Panels would 
be minimal. Some of the operations that I describe in the remainder of this chapter may differ slightly from the 
actual implementation of Panels under Drupal 7. I suggest checking the Apress website and the pages associated 
with this book for any updates that occur after the book is published. I will provide updates to this chapter on the 
Apress website once Panels is available for Drupal 7.  

To begin creating a new panel page, you must first install the Chaos Tools 
(www.drupal.org/project/ctools) and Panels modules (Panels is dependent on the Ctools module; you 
can download Panels from www.drupal.org/project/panels). To install the modules, follow the step-by-
step instructions in Chapter 8. Installing Ctools and Panels is the same as installing any other 
contributed module in Drupal 7. Make sure that you enable the module after you have installed it. I 
suggest enabling all of the Panel’s module components (Mini panels, Panel nodes, Panel pages), as you 
will likely use all three types of Panels as you build out your website.  

Once the module is installed and ready to use, click on the Structure link on the top menu and click 
Panels on the Structure page. We will want to create a new custom panel, so select the option for 
creating a new panel page. The information that we well enter on this page (see Figure 12-3) includes: 

• Administrative title: This title appears on the administrator’s page that lists all of 
the panel pages that we have created. This title is not exposed to site visitors, only 
site administrators. For our example panel page, we’ll use “about us panel page” 
as the administrative title.  

• Machine name: This is the internal name that Drupal will use to reference this 
panel page. The name must be unique, be alphanumeric, and use underscores to 
separate words (no blank spaces are allowed). For our example panel page, we’ll 
use “about_us_panel_page” as the machine name. 

• Administrative description: This is a place to describe the form and its purpose. 
This description is only viewable by administrators. We’ll enter a brief description 
about the purpose of the page: “This is the panel page that is used for the about us 
page.” 

• Path: This is the URL that a user would use to get to the panel page. The URL could 
also be part of a menu or a link on a page. We’ll use “about-us” as the URL for 
accessing our new panel page. 

• Variant type: We will be creating a panel. 
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• Optional features: Features that we can enable for our panel page include access 
control (restricting who can see the panel page), visible menu item (putting a link 
to the panel page on a menu), selection rules, and contexts. Selection rules and 
contexts are advanced topics that you can read more about at 
http://drupal.org/project/panels. For our demonstration, we will leave all of the 
optional items unchecked.   

 

 

Figure 12-3. Creating a new panel page 

After clicking the Continue button, you will be taken to the page shown in Figure 12-4, where you 
can select the layout that you want to use for your new page. For our example panel page, we’ll use the 
first option, the “Two columns stacked” layout.  
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Figure 12-4. List of default panel layouts 

After clicking the Continue button, you are taken to the page that you will use to assign “things” to 
the various panel panes on your new panel page. As you can see from Figure 12-5, you have a panel pane 
across the top, two columns below the top row, and a single panel pane across the entire panel page at 
the bottom. Before moving away from this page, click the Finish button to save your panel page, 
returning you to the main configuration page for this panel page (shown in Figure 12-5). Enter About Us 
in the title field and click the “Update and save” button.  

 

 

Figure 12-5. Panel page ready to assign content to panes on the page 
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For our first pass through this exercise, we will create a new node and assign pre-built components 
that ship with Drupal core into panel panes. To create a new node, either open a new browser window or 
a new browser tab and use this shortcut URL to get to the content creation form for a new page content 
type: http://localhost/node/add/page (replace “localhost” with the appropriate domain name if you are 
not using your desktop/laptop as your server). Enter the URL and click Enter. Add a title and body text, 
say a paragraph or two. Your new content should look something like Figure 12-6, only with your 
content and title. 

 

 

Figure 12-6. Creating a node to assign to the panel page 

Click the Save button to create your new node.  
To begin the process of assigning “things” to each of the panel panes (Top, Left side, Right side, and 

Bottom), click on the gear icon at the left edge of the top panel pane. Clicking on the gear reveals a pop-
up menu with an option to assign content and an option to change the style. We want to assign content, 
so click on the “Assign content” link (see Figure 12-7).  
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Figure 12-7. The “Add content” link appears after clicking the gear for a pane 

Next you see the “Add content to Top page,” where “Top” represents the pane that we clicked on to 
add content. See Figure 12-8. 

 

 

Figure 12-8. Add Content Screen 

Before adding anything to a pane, let’s walk through the items that are available for you to assign to 
a pane. On the “Add content to Top” page (see Figure 12-9) you will see a menu of options in the left 
column. Click on the Activity link to reveal a list of items that you can assign to the pane.  

 

 

Figure 12-9. Assigning activity components to a pane 
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The list of items includes recent comments posted on the site, a list of new users who were recently 
added to the site (“Who’s new”), and a list of currently logged-in users (“Who’s online”). If you’ve 
installed contributed modules, you may find additional items that are enabled through the additional 
modules. 

Next, click on the Menus link in the left column. This reveals a list of all the menus that are present 
on the site. The two menus that you can assign to a pane are the Main menu and Secondary links. 

Next, select the “Page elements” link in the left menu to reveal the following list of items:  

• Breadcrumb is a list of links that represents how the user got to this page. For 
example, they may have clicked on “About us” on the home page, resulting in a 
breadcrumb that would just show “Home.”  

• Help displays the help text associated with an item on the page that provides 
context-sensitive help.  

• Mission displays the mission statement for the organization as defined on the 
theme configuration option page. 

• Page footer message is another item that is defined on the theme configuration 
options page.  

• Page title displays the page title for this page. 

• Site slogan is another item that is defined on the theme configuration options 
page. 

• Status messages displays any messages that Drupal or a module generates to 
represent the results of an action (for example, your updates were successfully 
saved). 

• Finally, tabs. There are various modules that provide a tabbed interface to access 
various pages on a form.  

In most cases, all of these elements are exposed to the visitor through the theme instead of through 
a panel page. You should consult your theme definition to see if these elements are already included.  

The next link in the left column is the Widgets category. Clicking on Widgets displays the following 
list of items: 

• A powered-by-Drupal widget that displays “Powered by Drupal” and the Drupal 
icon. 

• A syndicate widget that provides a site-wide RSS feed showing new content posted 
on your site. 

• A user login widget that provides a form for users to log on to your site. 

The links below the Widgets link provide the ability to insert an existing node or add new custom 
content. To insert the node that we created a few minutes ago, click on the “Existing node” link, 
revealing the page shown in Figure 12-10. 
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Figure 12-10. Add an existing node 

To insert the node that we created earlier, enter the title or, if you don’t remember the whole title, 
enter a word or two that reveals a drop-down list of all nodes with those words in the title. This is a great 
feature when you have hundreds of nodes to pick from. The example node we created had “About us” as 
the title, so go ahead and enter that in the “Enter the title or NID of a node” box. (If you know the node 
ID, you can enter that number instead of the title, but typically the title is the easiest method for 
assigning a node to a pane.) We’ll leave the other options alone, as we don’t want to override the title, we 
don’t want to duplicate the node title, we only want to show the teaser, and we want to provide the 
ability to add a comment. When you’ve entered the Node ID, you’re ready to click the Save button, 
which brings you back to the main Panel Page configuration page. You’ll note in Figure 12-11 that the 
node that we assigned in the previous step now shows up in the Top pane of the page.  
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Figure 12-11. The About Us node is assigned to the Top pane of the page 

To demonstrate the layout, repeat the process above for the Left side, Right side, and Bottom panel 
panes. Click on the gear for the Left side pane, then click on the Activity link in the left column and select 
the “Who’s new” item. Leave the title as is and click the Finish button. Do the same for the Right side, 
only this time select the “Who’s online” item. Finally, do the same thing for the Bottom pane, and add 
the “Powered by Drupal” widget. After you’ve added your node to each of the other three panel panes, 
your page should look like Figure 12-12. 
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Figure 12-12. The About Us page with items added to each pane 

We are now ready to save our panel page and test it. Click on the “Update and save” button to 
complete the configuration, which returns you to the main Panel Page configuration page. Once saved, 
we can now test the page. Visit the page at http://localhost/about-us (if you’re not running the site on 
your desktop or laptop, then change “localhost” to the appropriate domain name). The final result 
should look something like Figure 12-13. 
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Figure 12-13. The completed panel page with content 

Congratulations, you just created your first panel page! The process that we just went through shows 
how simple it is to create amazing layouts without having to touch a single line of code, HTML, or CSS.  

Modifying an Existing Panel Page 
Things change, and it is likely that, at some point in the life of your website, you’ll want to change the 
layout of a page, or the content that is on that page. For our example, let’s say we decide that we need to 

• Insert a second node in the top row under the existing About us node. 

• Display the user login form, the “Who’s online,” and the “Who’s new” widgets in 
the right, center, and left columns. Because we only have two columns, we’re 
going to have to add a third one to meet the new requirements.  

To begin the process, we’ll click on the Edit Panel link at the top of our page (if you are not on the 
page that we want to change, enter the URL of the page in your browser’s address bar), revealing the 
Panel Page configuration page, as shown in Figure 12-14.  

Before adding the new elements to the page, we’ll change the layout so we have a place to put the 
login form. To change the layout, click on the Layout link in the left column of the panel page 
configuration area. Clicking this link reveals the standard layout options provided by the Panels module 
(see Figure 12-4). Select the three column 33/34/33 stacked option. After clicking on the radio button for 
the new layout option, click on the Continue button at the bottom of the page. You are now presented 
with a page that asks you where in the new layout you want to move the content that was present in the 
previous layout. 
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Figure 12-14. Moving content from the old layout to the new 

In our example, we’ll leave the content that was in the top panel. We’ll move the “Who’s new” item 
to the center column by grabbing the title bar of the “Who’s new” block and dragging it and dropping it 
on the center column. The next step is to add the User login component to the left column. Follow the 
same process that you used in the previous example to add elements to the panel. The User login 
component is under the Widgets menu item. After adding the widget, it’s a good idea to click the 
“Update and save” button.  

The last step in our updates is to add a second node to the top pane. Let’s see if you were paying 
attention in the previous steps. Create a new node and assign it to the top area and arrange it so that it 
appears under the top item. A good example that you could use is the Company’s contact information 
(e.g., address, phone, fax). After adding the node, don’t forget to click the “Update and save” button. The 
resulting screen should look something like Figure 12-15. 
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Figure 12-15. Revised panel page with new content added 

Clicking “Update and save” takes us back to the Panel Page configuration page, with the Login 
widget now shown in the right column.  

Repeat this process (clicking on the gear icon for the right-side panel pane and clicking the add 
content link), this time selecting Activity from the left menu instead of Widgets, and select first the 
“Who’s online” item. When that item is added to the right column, repeat the steps for the “Who’s new” 
item.  

Before proceeding, click the Update button as a safety measure before proceeding to the process for 
adding a second node to the top panel pane. We’re now ready to add the second node. First create a new 
node to insert in the top area by either opening a new window or a new tab in your browser and, in the 
address bar, entering the following URL to get to the Node add form for the Page content type: 
http://localhost/node/add/page (if you are hosting your Drupal site, you will need to replace “localhost” 
with the appropriate domain name). On the Page creation form, enter a title and body text. When 
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complete, click the Save button, remembering the title you used for the new node. You can now click the 
gear icon for the top panel pane and the “Add content” link. 

SelectClick the “Existing node” link and then enter either the node ID of the node you just created or 
the title of the node in the top text box. In Figure 12-16, you can see that entering the first word from the 
node’s title reveals a drop-down list of all nodes with that word in the title. You can select the node from 
the list by clicking on it. Once selected, you can then skip the other options and click the Finish button. 

 

 

Figure 12-16. Adding an existing node to a panel pane 

You will be returned to the Panel Page configuration screen, which now shows your second article in 
the top panel pane, below the previously submitted node. 

We have completed the changes that we set out to accomplish, so you can once again click the 
Update button. Finally, click the Save button at the bottom of the page to complete the updates. 

If you return to the About Us page (http://localhost/about-us), you will see results of our changes 
reflected on the page. See Figure 12-17. 
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Figure 12-17. The revised About Us page 

■ Note To see the User login form in the left column, you will need to log out. The Login form only displays when 
you are logged out of the site. 

Using the Flexible Layout Option 
There may be situations where one of the eight pre-defined layouts available in the Panels module do 
not meet the layout needs of a particular page. In these situations, you can use the flexible layout option, 
which provides the ability to create virtually any layout you can imagine. To create a new flexible layout 
page, follow the steps outlined in the previous section for creating a new panel page (click on the 
Structure link in the top menu, followed by Panels on the Structure link, and the Add link on the Panels 
page). Fill out the main panel creation form as we did previously using “Products and services” as the 
administrative title, “products_and_services” as the Machine name, and “products-and-services” as the 
URL of the page. Click the continue button revealing the panels layout page. See Figure 12-18. 
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Figure 12-18. Panel page layout options 

In the figure, you can see the flexible layout listed as the last option. This option provides you with 
essentially a blank canvas on which you can “draw” the rows and columns you need on your layout. 
Clicking Flexible followed by the Continue button brings you to the Flexible Layout configuration page. 
See Figure 12-19. 

 

 

Figure 12-19. Configuring a flexible panel layout 

Right now the panel page has a single panel pane (named Center). To add new rows and columns, 
click on the “Show layout designer” button, revealing the layout designer page shown in Figure 12-20. 
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Figure 12-20. Flexible panel layout designer 

On this page, we can add new regions (for example, we could add a left and right region to the row 
where our Center region is), new rows, and new columns. If we wanted to add a new region to the left of 
the existing Center region, we would click on the Row link to expose a list of options. See Figure 12-21. 

 

 

Figure 12-21. Adding a region to a row 

The options allow us to add a new region to the left or the right of the existing region. Selecting a 
new region to the left reveals the configuration options for the new region. In Figure 12-22, the title was 
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set to Left and the width was set to Fluid (the column width will expand or shrink based on the content 
in that column).  

 

 

Figure 12-22. Configuring the new region 

This results in a layout that now appears like that shown in Figure 12-23. 
 

 

Figure 12-23. Panel configuration page with the new region added to the left 
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You could continue to add regions to this row, add new rows, and move things around on this form 
until you have a layout that matches your requirements. Once you have the layout set, click the “Hide 
layout designer” button to return to the page where you assign items to your various panel panes, just as 
we did with the stock layouts that we used in previous examples.  

Adding Other Things to Panel Panes 
There are virtually no limits to what you can assign to panel panes. A common assignment is to insert a 
view into a panel page. One of the features included in the Chaos Toolset module that we installed in a 
previous chapter is the ability to assign a view to a panel pane. Once installed and configured, views will 
appear on the page where you can select items to assign to a panel pane.  

Other modules may provide components that you can insert into a panel pane, or you can create 
your own custom component for a specific panel pane using the “Custom content” option (under “Add 
existing node”).   

Summary 
Panel pages are a “must have” feature for most websites. The Panels module is one of the contributed 
modules that will likely become one of your “always install this module before starting a new site” 
module.  

You now have the knowledge required to embark on the journey of creating interesting and creative 
pages on your new website. With all those interesting pages, you are surely going to see a wave of site 
visitors. To prepare yourself for the onslaught of activity on your site, I’ll take you through the common 
activities involved in managing your new site in the next chapter.  
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Theming 

One of the most significant challenges you are likely to encounter while building your new Drupal site is 
deciding on the visual design. Using Drupal, the general term that is associated with creating the look of 
your site is “theming.” The concept applies to the overall visual design of your site, as well as to how an 
individual element on a page is displayed, such as a title. In this chapter I’ll walk you through the process 
of taking an off-the-shelf Drupal theme and customizing the overall look, as well as the look for 
individual elements on a page. This is your chance to take the concepts covered in this book and apply 
them to your site, taking it from ho-hum to sizzle! 

Picking the Starting Point 
To get started, you can do any of the following: 

Use an off-the-shelf theme from Drupal.org/project/themes. There are 
hundreds of free themes that you can download and use on your site. It’s likely 
that you’ll find a theme that either matches what you’re looking for or is close 
enough that minor modifications will fulfill your specific requirements. 

Use a starter theme from Drupal.org/project/themes. Starter themes are 
barebones templates that lack any graphical elements, but provide a basic non-
graphical skeleton that you can expand on. Think of a start theme as a new 
house that has been framed and sheet rocked, all ready for you to pick the paint 
colors, flooring, cabinets, and fixtures. 

Create your own theme from scratch. If you can’t find a pre-built or starter 
theme that provides the look or structure that you want, you can build your 
theme from scratch. 

For most beginning to intermediate Drupal developers, the easiest approach is to pick an existing 
theme and modify it to meet the specific requirements of the site you are building. For situations where 
you can’t find a theme that is close to what you’re trying to create, a starter theme may be the best 
approach. Starter themes provide all of the scaffolding and structure required to create a theme, without 
having to start from a blank sheet of paper. To start this chapter, I will take you through the steps of 
using a starter theme. Although slightly more complicated than using an off-the-shelf theme, the 
concepts you will learn in this chapter will be applicable to modifying an off-the-shelf theme. 
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A starter theme has all of the elements necessary to create a Drupal theme; it’s just missing 
attributes like colors, fonts, and images. The starter theme that I have picked to demonstrate the 
theming process is Genesis. There are other Drupal starter themes that you can choose from, and each 
takes a slightly different approach. Two other popular starter themes are Zen and Fusion. Genesis 
happens to be my personal favorite, as it is based on a CSS-grid approach and the structure of the theme 
is easy to understand.  

 

Looking At Starter Themes 

There are several starter themes that you can select from. Each provide different capabilities and features. 
The top three starter themes that you’ll find on Drupal.org are: 

 

Before You Get Started 
Before taking your first step, there are few things that you’ll need to know about theming. Creating or 
updating a theme does require knowledge of HTML, CSS, and, to some extent, PHP. The complexity of 
what you are trying to accomplish will drive the depth and breadth of knowledge required to create the 
desired effects and capabilities in your theme. If you’re new to HTML, CSS, or PHP, I suggest picking up 
Getting StartED with CSS by David Powers, Beginning HTML with CSS and XHTML: Modern Guide and 
Reference by David Schultz and Craig Cook, PHP for Absolute Beginners by Jason Lengstorf, and 
Beginning PHP and MySQL: From Novice to Professional, Third Edition by W.J. Gilmore.  All are excellent 
references that provide the background knowledge necessary to succeed at Drupal theming. 
In the following sections I’ll assume that you have at least a basic understanding of HTML and CSS. If 
you don’t, take a quick trip to the bookstore. 

The Standard Drupal Theme Files 
Drupal themes are composed of several files, all of which reside in a directory with the same name as the 
theme itself. You can find the Genesis directory in the /sites/all/themes directory of your Drupal 
installation.  

• Zen: The granddaddy of all starter themes. Zen provides a feature-rich base using 
a classic CSS tableless design approach. 

• Fusion: A feature-rich starter theme that is based on the 960-grid system (a CSS 
library that makes laying out complex page designs significantly easier). Fusion 
also provides the ability to use the Skinr module.Genesis: My personal favorite, as 
it offers a simple structure that is easy to learn, yet powerful enough to develop 
complex themes.  

• Genesis: My personal favorite, as it offers a simple structure that is easy to learn 
yet powerful enough to develop complex themes. 
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■ Note Base themes that are shipped with Drupal 7 core reside in the themes directory at the root of your 
website. Contributed themes or custom themes that you develop from scratch should reside in the 
/sites/all/themes directory of your website. This ensures that upgrades to core Drupal do not wipe out your custom 
themes. 

There are several files associated with a Drupal theme. Each file must conform to Drupal’s naming 
and content standards. In the case of the Genesis theme, the key files that we’ll be modifying are listed in 
Table 13-1. 

Table 13-1. Standard Drupal Files 

File Description 

<themename>.info   Every Drupal theme must have a .info file, and the file name must be 
the same as the name of the theme. For the Genesis theme, the file is 
named genesis.info. Within the info file, you will define attributes of 
your theme including the  

name of the theme (e.g., Genesis), 

version of Drupal core that the theme 
supports (e.g., 7.x), 

name and location for all the CSS files that are 
required by the theme, 

name and location of the JavaScript files used 
by the theme, and 

names of the regions that are used on the 
theme (see Chapters 6 and 7 for a description 
of how regions are used). 

The key element that we will focus on in this chapter is the list of 
regions.  

page.tpl.php Each Drupal theme must have a page.tpl.php file. The file contains a 
mixture of HTML and PHP code, and defines the overall layout and 
structure of a page on your website. This file also brings other key 
Drupal core components into your theme through a number of include 
files. If you look inside the file, you’ll see that there are several 
instances of code that looks like the following: 

<?php print $somevariable; ?> 

 

Continued 
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File Description 
 

Where the value of $somevariable changes depending on where you 
are in the page.tpl.php file. For example you will find the 

<?php print $styles; ?>  

statement in the file. This line of code pulls all of the CSS files defined 
in the themes .info file into the page as it is rendered by Drupal. Other 
variables perform similar functions.  

In this chapter I will focus on how the regions defined in your .info file 
are incorporated and displayed on the site and how the CSS attributes 
are applied to those regions. An example of how regions are displayed 
is  

<?php print render($page['footer']); ?>  

This code takes the elements assigned to the footer region and renders 
them on the page at the point where this line of code appears. 

For an in-depth understanding of page.tpl.php file, please visit the 
theme guide on drupal.org/theme-guide. 

node.tpl.php This file is composed of a combination of HTML and PHP snippets. 
The contents of the file define how nodes are laid out when displayed 
on your site; for example, the placement of the title, the author 
information, the taxonomy terms, the body, and pictures included with 
the node.   

In this chapter I will show you how to define the layout for a node. 

style.css All of your sites’ CSS markup should be stored in one or more CSS files 
in your theme directory. A typical Drupal theme will have at minimum 
a style.css file. You may choose to call the file something else, and you 
can have multiple CSS files if you wish (e.g., you might want to put CSS 
overrides for Internet Explorer in its own CSS file). 

There may be other optional files in your theme’s directory. Examples include theme files (often 
referred to as .tpl files) for individual components (such as a block). In this chapter I will focus on the 
core files listed in the table.  

Configuring the Genesis Theme 
If you haven’t done so already, follow the instructions in Chapter 6 and install the Genesis theme 
(www.drupal.org/project/genesis). You’ll notice that the installation process creates two versions of it: 
Genesis base and Genesis subtheme. A majority of Drupal starter themes use subthemes as the 
mechanism for creating a new theme based on the foundation provided by the base theme. This allows 
you to create one or several new themes using the same underlying foundation without having to start 
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from scratch each time you want to create a new theme. I will follow the Drupal standard approach in 
this chapter, using the off-the-shelf subtheme that is created by during the Genesis installation process.   
To create a custom subtheme using the Genesis starter theme, you must follow these steps: 

1. Copy the genesis_SUBTHEME directory in the /sites/all/themes/genesis 
directory to your /sites/all/themes directory.  

2. Rename the copied directory to genesis_mytheme (I’ll use “mytheme” as the 
name of the new theme that I am creating). 

3. In the /sites/all/themes/mytheme directory, rename the 
genesis_SUBTHEME.info file to genesis_mytheme.info. The .info file must be 
named the same as the directory in which it resides. 

4. Edit the genesis_mytheme.info file and change the following values: 

a. Change the value of name from Genesis SUBTHEME to Genesis 
 mytheme; 

b. Change the description of the theme to My Genesis Subtheme. 

5. Edit the template.php file. Using search and replace, change every occurrence 
of genesis_SUBTHEME to genesis_mytheme. 

6. Copy the following files from the /sites/all/themes/genesis/templates 
directory to your /sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme directory: 

a.  page.tpl.php 

b.  node.tpl.php 

c.  block.tpl.php 

d.  field.tpl.php 

e.  region.tpl.php 

f.  comment.tpl.php 

g.  html.tpl.php 

The next step in the process is to enable the Genesis base theme as well as your new Genesis 
subtheme. Click on the Appearance link in the top menu and scroll down to the “disabled themes” 
section. You should see three versions of the Genesis theme: base, the off-the-shelf subtheme, and your 
new derivative of the subtheme named mytheme. Click on the “Enable and set default” link for your new 
subtheme and return to the home page of your site. Your site should look something close to Figure 13-1. 
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Figure 13-1. The standard Genesis theme 

The Genesis theme is pretty stark in its out-of-the-box state, but that’s a positive aspect of using a 
starter theme. You have the opportunity to create a theme that displays your site exactly how you want, 
without trying to make an off-the-shelf theme behave the way you want it to. Next I will show you how to 
use the Genesis starter theme to create a site that looks like Figure 13-2.  

 

Figure 13-2. A sample site using the updated theme 
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Modifying the Base Theme 
Before starting the modification process, it’s important to understand the basic structure of the starter 
theme. The first thing that I look at when modifying a theme is the list of regions defined by the starter 
theme. In the case of Genesis, I open and look at the genesis_mytheme.info file, which can be found in 
the /sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme directory. The starter theme defines the following 12 regions: 

 
Page top 
Leaderboard 
Header 
Help 
Secondary content 
Highlighted content 
Content 
First sidebar 
Second sidebar 
Tertiary content 
Footer 
Page bottom 

 
Figure 13-3 shows the positioning of the standard regions.  

 

Figure 13-3. Position of the standard Genesis regions on a sample page 
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One of the reasons that I like the Genesis theme is it provides several powerful features that are 
simple to use, including the ability to pick the layout of your new site. Genesis provides nine basic layout 
options in three categories, as shown in Figure 13-4. 
 

 

Figure 13-4. Standard Genesis layout options 

I’ll choose the genesis-1c  layout. It is a standard three-column layout using fixed-width sidebars. 
Depending on the requirements for your site, you could select another layout option. 

To set the desired layout, I’ll edit the html.tpl.php file in the /sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme 
directory. In the html.tpl.php file I’ll change the CSS ID assigned to the body tag from 1a to 1c, as shown 
here: 

<body id="genesis-1c" <?php print $attributes;?>> 
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The next step is to set the width of your theme. By default, Genesis is set to display as a fluid width-
based theme, meaning the theme will stretch to the width of the visitor’s browser. For demonstration 
purposes, I’ll change the default width from 100% to a fixed width of 960px by updating the page.css file, 
which is located in the /sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme/css directory. There are two CSS IDs that 
you will need to change: one for IE6 and the other for all other browsers. Find the #container CSS ID in 
the page.css file and change the two definitions to match the following, by changing 100% to 960px: 

 
#container { 
 width: 960px;      /* Width for IE6 */ 
} 
 
body > #container { 
  width: 960px;      /* Width for all other browsers */ 
  min-width: 760px; /* set a minimum width */ 
/*max-width: 960px;    set a maximum width */ 
} 
 
After changing the values, save the file and press refresh on the home page of your site. If your 

monitor supports a resolution of at least 1024x768, maximize your browser window and you will see the 
affect of setting the site to a fixed width of 960px. There will now be white space on either side of the 
main section of your website.  

Next I’ll jazz up the theme by adding color. I’ll create a theme that is based on a green color scheme. 
One of my favorite tools for creating color schemes is found at http://colorschemedesigner.com/. I used 
the tool provided on that site to generate a green-based color scheme, and will use these colors: 

Primary background color:  #528544 

Secondary color: #287314 

Tertiary color: #9CD88C 

I’ll set the main body background color to the primary background color, and the main section of 
the site to white by adding the background color definition to the following CSS elements found in the 
page.css file: 
 
body { 
  padding: 0 10px; 
  background-color: #528544;   
} 
 
#container { 
  width: 960px;      /* Width for IE6 */ 
  background-color: #ffffff; 
} 
 

After adding the values, save the file and return to your sites home page, clicking the browsers 
refresh button to reload the CSS file. The updates should have changed the colors on either side of the 
main section of your website to green, with the main section of your site having a white background.  

The next change is to make the header of the site stand out from the rest of the site. I’ll add four 
attributes to the #header CSS definition in the page.css file. I’ll add a background color, borders at the 
top and bottom, and set the height of the header to 120px. After updating the #header definition, you 
should have something like the following: 
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#header { 
   background-color: #9CD88C; 
   border-top: 6px solid #528544; 
   border-bottom: 3px solid #287314; 
   height: 120px; 
} 
 
After updating and saving the file, reload the homepage of your website to see the effects of the changes 
you’ve made.  
 

Next I’ll fix the logo and the site title so it renders properly in the header region. I’ll first add the 
following attributes to the #logo CSS id in the page.css file: 
 
#logo { 
  position: relative; 
  float: left; 
  margin-left: 20px; 
  margin-right: 50px; 
  margin-top: 30px; 
} 
 

Next I’ll add the position, float, and margin top attributes as shown here to #site-name CSS id in the 
page.css file: 
 
#site-name { 
  font-weight: bold; /* Bold or else the line heights vary. */ 
  font-size: 2em; 
  line-height: 1.5; 
  position: relative; 
  float: left; 
  margin-top: 35px; 
} 
 

Next I’ll change how the site title is displayed. Instead of displaying the title as a hypertext link 
(underlined and blue), I’ll remove the underline and change the text color. In the page.css file, search for 
the #site-name a:link and #site-name a:visited CSS IDs and add the text-decoration and color attributes 
as shown here: 
 
#site-name a:link    { 
   text-decoration: none; 
   color: #528544; 
} 
 
#site-name a:visited { 
   text-decoration: none; 
   color: #528544; 
} 
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After updating the #logo, #site-name CSS IDs, save the page.css file and press the browser refresh 
button while on the home page of your website. The revised header layout should now look like  
Figure 13-5. 
 

 

Figure 13-5. The revised header layout after CSS changes 

Creating a Horizontal Menu 
The next requirement for our new theme is to create a horizontal menu that appears below the header.  
The first step in this process is to add a new region to the theme. To add a new region, edit the 
genesis_mytheme.info file and add the following line to the end of the list of regions contained within 
that file: 
 
regions[main_menu_links]    = Main Menu Links 
 

This code instructs Drupal to include a new region with an internal name of main_menu_links to 
the list of available regions. The value to the right of the equal sign is the value that will appear in the 
block configuration page, which we will see in a moment.  

The next step is to update the page.tpl.file, where I will add the code that instructs Drupal where to 
display the main_menu_links region. The code that we need to add includes checking to see whether 
anything is assigned to the main_menu_links region before attempting to display it on the page. If the 
region is empty, we don’t want Drupal to display it. The second block of code is to instruct Drupal to 
display the contents of the region. I’ll insert the following code right under the “</div><!—header -->” 
line of code in the page.tpl.php file: 
 
    <?php if ($page['main_menu_links']): ?> 
      <div id="main-menu-wrapper" class="clearfix"> 
        <div class="main-menu-inner"><?php print render($page['main_menu_links']); ?></div> 
      </div> 
    <?php  endif; ?> 
 

The first line of code listed here checks to see if there is anything assigned to the region. If there is 
something assigned to the region, the next line defines a DIV structure to render the region, in this case a 
DIV with an ID of main-menu-wrapper. The next line of code declares another DIV structure (main-
menu-inner) and uses PHP’s Print function to render the contents of the main_menu_links region on 
the page. The next line closes out the DIV main-menu-wrapper DIV structure, and the last line ends the 
conditional statement that checks to see whether there is anything assigned to the region. You can use 
this same approach to create new regions in your theme that are outside of what is provided by the base 
theme that you began with. 
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The next step is to update the page.css file with the CSS attributes required to render our new 
horizontal menu correctly. I’ll update the main-menu-wrapper CSS definition in the page.css file by 
removing the margin attributes that were set in the off-the-shelf version of the page.css file, and adding 
background-color, border-bottom, and height attributes. The resulting definition should look like the 
following: 
 
#main-menu-wrapper { 
  background-color:#287314; 
  border-bottom:2px solid #9CD88C; 
  height:25px; 
} 
 

The next step is to add a CSS definition for the main-menu-inner class directly below the main-
menu-wrapper. The definition that I created is as follows: 
 
.main-menu-inner {  
  position: relative; 
  float: left; 
  height: 25px; 
} 
 

The next step is to define how the menu items will appear on the menu. Because Drupal menus are 
rendered vertically as HTML unordered lists, I’ll first force the menu items to render horizontally by 
setting the CSS display attribute to inline. I’ll then remove the standard bullet point that is displayed for 
lists by setting the list-style attribute for the menu items to None, and then to make each menu item 
stand out I’ll add a border to the right of each item and change the padding to offset the borders a bit to 
the left, right, and bottom. To make those changes, edit the page.css file and add the following CSS class 
definition: 
 
.main-menu-inner ul.menu li {  
  display: inline; 
  list-style: none; 
  border-right: 1px solid #9CD88C; 
  padding-right: 10px; 
  padding-left: 10px; 
  padding-bottom: 3px; 
 

For those of you who are new to CSS, this definition applies formatting only to content within HTML 
LI tags that are contained within the unordered list (ul) with a class definition of menu, within the main-
menu-inner DIV tags.   

The next step is to clean up the text displayed for each menu item. I’ll change the text color to white, 
and I’ll remove the standard underline for HTML links.  
 
.main-menu-inner ul.menu li a {  
  color: #ffffff; 
  text-decoration: none; 
} 
 

Next I’ll add a CSS definition so that when visitors hover over the menu item the text color will 
change to black, indicating they’re hovering over the item. The CSS required to enable this capability is 
as follows: 
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.main-menu-inner ul.menu li a:hover {  
  color: #000; 
} 
 

The horizontal menu is now set up and ready to enable.  
Drupal caches all of the regions defined in the template, meaning changes to your .info file aren’t 

picked up until Drupal refreshes the sites cache. I need to manually reset the cache so that Drupal will 
recognize the new region I added for the horizontal menu. To do this, click on the Configuration link in 
the menu at the top of the page. On the Configuration page, click on the Performance link. On the 
Performance page, click on the “Clear all caches” button. Drupal will now recognize your new region. 

The next step in the process is to reassign the Secondary menu from its current position on the page 
to the new region we created in the previous steps. Click on the Structure link at the top of the page, and 
on the Structure page click on the Blocks link. On the Blocks page, scroll down until you find the 
Secondary menu item, and change the block assignment in the drop-down list from its current block to 
the Main Menu Links block. After making the change, click on the “Save blocks” button at the bottom of 
the page.  

To test the horizontal menu, add another menu item to the Secondary menu following the steps 
outlined in Chapter 5. For demonstration purposes I’ve added a new menu item named Google that 
links to www.google.com. After adding the new menu item to the theme, your new horizontal menu 
should look something like Figure 13-6. 

 

Figure 13-6.   Horizontal menu themed 

Before moving on to theming the footer, blocks, and nodes that are rendered on the site, there are 
two minor theming issues that need to be addressed. In its current state, the text rendered in the main 
body of the site touches the left edge of the body container, and the body container itself needs a little 
snazzing up around the edges.  

To fix the text running into the left edge of the site, I’ll add a bit of padding to the DIV that contains 
all of the main text of the site. The DIV ID that the Genesis theme uses for the main body area is the 
#columns ID.  Locate that CSS ID in the page.css file and add the following line of CSS code: 
 
padding-left: 10px; 
 

Save the page.css file and refresh the home page of your site. The text in the left column should now 
render 10 pixels in from the left edge of the main body. 

The next step is to add a border to the #container CSS is. I’ll use the tertiary color as the borders. 
Locate the #container ID in the page.css file, and add the following line of CSS code: 
 

border: 3px solid #9CD88C; 
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After making the updates, save the page.css file and refresh your browser. Your site should be 
looking pretty good by now, but we’re not done yet. Let’s make it even better. 

Theming the Footer 
The footer of our site is pretty plain at the moment. The only content assigned to that area is the 
powered by Drupal statement. Let’s pretty it up a bit by adding a top and bottom border and changing 
the background color.  

Find the #footer DIV ID in the page.css file. Remove the existing margin definition and add the 
background-color, height, padding, and border-top definitions as shown here: 
 
#footer { 
  background-color: #9CD88C; 
  height: 100px; 
  padding: 10px; 
  border-top: 2px solid #287314; 
} 

 
After making the updates, save the file and refresh your home page. There’s one more change that we 
want to make to the footer, and that is removing the “Powered by Drupal” statement and menu that are 
shown in the off-the-shelf version of the theme. Our requirements don’t include a menu in the footer, 
nor the  “Powered by Drupal” statement. To remove the statement, visit the Blocks page and unassign 
that item from the footer region by selecting None from the list of options and clicking the “Save blocks” 
button at the bottom of the Blocks page. 

To remove the menu, edit the page.tpl.php file and carefully delete the following lines from the file: 
 
<?php if ($secondary_menu_links): ?> 
          <div id="secondary-menu-wrapper" class="clearfix"> 
            <div class="secondary-menu-inner"><?php print $secondary_menu_links; ?></div> 
          </div> 
<?php endif; ?> 
 

After deleting these lines, save the file and refresh your browser. You should now have a clean 
footer. 

At this point you could call it quits and use the theme as is, but there are a few other minor changes 
that can be made to define how nodes and blocks are themed to make our site just a little bit better.  

Theming Nodes 
Drupal provides a mechanism for controlling how nodes are displayed on a page. By default, a node is 
displayed with the title at the top; the author, date, and time below the title; the pictures attached to the 
node; and then the body of the node. The problem with this approach is that there is a large area taken 
up by the picture before the visitor sees any text. I’ll update the nodes.css file so that the picture will float 
left of the text, allowing text to begin at the top of the picture, as shown in Figure 13-7. But first I’ll take a 
moment to create a test Article content item and set the publishing option so that the new Article will be 
displayed on the front page of the site. I’ll be sure to attach a picture to the Article using the picture 
upload feature—any picture will do—and create at least a paragraph of text so you can test the changes 
that you are about to make. 
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Figure 13-7.  Unthemed node 
 

Next, edit the nodes.css file from the /sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme/css directory. In the file, 
search for a CSS class definition named field-type-image. Update the class definition, adding the 
position, flat, margin-right, and margin-bottom definitions as shown here: 
 
.field-type-image { 
  position: relative; 
  float: left; 
  margin-right: 15px; 
  margin-bottom: 10px; 
} 
 

There is another cleanup task, and that is to add some padding to the right edge of nodes. By 
default, the text will render to the right edge of the DIV container for nodes (node-inner). Search for 
node-inner in the nodes.css file, and update CSS class so that it includes a padding-right attribute as 
shown here: 
 
.node-inner { 
  padding-right: 15px; 
} 
 

After making the changes, save the file and refresh your browser while on the home page. Your new 
node layout should look somewhat like Figure 13-8. 
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Figure 13-8.  Themed node 

You could make other changes by updating the node.tpl.php and nodes.css files. I would suggest 
reading the header of the node.tpl.php file. In the header, you will find a description of the optional 
elements that you can include in the output generated when Drupal renders a node. For the example 
theme, the only change that I needed to make was floating the pictures to the left of the text.  

Theming Blocks 
Another common way to dress up your site is to theme how blocks are displayed. In the out-of-the-box 
state, a block on our site will be displayed by default as shown in Figure 13-9. As you can see, it’s pretty 
plain. 

 

Figure 13-9. Unthemed block 

A common approach that I use on my clients’ sites is to add a background color to the block titles 
and to wrap the blocks with a border. Fortunately with the Genesis theme, all I’ll have to do is to update 
the blocks.css file with a few additional CSS attributes. 

The first CSS class that I’ll change is the .sidebar .block .block-content class. I’ll add an attribute for 
padding of 10px around the edges of the block-content container, and a 1px border using the tertiary 
color. Once changed, the definition should look like the following: 
 
.sidebar .block .block-content { 
    border: 1px solid #9CD88C; 
    padding: 10px; 
} 
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The next step is to update the definition for the block title. I will add a background color to the title 

and change the font color for the title. In the blocks.css file, search for the line that defines the CSS for 
.sidebar .block h2 and add the attributes shown here: 
 
.sidebar .block h2 { 
  background-color: #9CD88C; 
  padding-left: 10px;  
  padding-top: 5px; 
  padding-bottom: 5px; 
  color: #287314; 
} 
 

After making the changes, save the blocks.css file and refresh your browser. The changes made to 
the CSS should result in the themed blocks looking like Figure 13-10—significantly better than the plain 
look of the default definition for blocks. 

 

Figure 13-10. Themed block 

Changing Sitename and Logo 
Most Drupal themes adhere to a standard approach for incorporating the logo and the name of the site. 
To change the logo of the site from the default Genesis logo, click on the Appearance link in the top 
menu. On the Appearance page, click on the Settings link for your Genesis subtheme. On the Settings 
page, uncheck the use default logo checkbox. As soon as you uncheck the box, Drupal displays a text 
field where you can enter the path to the image you wish to use for your logo or have the option to 
upload a file. Either approach results in a new logo being displayed in place of the default Genesis logo.  
Be mindful of the dimensions of the logo based on the dimensions of your banner area.  

You can also change the site’s name by clicking on the Configuration link on the top menu and on 
the Configuration page clicking on the Site information link. On the Site information page you can 
change the value in the Site name text field.  

A Tool for Helping You Theme Your Site 
There is a tool that I use on a daily basis that is indispensible when it comes to theming: Firefox’s Firebug 
plug-in (which is now available for Google Chrome). Firebug provides all of the information you need to 
identify the right CSS elements to create or modify in order to achieve the look of any item on any page. 
Firebug provides a simple-to-use mechanism for identifying the CSS ID or class that is assigned to a 
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specific element by simply right-clicking on that element and choosing the inspect element item from 
the menu. For example, I right-clicked on the site title in the header area and selected the inspect 
element option. As shown in Figure 13-11, Firebug displayed the HTML used by the theme to render the 
title and the CSS used by the browser to render that element. Firebug even goes so far as to display the 
name of the CSS file and the line number within that file where the attributes are defined.  It doesn’t get 
much easier than that!  
 

 

Figure 13-11. Using Firebug to identify a CSS ID 

Summary 
You’re now ready to begin creating your own custom themes by either modifying an existing theme, 
creating a derivative theme from a starter theme like Genesis, or creating a new theme from scratch.  
There are a number of resources on Drupal.org to help guide you through other more advanced theming 
topics. A good place to start is Drupal.org/theme-guide and the forums (Drupal.org/forum). 

You now have your site themed and ready for its public unveiling, but before you unleash the hordes 
of people chomping at the bit to see your site, let’s make sure you’re ready to administer it.   
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Administering Your Drupal Site 

If you have followed along in the previous chapters, you now have enough knowledge to build a Drupal 
7-based website. Building your website and releasing it to the world is an exciting experience, and one 
that often brings with it great pride a joy. Whether your site has two or three pages or hundreds, 
deploying a website and seeing traffic on it is a rewarding and enriching experience. Deploying your 
website is just a step along the journey; it is by no means the end. As the proud owner of a website, you 
must monitor it, nurture it, expand it, and support it, all of which are involved in administering your 
website. 

Administering a Drupal website can be a relatively simple task, depending on the size of your site, 
the number of users, the number of users who have the ability to author content, and the number of 
modules that you’ve installed. Over the past several years, I’ve created a number of personal “pet” 
project websites that are up and running, and I rarely do anything other than go out and glimpse at the 
site logs. There are other sites that I have built that require more attention, and the amount of attention 
really depends on the criteria I just mentioned. 

Typical site administration tasks that you will want to consider performing on a periodic basis 
include:  

• Backing up the site so you can restore it should anything disastrous happen. 

• Checking the logs to see if there are any errors that you need to address. 

• Checking to see if there are any security patches to modules you have installed. 

• Checking to see if there are any module upgrades that make sense to deploy on 
your site. 

• Checking to see if there were any Drupal core updates that you need to deploy. 

• Approving requests for new user accounts. 

In this chapter, I’ll describe in detail each of these administrative tasks. 

Backing Up Your Site 
If you don’t do anything else on this list of administrative tasks, at least make sure that your data is safe 
and recoverable in the case of an unexpected disaster. It’s easy to put off backing up your site, as it’s 
likely that you’ll rarely need to go back and restore your site from a backup. But speaking from 
experience, the first time you need to restore your site and you don’t have a backup is the last time you 
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won’t have backups in place from the start. Take it from the voice of experience: the few minutes it takes 
to set up backups are well spent. 

There are two paths to take to address backups on your new site: you can use utilities that your 
hosting provider gives to you to backup your database and directories, or you can use a Drupal module 
called “Backup and Migrate” to automatically back up your site on a defined schedule, and, just as 
important, to easily restore your site from a previous backup. Both approaches work equally as well, and 
the “Backup and Migrate” module is a perfect solution for those who are less inclined to use operating-
system-level commands to schedule backups and to create the scripts necessary to back up your Drupal 
site. 

You will need to install the module, because it is not part of Drupal core. You can find details for this 
module at www.drupal.org/project/backup_migrate. To install the module, follow the steps covered in 
Chapter 8.  

To access the “Backup and Migrate” configuration page, go to 
http://localhost/admin/content/backup_migrate (note: replace “localhost” with the appropriate 
domain name if your site is not running on your local PC). After clicking Enter, you will see the 
configuration panel for the “Backup and Migrate” module. 

The first step in configuring the “Backup and Migrate” module is to define where backup files will be 
stored on the server. Click on the Destinations tab at the top of the page, revealing the page shown in 
Figure 14-1. There are two settings for where files will be stored: one for manual backups, where the site 
administrator clicks on a “Backup now” link to perform the backup, and the automatic backup. I’ll 
explain how to set up automatic backups in a minute. You can also set the database that you want 
backed up. By default, the module automatically detects the database that your site is running on and 
sets the parameter. You may choose to override the default directories and database that are set during 
the process of installing the module, or you may, as I do, leave the defaults.  

 

 

Figure 14-1. Setting the destination directories for backups 

The next step is to set the schedule for automatic backups. To do so, click on the Schedules tab at 
the top of the page, revealing the configuration options shown in Figure 14-2. If you haven’t set a 
schedule previously, the page will simply display an “Add schedule” link. Click on that link to view the 
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parameters that you can set for scheduling backups. First, enter a name for the Schedule. We are going 
to set the backups to be performed on a daily basis, so enter “Daily backups” as the name. Next, set the 
“Backup every” field to 1 Day(s). Finally, set the “Number of backup files to keep” to 14, meaning Drupal 
will retain 14 days’ of backups before deleting the oldest backup file and storing the newest file. This 
helps protect you from consuming massive amounts of disk space for old backup files. Set this value 
carefully. You may have legal requirements in your industry that require that you keep backup files for a 
certain number of days, weeks, months, or years. Finally, click the “Save schedule” button. 

 

 

Figure 14-2. Setting up the automatic backup schedule 

Drupal will now automatically back up the site on a daily basis. The last step is to perform a manual 
backup of your site. To do so, click on the Backup tab (see Figure 14-3). On the resulting page, select the 
Default Database as the database to back up, set the “to” option to the Manual Backups Directory (you 
can also select Download, which will download the backup to your local computer), and set the “using” 
option to Default Settings. Finally, click the “Backup now” button.  

 

 

Figure 14-3. Manually backing up your site 
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When the backup is completed, Drupal will redisplay the screen with information including the 
name of the backup file that was generated, the directory where it was stored, and how long the backup 
took to execute.  

Restoring a Backup 
If, for some reason, you needed to restore your system to a previously backed up state, you can return to 
the “Backup and Migrate” administration page (http://localhost/admin/content/backup_migrate) and 
select the backup file to restore. Click on the Destinations tab, revealing the list of destination directories 
where backups are stored. See Figure 14-4. 

 

 

Figure 14-4. Listing the backup directories where backup files are stored 

Because we backed up our system using the manual backup process, click on the “List files” link for 
“Manual Backups Directory,” revealing the page shown in Figure 14-5. 

 

 

Figure 14-5. The manual backups directory and the file to restore 

In this example, we could restore our system to the state it was in at the time we did the manual 
backup by simply clicking on the Restore link for that backup file. If you have scheduled backups 
enabled and have not manually backed up your system, the process described would be identical, with 
the exception of selecting the “List files” link for the scheduled backups directory. Clicking that link 
would reveal a list of backup files that were automatically created based on the schedule that you set in 
the previous steps.  

Backing Up the File System 
The “Backup and Migrate” module only backs up the contents of your Drupal database. The Drupal 
installation itself, meaning Drupal core, all of the contributed modules you have installed, all of the 
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themes you have installed, any customizations you have made to modules, and any files that users have 
uploaded will not be saved by the “Backup and Migrate” module.  

There are several options for backing up the file system, starting with simply copying the entire 
Drupal directory to another destination (for example, downloading the site to your local PC if you are 
running on a hosted server), copying the Drupal directory to a USB/CD/DVD if you are running on your 
local desktop/laptop, or, in the case of a hosted environment, working with your provider to ensure that 
your Drupal directory is being backed up often enough to ensure minimal disruption in the case of a 
disaster. Whichever scenario you choose, you should back up the file system on a frequent basis if users 
are uploading and attaching files to content (even daily, just as you do with your “Backup and Migrate” 
schedule), and in a case where you do not allow file attachments and uploads, it is still a good idea to 
back up your file system on at least a weekly basis (due to module updates). 

Checking the Log Files 
With backups in place, the next administrative task is to periodically check the log files to see if there are 
errors in the system that need to be corrected (for example, “page not found” errors). To view the log 
files, click on the Reports link in the top menu, revealing a list of reports that are available to help you 
administer your new Drupal site. See Figure 14-6.  

 

 

Figure 14-6. List of standard reports 
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There are three reports that I will focus on in this chapter (you can easily view the other reports by 
simply clicking on the links). I will focus on the Recent log entries, Top ‘page not found’ errors, and the 
Status report (I’ll cover available updates later in this chapter).  

Recent Log Entries 
Drupal provides a rich framework for recording events in the system that may be of interest to someone 
who is administering a Drupal site. Module developers and Drupal core maintainers leverage this 
capability to log any events that they feel are important enough to warrant an entry in the log file. If you 
click on the “Recent log entries” link, you will see a report that looks similar to Figure 14-7. 

 

 

Figure 14-7. Recent log entries 

Your entries will be different from those shown in Figure 14-7, because the actions you have 
performed will have been different. This list of entries includes both errors and successful events (for 
example, a user logging in to the system results in a log entry that shows the date and time of when they 
logged in). Simply click on the message to see whatever details the module or Drupal core developer 
deemed appropriate to share with a site administrator. In Figure 14-7, we see that there are a number of 
“page not found” errors in for the “Backup and Migrate” module. To address these errors, you may have 
to download a newer version of the “Backup and Migrate” module, or you may need to visit that 
module’s homepage on Drupal.org to see if there is a workaround. Discussing all of the errors and how 
to resolve them is beyond the scope of this chapter, because of the breadth of errors that can occur on a 
Drupal site. The best resource for resolving errors that you may see are the Drupal.org website and the 
specific module’s issue queue that is generating the errors. If you do not find answers on the module’s 
homepage, the next step is to consult the forums on the Drupal.org website. It is highly unlikely that 
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you’re the first one to encounter the error, and if you are, posting a request for help in the forum will 
typically result in a rapid response from someone who knows how to solve the issue. 

“Page Not Found” Errors 
Returning to the Reports main page and clicking on the “Top page not found” errors reveals a list of 
“404” errors, or “page not found,” errors. See Figure 14-8. 

 

 

Figure 14-8. “Page not found” report 

It is important to check this report periodically to see if site visitors are clicking on links that are 
“broken.” In Figure 14-8 you can see that the “Backup and Migrate” module is looking for two files that 
do not exist in the proper directories, and in the case of the third item, someone attempted to navigate to 
admin/backup_migrate, which is a destination that does not exist on the site. Resolving the errors listed 
on this page may take some investigation and analysis on your part. You’ll want to focus on errors that 
have a high count, as they are likely impacting site visitors (in this case, there is a bug in the “Backup and 
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Migrate” module, which isn’t a feature that is visible to site visitors, so resolving that issue may be a 
lower priority).  

Status Report 
A general “health” report for your site can be accessed on the list of Reports page by clicking on the 
Status report link. Clicking this link reveals a page that highlights key areas of your Drupal installation 
that are of relatively high importance. Items that are checked when you run this report include whether 
critical configuration files are protected from unauthorized changes and whether the database is up to 
date. In Drupal 7, with the revised approach for installing modules, it’s unlikely that the database will 
become out of date. If it is reported as out of date, run the http://localhost/update.php script to 
synchronize the database with the current state of your modules.  

You are most likely to see issues regarding the status of Drupal core, contributed modules, and 
themes. If there is an updated version of Drupal or a contributed module or theme has been updated on 
Drupal.org, these items will appear as yellow. See Figure 13-9. 

 

 

Figure 14-9. Status report 
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Checking for Updates 
If the status report shows that there are module or theme updates, you’ll want to check to see which 
types of updates are available. There are three general categories of updates that you will want to pay 
attention to as you develop your new site and once the site is in production: 

• Security updates 

• Module updates 

• Drupal core updates 

In most cases you will want to address security updates as soon as possible, while module updates 
and Drupal core updates may be something that you address on a monthly, quarterly, or even less 
frequent basis. Updates typically address bugs that were found in modules and/or new features that 
were added to the module or Drupal core. As the site administrator, you will need to determine, by 
looking at the release notes for the each update, whether the update is something you should do 
immediately (for example, fixing a bug that you have struggled with on your site) or can delay.  

To check to see if there are any security patches or updates, click on the “Out of date” link on the 
status report next to the modules and themes item. The “Out of date” report lists all modules and themes 
that you have installed on your site that have available updates on Drupal.org. It’s a good idea to visit 
each module’s page on Drupal.org to see if there are any critical bugs reported for the new version of the 
module before you decided to download and install it. I have experienced cases where a new version of a 
contributed module that I have installed on one of my sites introduced new bugs that I didn’t have on 
the site prior to the upgrade. It’s a good idea to check before upgrading.  

To install the updates for a theme or module, simply check the box for that module or theme and 
then click on “Download the updates.” Drupal will automatically download, install, and enable the 
updates. See Figure 14-10. 

 

 

Figure 14-10. Available module and theme updates 

In a case where Drupal core is updated, the process is slightly more complex. To update Drupal 
core: 

1. Make sure you backup your database! 

2. Make sure you backup your entire Drupal directory! 

3. Click on the download link for the version that you wish to use, which results 
in the Drupal .tar file for that version being downloaded to your local PC. 
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4. Unpackage/expand the Drupal distribution (for Windows users, you may need 
to download 7zip, a free utility that unpackages tar files on Windows 
computers). 

5. Open the folder that is created when you expand the Drupal distribution (see 
Figure 4-11). 

 

Figure 14-11. Drupal 7 files and folders 

6. If you have Drupal installed on your local computer, delete all of the files 
except the sites directory. It’s critical that you keep the sites directory, as it 
contains all of the files that you’ve uploaded, all of the backups of your site, 
and the configuration information for connecting to the database. Next, copy 
all of the files and directories to your htdocs directory (see Appendix A for a 
refresher on where you will find this directory for your specific operating 
system). 

7. If you have Drupal installed on a hosted server, use the same mechanism 
described in Appendix A for transferring the files to that server in the root 
directory of your hosting account (assuming you installed Drupal in that root 
directory) after deleting all the files in your root directory except the sites 
directory. 

8. Once all of the files have been loaded, enter http://localhost/update.php 
(note: replace “localhost” with the appropriate domain name if you are hosting 
this site and not running Drupal on your local PC). 

9. Test your site. 
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Approving Requests for User Accounts 
Drupal lets you, the site administrator, determine how user accounts are created on your website. You 
can: 

• Allow site visitors to create their own accounts without approval by a site 
administrator. 

• Allow site visitors to request an account, but require that a site administrator 
approve it before allowing the visitor to use the account. 

• Restrict account creation to only the site administrator. 

The approach you use is completely dependent on whether you allow visitors to have their own 
accounts. There is no reason to provide this feature if you don’t provide interactive features on your site. 
If you provide limited capabilities for authenticated users (for example, if you don’t enable permissions 
for any administrative features to the generic “authenticated users” category) and you don’t want to be 
bothered with enabling user accounts, then allowing visitors to create accounts without approval is 
appropriate. If you want control over who has an account, then you will want to configure you site so 
visitors can request an account, but you must approve their requests before their accounts become 
active.  

To set how your site handles user accounts, click on the Configuration link in the top menu, 
revealing the main configuration page for your site. On this page, you will see a category of options for 
“People and Permissions.” Within this category you will see a link for Account Settings.  

Click on the link to reveal the account settings configuration form, shown in Figure 4-11.  
 

 

Figure 14-12. Account settings page 

On this page, you will find a section titled Registration and Cancellation. In Figure 14-11, the option 
is set where visitors can request a user account, but administrator approval is required is set.  
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To see how this feature works, click the “Log out” link at the top right-hand corner of the page, 
which will return you to your site’s homepage as an anonymous user (not logged into the site).  

In the left column, you can see that, under the login form, there is a link for “Create new account.” 
Click on that link to see the form where a new user can request a new account.  

The visitor needs to provide a username and a valid e-mail address to create a new account. Once 
these values have been entered and the visitor has clicked “Create new account,” Drupal redisplays your 
site’s homepage with a message that their account is pending approval by the site administrator.  

You, as the site administrator, must now enable their account. To do so, click on the People link at 
the top of the page to see the list of users on your site. See Figure 14-13. 

 

 

Figure 14-13. New user listed as blocked 

In Figure 14-12, you can see that a user account was just created for toddtomlinson, and that the 
user’s status is set to “blocked,” meaning they are blocked from logging onto the site.  

If your site has several user accounts you may wish to filter the list to find only those user accounts 
that are blocked and hence need to be activated. To filter the list, select the last of the three drop-down 
menus in the “Show only users where” section, and select “blocked” from the list of options. 

Next, click on the Filter button to limit the list of users shown on the page to only those that need to 
be activated. Click the check box next to each of the users that you wish to activate and make sure that 
the Update Options select list is set to “Unblock the selected users.” When all users have been checked 
and the appropriate option selected, click on the Update button. 

Once the updates have completed, click the Reset button in the “Show only users where” section to 
redisplay all users. Which shows that our new user, toddtomlinson, is now active. See Figure 14-14. 
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Figure 14-14. All users now set to active 

One of the options that you can set on the Account settings page is whether users receive e-mail 
notifications when their accounts are created. If you have that option enabled, when you enable an 
account the user is automatically notified via e-mail that their account is now ready for them to log in to 
the website.  

Summary 
In this chapter, I covered the basics of administering a Drupal website. I explained the key 
administrative tasks associated with running your new site. 

Depending on the complexity of your site and the features you have deployed, there may be other 
administrative tasks that are specific to those additional features. This list will get you started down the 
path to ensuring that your site is backed up, error free, and up to date. For additional Drupal 
administrative topics, visit the Drupal.org website.  
Wow, we’ve covered a lot of information up to this point. You now have the knowledge necessary to 
build simple to complex websites on Drupal, and you now know how to administer your new site. That a 
lot of information to digest, and you may be wondering where to start when setting up a new site. That’s 
the focus on the next and last chapter of the book, helping you navigate through the process of creating a 
successful Drupal website. 
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Putting It All Together 

Reading this book has given you the foundation of knowledge on which to continue to build your Drupal 
skills. If you are new to the concept of a web content management system, you may not be able to jump 
in and build a highly complex site as your first endeavor with Drupal. But like all things in life, you have 
to start somewhere, and you now have the tools and knowledge to begin your journey. For those of you 
who had content management experience, hopefully the book helped to cast a light on how Drupal 
works so you can correlate what you know from other CMS platforms with what Drupal provides. 

Now What? 
Learning anything new takes practice, and with practice comes comfort, and with comfort comes the 
ability to do new and exciting things. Learning Drupal takes time, study, practice, and patience. One of 
the best ways to learn Drupal is to find a real-world opportunity to build a web site and do it in Drupal. 
Whether the site is for your child’s sports team, your church, a community group, a non-profit 
organization, or anything else under the sun, having a project to focus on that you know will benefit a 
person or organization gives you incentive to learn, which helps in the learning process. How else can 
you keep up-to-date with your Drupal knowledge? 

Look At Other Drupal-Based Sites for Ideas 
Although it’s hard to look at a site and immediately detect that it is a Drupal site, there is an excellent 
resource that will help you find sites that were built on Drupal. Dries Buytaert, the creator of Drupal, 
maintains a fairly up-to-date list of very high-profile web sites that are built on Drupal. You can find that 
list on his personal web site at http://buytaert.net/tag/drupal-sites. Dries does an excellent job of 
capturing a broad spectrum of sites from various industries and sites from all around the world. The list 
is updated constantly, so it is a good idea to bookmark that page and to visit it frequently.  

By scanning through the list of sites that Dries has compiled (currently well over 100), you can 
quickly get a sense for the types of sites that people have successfully built on Drupal. By looking at other 
sites, you can get inspiration for design (the visual look of the site), layout (how the pages are 
structured), organization (how content is displayed), and the features and functions that have been 
deployed. Looking at other sites is a common starting point for many people who are embarking on a 
new Drupal project. 
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Keep Tabs on Drupal and Contributed Modules 
One of the benefits of using Drupal is that it is a constantly evolving platform. As new concepts are 
defined on the Web, Drupal is often one of the first content management systems to employ those 
capabilities. Keeping up with the changes is relatively simple: just check 
http://drupal.org/project/modules and look at the latest modules and updates posted to the site. (See 
Figure15-1.) 

 

 

Figure15-1. List of modules on Drupal.org 

When visiting the page, you’ll notice a list of sort-by options in the right column. One of those 
options is “Last release.” Clicking on this option sorts the list of modules in date-descending order, with 
the last modules posted to the site listed first. Depending on how frequently you visit the site, you may 
only have to spend a minute or two looking through the list of new modules to see what is available. 
There is also an RSS feed for module updates that you may want to subscribe to. If you see something of 
interest, you can click on the title for that module to visit the modules homepage on Drupal.org. 

Get Involved in Your Local Drupal Users Group 
There are hundreds of Drupal User Groups all around the globe, including regional user groups as well 
as groups that are focused on specific topics or industries (such as Drupal in Education, Drupal in 
Libraries, Drupal in Government). Your local Drupal Users Group is a great place to meet others in your 
community who are also new to Drupal, and to learn, as most groups provide training as part of their 
periodic meetings. To locate a group near you or a group that is focused on an area that you are 
interested in, visit http://groups.drupal.org.  
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A Methodology for Building Your Site on Drupal 
While there isn’t a formal “Drupal Methodology” for building sites on Drupal, there are several industry 
best practices and processes that you may wish to follow as you embark on the journey of creating a new 
Drupal web site. The process described in Table15-1 may seem overwhelming and more complex and 
involved than what you think you need to build your new site, but from experience it’s good to at least 
think about the steps listed and apply and perform the tasks that you think are appropriate, based on the 
scope and complexity of the site that you are building. 

Table15-1. A Methodoloy for Building Your Drupal Site 

Phase Task Activity 

I  Starting Your Project 

The tasks listed below are focused on helping you think about and define what 
your site is going to be. Drupal is a lot like a stack of lumber: you could build 
virtually any type and style of house with an appropriately sized stack of 
lumber. You typically wouldn’t start picking up boards and nailing them 
together without first knowing the details of the house that you are going to 
build. Think of this phase of the project as defining the blueprint of your new 
site. In this phase, you’re documenting key aspects of your site on paper, and 
not in Drupal. Once you have an understanding of what it is you’re going to 
build, you can embark on the construction activities. 

 A What is your new web site all about? 

Write down, in narrative form, what the purpose of your new site is and, in 
general, describe the audience that you intend to target with your site. Think of 
this document as your “elevator pitch,” meaning if you met someone in an 
elevator and they asked you what your web site was about, you could recite this 
document verbatim before the two of you left the elevator. This activity forces 
you to define in concise terms what it is you are building and who is going to 
view the site. 

 B Identify who is going to visit and use your web site 

List the various types of visitors who you intend to target with your new web 
site. Examples of visitor types for a library site might be children, teens, young 
adults, adults, jobseekers, and senior citizens. A favorite technique is to use a 
blank piece of paper and on this paper draw a “box” representing a browser 
window with your web site in that browser window. Draw a number of stick 
figures around the box and label each one with the type of visitor that “person” 
represents. 

 

 

Continued 
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 C Identify the content that you are going to deliver to your visitors 

A common mistake in the web site construction process is the “field of dreams” 
mentality: “if I build it they will come.” Well if “they” come to your site, what 
content are you going to present to “them” so they stay on your site, look 
around, and bookmark your site for future visits? You may wish to use a blank 
piece of paper for each visitor type, drawing a stick figure on the left and listing 
the content that this person would be interested in seeing on your site. There 
will likely be duplication between various visitor types, and that is okay, but it is 
important to step into the “shoes” of each visitor type to think about what 
content you are going to provide each visitor that will make them pay attention 
and return to your site in the future. Examples of content types might be, for a 
library website, book reviews, movie reviews, music reviews, recommended 
reading lists, and a list of upcoming programs at the library. 

 D Identify the functionality that you are going to deliver to your visitors 

Content is typically only one aspect of what constitutes a web site; there may be 
interactive features that you want to deliver, such as blogs, surveys, videos, 
audio, discussion forums, online forms, e-commerce, RSS feeds, or other 
interactive features. In this task list all of the interactive features that you wish 
to provide to your visitors.  

 E Define the sites structure 

Examine the types of content and functionality documented in the previous 
steps; you will start to see logical groupings or categories. You may see logical 
groupings based on a topic or subject, or you may see groupings based on 
specific visitor types. Using a library site as an example, you might see that there 
is a logical grouping of content across all visitor types that is focused on book 
reviews. You might also see a logical grouping of content that is focused on 
senior citizens and their use of community resources. Each of these logical 
groupings may, and probably should become a major page on your web site.  

 F Define custom content types and taxonomy structure 

There may be types of content that do not fit the generic Drupal page content 
type with just a title and body. An example might be that you identified 
“Events” as a type of content. An Event has a title, a start date, a start time, an 
end date, an end time, and a location. It might be advantageous to create a 
custom content type for events that enforces the entry of those additional 
details rather than relying on the author to remember to enter those values in 
the body of a generic page. In this step, you should create a list of custom 
content types and the attributes (such as start date, start time) associated with 
each content type. 

While defining content types, it’s also time to think about taxonomy and how 
you are going to categorize content on your site.  
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 G Define the navigational structure of your web site  

With an understanding of the visitor types, the content that they will want to see 
on your site, and the logical groupings or major pages that will make up your 
site, you can now define the navigation (menus) for your site. If you know that a 
specific visitor type is a primary visitor of your web site, you should make it easy 
for that visitor to find the information that they are seeking. The typical 
mechanism for doing that is to provide some form of menu or menus. In this 
task you would identify all of the links that you wish to provide to your site 
visitors and how those links should be organized (as menus). Using the library 
example, you may decide that you want a primary menu at the top of the page 
that provides links to About the Library, Locations and Hours, and How to 
Contact the Library. You may decide that you want a secondary menu that links 
visitors to pages for Books, Movies, Music, and Events. You may decide that you 
want another menu that helps to direct specific visitor types to pages that are 
focused on their specific interest areas, such as links for youth, teens, adults, 
senior citizens, and business owners. You can take the concept to another level 
of detail by defining drop-down menu items for certain menu links; for 
example, under the Books menu you may want to provide a link to 
Recommended Books, What’s New, and What’s on Order. 

   

II  Setting Up Your Drupal Environment 

Now that you have an understanding of what you’re going to build, the next 
step is to set up your Drupal environment to begin the construction process.  

 A Decide where you are going to host your new web site 

You can easily build your new web site on your desktop or laptop and then 
deploy that site on a hosted environment, or you can choose to build the site in 
the environment where you are going to host the production version of your 
web site. Either approach works well. However, at some point in the near future 
you are going to want to deploy your site with a commercially viable hosting 
provider or your organization’s own hosting platforms. To find a list of 
commercial hosting providers that support Drupal, visit 
http://drupal.org/hosting.  

 B Install and configure Drupal  

Following the step-by-step instructions outlined in Appendix A, install Drupal 
on either your local desktop/laptop or on your hosting providers environment. 

   

Continued 
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III  Visual Design 

Picking or designing your Drupal theme is one of those activities that you can 
choose to do early in the process, mid-way through the development process, 
or near the end of your efforts. For most people, having a sense of what the site 
is going to look like helps to visualize the layout as it will look in its final state. 
There may be mitigating circumstances where you can’t pick or design the 
theme up front, such as the case where the organization you are building the 
site for doesn’t have their branding completed (including logo, colors, 
iconography, fonts, and so on). In that case it is still possible to continue with 
the construction activities using a generic theme. 

 A Look for an existing theme that matches what you are trying to accomplish 

There are hundreds of themes that are available on Drupal.org and there is 
likely one that comes close to the layout and design that you would like to use 
on your site. To see the list of themes visit www.drupal.org/project/themes. If 
you can’t find a theme that matches your requirements, you can use one of the 
various “starter” themes listed on the Drupal site (such as Zen) as a place to 
start. Revisit Chapter 6 for detailed instructions on how to download and install 
a Drupal theme. 

 B Implement your sites specific design elements 

If you pick an off-the-shelf theme from Drupal.org (versus creating one from 
scratch), you will likely want to change the themes logo, colors, and so on. The 
topic of theme development is beyond the scope of this book; however, you can 
read up on the concepts behind Drupal themes and which files you will want to 
look in to make changes to customize the them at http://drupal.org/theme-
guide. 

   

IV  Downloading and Installing Contributed Modules 

In step D, Phase you documented the functionality that you want to deliver to 
your site visitors beyond just content (such as blogs, RSS feeds, video, polls, 
forums, and e-commerce). In this Phase you will search for, install, and enable 
the modules that you need to address the desired functionality. 
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 A Identify the modules required to address the desired functionality 

Some of the functionality may be address by Drupal 7 core modules (such as 
blogs, the book module, forums, and the like) while other functionality may 
require searching for an appropriate module. To look for modules visit 
http://drupal.org/project/modules. In the left column you will see several 
categories of modules. You can start by browsing through the appropriate 
categories listed in the right column on http://drupal.org/project/modules. 

If you’re struggling to find the right module, a good resource to use is the 
Drupal.org forums. The community is extremely helpful, and posting a quick 
question asking for advice on which module to use for a specific feature or 
function may cut down on your research time as well as picking the wrong 
module for the job. 

 B Download and install required modules 

Once you’ve identified the right modules to address the required functionality 
on your site, follow the instructions listed in Chapter 8 for installing, enabling, 
configuring, and setting permissions for each of the modules.  

   

V  Creating Custom Content Types 

If you identified custom content types in Phase I, E, now is a good time to create 
those content types. Using the list of content types and the list of attributes for 
each type, follow the instructions in Chapter 10 for creating new content types. 

   

VI  Creating Views 

There may be pages on which you want to provide a list or table view of content. 
Now is a good time to construct those views to support creation of pages in the 
next step. The process for creating views can be found in Chapter 11. 

   

VII  Creating the Physical Pages 

Use the techniques described in this book to create the actual pages (for 
example, use the Panels module to create complex page layouts). Visit chapter 
12 for a description of how to use panels, and Chapter 7 for a description of 
using blocks. Create the various pages that you defined in Phase I, task E 

  Continued 
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VIII  Finishing-Up the Menus on Your Site 

With the pages in place, you’re now ready to finalize the menus on your site. 
Revisit the navigational structure you defined in Phase I, task F to ensure that 
you’ve addressed all of the navigational requirements for your new site. For a 
description of how to create menus visit Chapter 5.  

   

IX  Finalizing the Configuration 

At this point, the site should be configured and ready to go. In this phase, make 
sure that you have created all of the user roles, have assigned the appropriate 
permissions to those roles, and you have configured how users accounts will be 
created. Visit Chapter 3 for a description of how to define roles and assign 
permissions. 

   

X  Creating Content 

Now that we have the site configured, content types created, views defined, 
panels created, and user roles and permissions defined its the time to create 
content on your site.  

   

X  Testing Your Site 

With your site nearly ready for production, now is the time to test to make sure 
that everything works as you expect it to work. Make sure you test the site, as an 
anonymous user (not logged into the site). It is also a good idea to create test 
accounts for each of the user roles that you have defined and to visit the site 
while logged in to each account to ensure that the roles and permissions are 
working as you had envisioned.  

   

XI  Deploying to Production 

It’s now time to deploy your site to your production-hosting environment.  

 A. If you created your site on your desktop or laptop you’ll need to copy the entire 
Drupal directory to your production web server, and you’ll need to backup your 
database and restore the database on your hosting environment. For additional 
details on this process please see Chapter 13. 
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 B. If you created your site on a hosting providers platform you are already there 
and don’t need to move your site.  

   

XII  Administering Your Site 

As described in Chapter 13, monitor and manage your new Drupal web site. 

Summary 
In this chapter I covered the methodology for creating a new Drupal site, linking the methodology back 
to the steps that I covered throughout the rest of the book. Although every web site is different, the steps 
outlined in the methodology work for virtually any type of web site. It’s important to think through 
everything described in the methodology, and in fact I would suggest that you find a quiet corner and 
walk through the methodology before starting to build your new site. The methodology forces you to 
think about what you are trying to accomplish before you build it, minimizing the risk of creating your 
web site and then finding out that you missed the boat completely. 

Your Drupal journey has just begun. Congratulations on taking the first step by completing this 
book. Drupal is an amazing platform and one that takes time to fully digest. I would suggest continuing 
the learning process by picking up Pro Drupal 7 Development, third edition, by Dave Reid and John van 
Dyk (Apress, 2010). Although you may not want to be a developer, the book covers several topics that are 
relevant to site administrators. For a list of other Drupal books please visit www.apress.com. 

If you have a desire to learn more about programming in PHP or CSS, I suggest picking up PHP for 
Absolute Beginners by Jason Lengstorf (Apress (2009) and Beginning CSS Web Development by Simon 
Collison (Apress, 2006). Both books are fantastic resources and are written for those who are starting to 
learn development for the web. 
I look forward to seeing your new Drupal sites up on the web. Best wishes on your journey, I hope we 
cross paths at an upcoming DrupalCon! 
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Case Study 

In this chapter I will walk you through the process of creating a brand-new Drupal website using the 
concepts and tools covered in the first 15 chapters of this book. The focus of the case example is 
designing and developing a website for a non-profit organization that is focused on children with 
Asperger’s syndrome (AS). The organization requested that I build a site that provides its staff with the 
ability to author and publish content that is focused on parents, teachers, caregivers, and those living 
with AS.  

I’ll walk you through the entire process that I went through to create the new site, describing what I 
did in each step from conceptual design to deployment. You can apply the concepts and approach that I 
describe in this chapter to create virtually any Drupal website.  

Defining and Designing the Site 
The first step in creating a new Drupal website is to define and design your new site. Depending on the 
purpose, scope, and complexity of your new site, the definition and design could be as simple as a few 
sketches on a napkin or as elaborate as a set of documents that fill up one or more three-inch binders. 
The key is sitting down and thinking about what you’re going to build before you actually start building. 
If you don’t take the time upfront to thoroughly think about what it is you’re about to build, you’re likely 
to run into situations where you have to rework portions of your solution to incorporate the concepts 
that you didn’t think about when you started your project.  

Target Audience 
One of the first steps in defining the site is to think about the types of visitors the site will serve. 
Understanding the “who” part of the design equation will help you define “what” content and features 
you need to deploy to attract and retain those visitors. For this new site, I’ve identified the following key 
visitor types: 

Parents and grandparents of children with AS 

Parents and grandparents of children who think their child may have AS 

Teachers who have children in their classroom with AS 

Caregivers of children who have AS 

Children, teens, young adults, and adults who have AS 

General visitors who are interested in AS 
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There may be other “types” that will be visiting the site; however, this list should cover all of the 
content and functionality required to address the needs of anyone else who visits the site. 

Identifying the Content and Functionality Required by Visitors 
Using my list of visitor types, the next step is to identify what types of content each visitor type might 
want to access while on the new site. The simple approach for documenting the content requirements is 
to list the generate categories of content for each visitor type.  
 
Parents or grandparents of AS children 

A general description of AS 

What to expect from a child with AS 

A list of resources where they can go to get help 

Success stories from other parents of children with AS 

A place to collaborate/communicate with other parents of AS children 

How to help your child’s teacher understand the challenges of teaching AS 
children 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 

Parents or grandparents of children who think their child may have AS 

Tools to diagnose whether a child has AS 

A list of resources where they can go for help 

Success stories from other parents of children with AS 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 

Teachers who have children with AS in their classrooms 

Tools to diagnose whether a child has AS 

A list of resources for teachers 

A place to collaborate/communicate with other teachers 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 

Caregivers of children who have AS 

Tools to diagnose whether a child has AS 

A list of resources where they can go for help 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 

Children, teens, young adults, and adults who have AS 

A list of resources where they can go for help 

A place for people with AS to collaborate/communicate 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 
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General site visitors  

A general definition of AS  

A list of resources where they can go for help 

A list of upcoming events related to AS 

The next step in the process is to distill the list of content and functionality into a single list across all 
visitor types. For the case study site, the types of content include 

General descriptive articles about AS (this covers a majority of the content listed 
by visitor type).  

Descriptions of resources with links to the websites where the visitor can find 
those resources.  

Events including the date, time, location, and description of those events.  

The functionality required to support the targeted visitors includes 

A place for visitors to collaborate and communicate. The tool for supporting 
this requirement is the Forums module. 

Defining the Site’s Structure 
The next step in the process is to define the overall structure of the new site, where structure refers to the 
primary pages of the site. From the analysis of our visitors and the type types of content required to 
address the needs of those visitors, the following pages seem logical: 
 

A home page for the site that provides general information about AS and 
highlights specific content for each of the major visitor types.  

A resources-by-category page. There is enough commonality across visitors and 
types of resources to combine all of the resources on a single page. 

An upcoming events page.  

An “about us” page that describes the non-profit organization. 

A “contact us” page. 

A page for parents of AS children with content that is tagged through taxonomy 
as related to parenting. 

A page for teachers of AS children with content that is tagged through taxonomy 
as related to teaching. 

A page for caregivers of AS children with content that is tagged through 
taxonomy as related to care giving. 

A page for children, teens, young adults, and adults with AS with content that is 
tagged through taxonomy as related to living with AS. 

A discussion forum page. 
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There may be other pages that I discover I need as I move through the design process, but at the 
moment, the list appears to address all of the visitor types and content identified in the previous steps. 

Defining the Custom Content Types and Taxonomy Structure 
I have now identified three basic content types:  

A general content type that will be used for a majority of the content created on 
the site. The requirements call for a content type that provides the ability to 
author content that includes a title, body, pictures, and file attachments. The 
off-the-shelf Article content type provides all of these features. There is also a 
requirement to allow the author to categorize content by visitor type. I’ll add a 
new taxonomy category for this and link the vocabulary to the Article content 
type.  

A content type used to create a resource. A resource has a title, a description, a 
category (taxonomy), and a URL that a visitor can click on to view the resource.  
To meet these requirements, I’ll have to create a custom content type. 

An Event content type that will be used to capture the start date, start time, end 
date, end time, location, and description of an event. To meet these 
requirements, I’ll have to create a custom content type. 

During the previous steps, I identified two requirements for categorizing or tagging content: the 
ability to categorize resources and the ability to categorize all content based on targeted visitor type. To 
fulfill those requirements, I’ll create two taxonomy vocabularies: one for visitor type and one for 
resource category. The terms for visitor type will be easy to define as I created the list of visitor types in 
previous steps. The terms for resource category might be a more difficult to define, as new types of 
resources are constantly being created. For that vocabulary, I will use Drupal’s tagging feature, allowing 
the author to use an existing category or create a new category on the fly by simply typing in the new 
term while creating the resource. I’ll start the list with a few categories, and will allow the list to grow 
organically as new content is added. The starter terms that I will use are: resources for parents, resources 
for teachers, and resources for caregivers. 

Defining the Navigational Structure 
With the visitor types, content types, and site structure defined, the next step is to define the 
navigational structure for the site. Because the site is relatively simple, I’ll create a single horizontal 
menu that lists each of the pages identified during the site structure definition process as the items on 
the menu. I’ll keep it simple at first, and will adjust the navigational structure over time if I find that 
visitors are unable to find the information they need. The menu items will be Home, Resources, Events, 
About Us, Contact Us, Parents, Teachers, Caregivers, Living with AS, and Forums. 
At this point I have enough information to begin the process of physically creating the new site.  
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Installing Drupal 
The first step in the process of creating the physical website is to install Drupal. For demonstration 
purposes, I am going to install the site on my laptop and then migrate the completed site to my hosting 
company. I’ll follow the directions outlined in Appendix A to install the current version of Drupal 7. 

Visual Design 
With Drupal installed, the next step in the process is to pick a visual design. There are three general 

approaches to this: find an off-the-shelf theme at Drupal.org/project/themes, find a starter theme on 
Drupal.org, or start from scratch using a Photoshop file. The theme that I created in Chapter 13 is the 
perfect starting point for this project. The theme is simple, clean, and provides all of the flexibility that I 
need for this project. I’ll copy both the /sites/all/themes/genesis and the 
/sites/all/themes/genesis_mytheme directories from the sample site used elsewhere in the book to my 
new site. After copying the folders, I’ll need to enable the base Genesis theme. The base theme has 
attributes and elements that are used by the subtheme that we created. After enabling the base Genesis 
theme, I’ll enable and set the subtheme I created in Chapter 13 as the default theme. 

There are a few changes that I need to make to the theme fit my new site. The first is to revise the 
header. The organization that I am building the site for has a logo that is 960px X 200px, which is wider 
and taller than the base theme accommodates. There three basic changes that I’ll need to make to insert 
the new logo: 

 

Most Drupal themes provide a feature whereby the site name specified on the 
site configuration page automatically renders in the header of the theme. For 
my site, the logo image includes the name, so I’ll need to turn that feature off or 
the site name will overlay on top of the logo. To turn off that feature, I’ll visit the 
Appearance page and will click on the Settings link for the theme that I am 
using on the site. On the Settings page is a list of features that you can toggle on 
or off, including the site name and site slogan. I’ll uncheck the boxes for each of 
the elements that I don’t need.  

I’ll upload the organization’s logo using the “Logo image settings” feature 
provided by Drupal. I’ll uncheck the “Use the default logo” box that reveals a 
file-upload feature. I’ll click on the “Choose file” feature and upload the 
organization’s logo. I’ll then click on the “Save configuration” button before 
continuing. 

After returning to the home page, I see that the logo image doesn’t fit properly 
in the header of the theme. I’ll have to modify the CSS associated with the 
header to make the theme fit the logo. First I’ll update the #header and #logo 
attributes in the page.css file. The first change is to update the attributes for 
#header setting the height to 200px so the logo will fit within the boundaries of 
the header. Next I’ll remove the margin attributes from #logo, as the new logo 
completely fills the header region. After saving page.css I’ll return to the home 
page and see that the logo now fits perfectly within the boundaries of the 
header. 

Next I’ll change the color scheme. The logo and colors of the organization that I am supporting are 
blues, whereas the theme that I am using is based on three colors of green. I’ll update page.css using 
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search and replace to change all three green colors that I used in the base theme (see Chapter 13) with 
the three blue colors from the logo. There are two files that I’ll need to update: the page.css and 
block.css.  

Download and Install Contributed Modules 
To fulfill the functional requirements for the new site, I’ll need to download the following contributed 
modules:  

Views: To create lists of resources and events 

Pathauto: To create SEO and user friendly URLs 

Backup and migrate: To automatically backup the site 

Webform: To create online forms 

Date: To enable entering information as date formatted fields 

I’ll follow the instructions outlined in Chapter 8 and install and configure the modules before moving 
onto the next step. 

With the contributed modules in place, it’s time to enable the core and contributed modules that I’ll 
be using to build out the site. To meet the functional requirements, I’ll enable all of the features of the 
contributed modules listed previously and the following Drupal 7 core modules 

Aggegrator: I would like to display news feeds from sites that publish articles 
about AS. The aggregator allows me to take an RSS feed from another site and 
display it on my site.  

Blog: I would like to provide the ability for the staff of the non-profit to blog on 
the site.  

Contact: Instead of building a custom webform for the contact function, I’ll use 
the Drupal core Contact module to enable that functionality. 

Database logging: I like having the ability to review activity on the site, 
specifically error messages that are being generated by Drupal and the 
contributed modules. Database logging enables the ability to review the errors 
through Drupal’s reporting mechanism (see Chapter 14 for details) 

Field UI: I’ll be creating custom content types, and the Field UI module 
provides features that I’ll be using throughout that process. 

File: I’ll allow authors to attach files to content created on the site.  

Forum: I’ll use the Forum module as the approach for allowing visitors to 
collaborate and communicate on the site. 

Image: I’ll allow users to attach images to content types and manipulate those 
images using the capabilities of the Image module. 

Menu: I’ll use the standard Drupal menuing system to create, manage, and 
display menus on the site. 

Search: I’ll allow visitors to search the site using Drupal’s built-in search engine. 
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Taxonomy: I’ll use taxonomy to fulfill the requirements for content 
categorization and tagging. 

With the modules enabled, there is a small cleanup task to do. I want to remove the standard Drupal 
blocks that are appearing in the left column of my site: the navigation and management blocks and the 
main content block. The main content block is a standard Drupal feature where new content that is 
published to the front page (see publishing options on the page used to create content) appears. I want 
more control over how content is rendered on the front page, so I’ll remove that block from my site. I’ll 
visit the blocks page and unassign those blocks from the left column and main content regions by 
selecting <none> from the list of available regions, saving the updates after I’ve made the two changes.  

Creating User Roles and Setting Permissions 
The organization’s requirements for user roles and permissions are relatively simple. There are two 
required roles: staff and site administrator. The staff role has permission to author and publish content, 
post and administer comments, administer the forums, create web forms, and manage menus.  The site 
administrator’s role has all permissions enabled. 

Creating the Taxonomy Vocabulary and Terms 
With the required modules enabled, the next step is to create the taxonomy vocabularies and terms for 
visitor types and resources. Following the instructions in Chapter 4, I’ll create a new vocabulary for 
visitor types, and will populate the vocabulary with the following terms: Parents, Teachers, Caregivers, 
and People with AS. Next I’ll create the vocabulary for resources and will populate the vocabulary with 
the following terms: Resources for parents, Resources for teachers, Resources for Caregivers, and 
Resources for People with AS. 

Creating the Custom Content Types 
Following the directions covered in Chapter 10, I’ll create new custom content types for resource and 
event.  
 

The resource content type will allow the author to enter information in the following fields 

A title that identifies the resource 

A description that provides details about the resource 

A URL linking the item to the resource 

The taxonomy terms for visitor type 

The taxonomy terms for resource category 

The event content type will allow the author to enter information in the following fields 

The title of the event 

The start date for the event 
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The start time for the event 

The end date for the event 

The end time for the event 

The location or venue for the event 

A description of the event 

A URL that links to a source for more information about the event 

The taxonomy term for visitor type 

With the new content types created, the next step is to update the two content types that ship with 
Drupal 7. I’ll want to add the taxonomy terms for visitor types to both the Basic page and Article content 
types so that authors can easily categorize any content created on the site.  

There are other content type cleanup activities that I need to perform. I would like to remove the 
“Posted by” and “Posted on” information from the Basic page, Articles, Events, and Resources content 
items. I also want suppress displaying the visitor types and resource types for the same content items. I 
use those fields to filter the content displayed by views, but it’s not something that I want to display to 
visitors of my site.   

To remove those attributes, I’ll visit the Content Type configuration page for each of the content 
types I want to change, and on that page I’ll click the “Display options” link near the bottom of the page, 
revealing the ability to set whether author and date information is displayed. I’ll uncheck the option for 
each of the content types and then click the “Save content type” button. To remove the visitor and 
resource type fields, I’ll click on the “Display options” link for each content type and will set the display 
option to Hidden for the label and value for both the teaser view and the full content view, as shown in 
Figure 16-1.  
 

 

Figure 16-1. Setting the visibility of the Tags and Target Visitor Types taxonomy terms 

After creating the content types, I’ll create two sample content items for Basic page, Article, Event, and 
Resource so I have some content to work with when creating views in the next step. 
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Creating Views 
The next step is to create the views required to extract and display content on the various pages of the 
site. Based on the requirements outlined in previous sections, I’ll follow the process described in 
Chapter 11 to create the following views. See Table 16-1 for a list of required views. 

Table 16-1. Inventory of required views 

Description Attribute / Setting 

A view that displays the last five Basic pages and Articles 
created on the site. I’ll use a views argument to restrict the 
Basic pages and Articles to a specific visitor type. I’ll use 
this view on the home page and will leave the argument 
blank, which results in the first five new content items 
displaying, regardless of targeted audience. This view keeps 
visitors aware of the latest new content posted on the site, 
as well as making the major pages on the site (e.g., home 
page, parents, teachers, caregivers, and people with AS 
pages) dynamic. 

 

1. Title = “Latest Content Posted on 
the Site” 

2. Pager using 5 items per page 

3. Rowstyle = node 

4. Sort Criteria = node updated date in 
descending order 

5. Arguments = taxonomy term for 
visitor type 

6. Filters = node type Article and Basic 
page 

7. Page views = I’ll create multiple 
page views each with a unique URL. 
For the parents page, the URL for 
the page will be /parent, for 
teachers /teachers, for caregivers 
/caregivers and for people with AS 
/people-with-AS (matching the 
taxonomy term name for each of 
those categories of visitor types). 
The value of the URL will be used as 
the argument to restrict the values 
returned to content tagged for that 
visitor type. 

8. A block display so that I can include 
this view on the homepage. I’ll 
assign the block to the Content 
region and will restrict visibility to 
this block to the homepage (see 
Chapter 7 for details). 

 

Continued 
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Table 16-1. Continued  

Description Attribute / Setting 

An upcoming events view that lists the title and date for 
upcoming events, sorted by the event start date in 
ascending order. I’ll use an argument to filter the events 
by targeted audience. If there isn’t an argument, I’ll list all 
upcoming events. If there is an argument, I’ll restrict the 
items to only those events that match the argument. I’ll 
also use Drupal’s content scheduling feature to unpublish 
events after the event date has passed. 

 

1. Title = “Upcoming events” 

2. Rowstyle = fields 

3. Fields = node title and event start 
date 

4. Sort criteria = start date in 
ascending order 

5. Arguments = taxonomy term for 
visitor type 

6. Filters = node type of event 

7. Block display created so I can place 
this view in the sidebar of the site 

An upcoming events view that renders the complete 
node for published upcoming events. This will represent 
the master calendar for all upcoming events regardless of 
visitor type. 

1. Title = “Upcoming events” 

2. Rowstyle = nodes using the Full 
node option 

3. Sort criteria = event start date in 
ascending order 

4. Filters = node type of event 

5. Page display using a URL of 
upcoming events 

A view that renders resources sorted by resource 
category and title.  

1. Title = “Resources” 

2. Rowstyle = nodes using the teaser 
option 

3. Sort criteria = resource category 
(taxonomy term) and title in 
ascending order 

4. Filters = node type of resource 

5. Page display using a URL of 
resources 

 
With the views determined, I’m ready to create the menu that will direct visitors to the various pages 

on the site. 

Setting Up the Contact Us Feature 
One of the required features is a method for visitors to contact the organization. I’ll use Drupal core’s 
Contact module as the mechanism for providing this functionality. I’ll enable the Contact module by 
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following the directions covered in Chapter 8. After the module is enabled, I’ll click on the Configure link 
on the Modules page for the Contact module, and will follow the directions to create a contact category.  

Creating an About Us Page 
The organization has requested that I create an About Us page. After discussing the requirements, a 
simple Basic page provides all of the necessary capabilities. I’ll create a Basic page, setting the title to 
About Us, and will copy and paste the content from the organization’s existing About Us page as a 
starting point for the new page.  

Setting Up the Forums 
Another key requirement is to provide online discussion forums. The requirements call for the ability for 
visitors to view and post to the following forum categories: 

General topics  

Parents 

Teachers 

Caregivers 

Living with AS 

Resources 

Events 

I will follow the steps outlined in Chapter 9 to set up the forum container and topics.  

Setting Up the Feed Aggregator 
Another of the requirements was to incorporate news articles posted on other sites on the home page. 
The organization would like to include news articles posted on the news-medial.net website related to 
AS. To create the feed, I’ll use Drupal’s Aggregator module as the mechanism for collecting and 
displaying feeds. I’ll enable the Aggregator module, and then configure the inbound feeds by clicking on 
the Configuration link at the top of the page, and the Feed aggregator link on the Configuration page. On 
the Feed aggregator configuration page, I’ll click on the “Add feed” link and enter “Latest AS News” in 
the title and www.news-medical.net/tag/feed/Aspergers-Syndrome.aspx in the URL field. I’ll leave the 
other settings at their default values and then save the feed. 

Creating the Menu Items 
With all of the pages created, either through views, nodes, or modules (such as Contact), I’m now ready 
to create the menu for the site. Based on the theme that I am using, the menu that I’ll want to use is the 
Secondary menu. I’ll follow the steps outlined in Chapter 5 to create the menu items listed in Table 16-2. 
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Table 16-2. Menu items  

Menu Item  Links to 

Home <front> 

Resources /resources 

Events /events 

About Us /about-us 

Contact Us /contact 

Parents /parents 

Teachers /teachers 

Caregivers /caregivers 

Living with AS /people-with-AS 

Forums /forum/N where N can be found by clicking on the 
forum container link on the Structure -> Forums 
page 

 
After creating the menu items, I’ll need to assign the Secondary menu block (a standard block that is 

part of Drupal core) to the Main Menu Links region. 

Wrapping Up the Pages 
I now have all of the components required to address the functional requirements of the site. I’ll wrap up 
the process by adding and configuring the blocks for each of the pages on the site, as shown in  
Table 16-3.  
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Table 16-3. Adding blocks to pages 

Page Blocks  

Homepage Latest Content block. When I created the latest content view, I created a block 
display so that I could incorporate that block into the homepage. I’ll visit the 
Block configuration page and will assign the Latest Content block to the Content 
region. I’ll update the block visibility settings so that the block only appears on the 
homepage by setting the value to <front> 

Upcoming Events block. When I created the list of upcoming events view, I 
included a block display. I’ll set the upcoming events block to display in the First 
sidebar region, and I’ll set the visibility so that the block appears on the homepage 
(<front>). 

Latest news articles collected through the feed aggregator. I’ll assign the Latest AS 
News block to the First sidebar region, and I’ll set the visibility so that the block 
appears on the homepage.  

Resources Latest news articles collected through the feed aggregator. News articles often 
describe resources, so I’ll assign the Latest AS News block to the First sidebar 
region, and I’ll set the visibility so that the block also appears on the Resources 
page.  

Parents, Teachers, 
Caregivers, and 
Living with AS 

Upcoming Events block. When I created the list of upcoming events view, I 
included a block display. I’ll set the upcoming events block to display in the First 
sidebar region, and I’ll update the block visibility settings to include each of the 
additional pages.  

Testing the Site 
With everything in place and ready for production, I’ll test the site to ensure that it does everything that 
the organization wants it to do. To test the site, I’ll define a number of scenarios to run through and will 
document the results of each. To perform the tests, I’ll need to set up two user accounts: one assigned to 
the staff and one assigned to the site administrator role. The scenarios that I have defined to test the site 
are listed in Table 16-4. 
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Table 16-4. Testing scenarios 

Scenario Description Expected Result 

Create Basic page, Article, and 
Event content for parents, 
teachers, caregivers, and living 
with AS. 

1. Log on to the site using the user 
assigned to the staff role. 

2. Create a Basic page and Article 
for each of the targeted visitor 
types (one Basic page and one 
Article per visitor type). 

3. Create an Event for each visitor 
type. 

 

1. Basic pages and Articles 
appear on the homepage. 

2. Basic pages, Articles, and 
Events assigned to the 
parents visitor type only 
appear on the front page 
and parents page.  

3. Basic pages, Articles, and 
Events assigned to the 
teacher visitor type only 
appear on the front page 
and teachers page.  

4. Basic pages, Articles, and 
Events assigned to the 
caregiver visitor type only 
appear on the front page 
and caregivers page. 

5. Basic pages, Articles, and 
Events assigned to the 
people with AS visitor 
type only appear on the 
front page and living with 
AS page. 

Create at least two Resource 
content items and assign each 
to a different category. 

 

1. Log on as a user account with 
the staff role. 

2. Create two resource content 
items: one assigned to resources 
for parents and one assigned to 
resources for teachers. 

1. Both content items are 
successfully saved. 

2. Both content items 
appear on the resources 
page, sorted by resource 
type and title. 

Attempt to create a Basic page, 
Article, and Event as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Visit the site as an anonymous 
user (not logged in). 

2. Attempt to create a Basic page, 
Article, and event. 

1. Error message that you 
are not authorized. 

Create a Basic page, Article, 
Event, and Resource content 
items while logged in as a site 
administrator. 

1. Log on as a user account with 
site administrator.  

2. Create a Basic page, Article, 
Event, and Resource content 
item. 

1. Successfully saved each 
content item.  

 

 

 

 

Continued 
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Scenario Description Expected Result 

Visit the Parents page as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

2. Visit the Parents page. 

1. Upcoming events for 
parents are displayed. 

2. Latest content items 
assigned to the parents 
content type are 
displayed. 

Visit the Teachers page as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

2. Visit the Teachers page. 

1. Upcoming teachers’ 
events are displayed. 

2. Latest content items 
assigned to the teachers 
content type are 
displayed. 

Visit the Caregivers page as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

2. Visit the Caregivers page. 

1. Upcoming caregivers’ 
events are displayed. 

2. Latest content items 
assigned to the caregivers 
content type are 
displayed. 

Visit the Living with AS page as 
an anonymous user. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

2. Visit the Living with AS page. 

1. Upcoming events are 
displayed. 

2. Latest content items 
assigned to the living with 
AS content type are 
displayed. 

Visit the Resources page as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Logout of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

2. Visit the Resources page. 

1. Resource content is 
displayed sorted by 
resource category and 
title. 

Visit the Contact Us page as an 
anonymous user. 

3. Log out of the site if you are 
already logged on. 

4. Visit the Contact Us page. 

5. Fill out and submit a contact 
request. 

2. Contact Us form is 
displayed. 

3. You are allowed to enter 
contact information. 

4. Form saves successfully 
and displays the thank-
you message. 

5. Values are received by the 
person assigned as the 
recipient of the contact 
request. 

 

 

Continued 
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Scenario Description Expected Result 

Visit the About Us page as an 
anonymous user. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
currently logged on. 

Click on the About Us menu 
item.  

1. About Us page is 
displayed. 

Visit the Forums page as an 
anonymous user, and review 
existing posts, create a new 
post, and post a response to an 
existing post. 

1. Log out of the site if you are 
currently logged on. 

2. Click on the Forums menu item. 

3. Click on one of the forum topics 
that has an existing posting (as 
indicated in the number of posts 
field). 

4. Read the posting. 

5. Click on “Add a new forum 
topic” and “Create a new topic.” 

6. Click on the “Add a new forum 
topic” link. 

7. Enter a subject, select a forum, 
enter your topic in the body 
section, and save the item. 

8. For the item you just created, 
create a new comment by 
entering a subject and comment. 

1. Forums page is displayed 
after clicking on the 
Forum menu item. 

2. A list of forum topics is 
displayed on the forum 
page. 

3. Clicking on a topic that 
has a topic count greater 
than zero displays the 
topics associated with 
that item. 

4. The new forum topic 
created is displayed on 
the site. 

5. Posting a comment 
results in that comment 
being listed for the topic 
that the comment was 
posted against. 

Edit an existing content item 
while logged in as a staff or site 
administrator. 

1. Log on to the site. 

2. Click on the title of a content 
item. 

3. Click on the Edit tab. 

4. Make a small change to the 
content item and save it. 

 

1. Edit tab appears at the 
top of the content item. 

2. Allows you to edit the 
content item. 

3. Updates made to the item 
are displayed on the site. 

 
After testing the site and ensuring that every works as it should I’m ready to deploy the site to 

production. 

Deploying to Production 
After testing the site, I’m ready to deploy it to the organization’s production server. I developed the site 
on my laptop, so I’ll need to perform the following steps to move the site to the new server: 

1. Set up an empty database on the production server. 

2. Create a database user account and assign all privileges to that account.  
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3. Copy the entire site directory from my laptop’s hard drive to the product 
servers document root directory (the location of the document root directory 
varies by operating system and web server; check with your hosting company 
or the web server’s documentation). 

4. Using mysqldump or PHPMyAdmin, back up the database on my laptop and 
copy that backup file to the production server.  

5. Using MySQL’s command line interface or PHPMyAdmin, restore the database 
backup to the new database created in the first step. 

6. Edit the /sites/default/settings.php file and update the database settings to 
reflect the name of the database, the database user name, and the database 
user password. 

7. Visit the site and ensure that everything is up and running. If you followed 
along in this chapter, you should have a site that looks something like  
Figure 16-2. 

 

Figure 16-2. The finished site, ready for its first visitors 
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Create User Accounts 
With the new site migrated to the production server, the final step in the process is to create the 
production user accounts. I’ll first delete all of the accounts that I created during the testing phase (with 
the exception of the administrator’s account) and then add the required users and assign each user to 
the appropriate role. The site is now ready for visitors! 

Summary 
Congratulations! At this point you have enough knowledge and experience to embark on the journey of 
creating a new Drupal website from scratch. If you take the time to follow the general pattern described 
in this chapter, you should be able to create virtually any website on Drupal. The key to success lies in 
clearly defining what you are building upfront, before you make any attempts at setting up and 
configuring Drupal. 
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Installing Drupal 

If you are hosting your Drupal site on a commercial web-hosting provider, it is likely that it has a tool 
that installs Drupal for you. If that’s the case, you can bypass this chapter and follow the directions 
provided to you by your web-hosting provider. But if you need to install Drupal on your laptop, desktop, 
or server, then this appendix is for you.  

In the sections that follow, I will walk you through the step-by-step process of installing 
foundational components such as PHP, MySQL, and Apache, as well as the steps for downloading and 
installing Drupal 7. At the end of this appendix, you will have installed Drupal and will be ready to work 
through the main body of the book. 

The Foundation Required to Install Drupal 
Before installing Drupal, you must have access to a server, which must have several pieces of software 
installed and configured. The type of server you choose is purely a matter of personal preference. You 
can install and configure Drupal on a Windows, Macintosh, or Linux-based server. Those servers can be 
either a local machine (your desktop or laptop) or a hosted server (shared or dedicated, hosted by an 
organization such as Hostmonster).  

You will need to have the following components loaded, configured, and running on your server 
before you begin the Drupal installation process: 

• A web server (either Apache or Microsoft’s Internet Information Server): For the 
purposes of this book, I will focus on an Apache-based solution, because Apache 
runs on all of the platforms that Drupal supports. For information on installing 
and configuring IIS, please consult www.microsoft.com.  

• PHP: PHP the programming language used by Drupal. 

• A relational database server (either MySQL or PostgreSQL): For the purposes of 
simplifying the installation process, I will focus on MySQL. For details on 
installing and configuring PostgreSQL please consult www.postgresql.org.  

• FTP (File Transfer Protocol): FTP is used for uploading files to the server. 

• Various libraries for image handling, secure connections, and mail routing. 

If your intent is to run your new Drupal site in a hosted environment, the work of setting up the 
foundational components has already been done for you by the hosting company. If you are using a 
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hosting company, you can skip to the section on installing Drupal. If your intention is to develop your 
site on your desktop or laptop and then deploy your site to a server, you will need to install and 
configure the components required to support Drupal.  

Setting Up the Server 
Before you install Drupal, you need three basic components in place: the server, the web server, and the 
database. If you are hosting your site with a commercial hosting company, you can skip to the installing 
Drupal section, as everything you need is already installed.  

Depending on the operating system on your computer, you may already have a few of the required 
components already installed (for example, OSX comes with Apache and PHP already installed). 
However, getting all of the components to work together may be more of a challenge than most people 
want to undertake. Fortunately, a group of very talented people at apachefriends.org created an “all-in-
one” software package called XAMPP (XAMPP stands for Apache, MySQL, PHP, and Python) that is very 
simple for even the least technical person to install and configure. There is an XAMPP distribution for 
Windows, Macintosh (OSX) , Linux, and Solaris.  

The components included in XAMPP that are critical for Drupal are: 

• Apache: The web server software package that handles requests for content 
residing on your server and returning the results of that request back to the person 
who made it. 

• MySQL: The relational database where Drupal stores all of its content. 

• PHP & PEAR: The programming language used by the developers who create and 
maintain Drupal. 

• phpMyAdmin: An invaluable tool for creating and managing databases, tables, 
and data stored in your MySQL database. 

There are detailed instructions for installing XAMPP on each of the supported platforms on the 
apachefriends.org.  

Installing Drupal  
Now that you have the underlying server components installed, you are ready to install Drupal. There 
are five basic steps associated with installing Drupal on your server, regardless of whether you are 
running your Drupal site on a Windows, OSX, Linux, or shared-hosting-based server.  

1. Download the current Drupal installation package from http://drupal.org to 
your computer.  

2. Decompress the Drupal installation package.  

3. Copy the files to your web server’s root directory. 

4. Create the database that you will be using for your new Drupal web site. 

5. Launch the Drupal installation script. 
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Downloading Drupal 
Downloading Drupal is a simple matter of visiting www.drupal.org and picking the latest version and 
language (such as English or French) of Drupal to download from the homepage. Drupal version 
numbers change over time, but it is safe to pick the latest version listed on the homepage as the version 
to download, install, and configure.  

To download Drupal, simply click on the homepage link for the latest version, which will take you to 
the main Drupal download page. On the main download page, click on the link associated with the latest 
version (for example, 7.0). The compressed file (tar.gz) will automatically download to your computer 
into the folder you have configured for receiving downloads from the Internet.  

Decompressing the Drupal Installation Package 
The file downloaded from Drupal.org is a compressed file that has all of the directories and files required 
to set up and run Drupal on your server. You will need to decompress the tar.gz file into its individual 
elements, either by double-clicking on the file (this works on OSX and Linux) or by opening the file in a 
decompression utility (for example, on Windows use a free utility like 7zip). Double-clicking on the file 
will result in a folder being created on your computer with all of the directories and files expanded to 
their original pre-compressed state.  

■ Note Depending on your operating system and your setting for your operating systems file manager, you may 
or may not see the .htaccess file, as it is classified as a “hidden” file in Linux and OSX. This is a critical file and 
must be moved in the next step. If you do not see the .htaccess file, please update your file browser’s settings to 
allow you to see hidden files before proceeding to the next step.  

Moving the Drupal Distribution to the Root Directory of Your Web 
Server  
The next step is to move the contents of the Drupal folder that you just decompressed in the previous 
step, to the “root” directory of your web server. If you are using XAMPP, the “root” directory is the folder 
marked as “htdocs” in the directory where XAMPP is installed. If you are installing Drupal on a hosted 
platform, the root directory will be that specified by your hosting company (for example, the hosting 
company that I use names the root directory “public_html”). You should check with your hosting 
company if you are unsure where to put your Drupal files). 

With all of the files in place, you’re ready to take the next step of creating the database. 

Creating the settings.php File 
Drupal uses a file named settings.php to store configuration parameters for your site, such as the name 
of the database and the userID and password used to access that database. Drupal ships with a default 
settings.php file that we will use as the starting point for our site’s settings.php file. Navigate to the 
sites/default directory in the location where you copied the Drupal directories and files to in the 
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previous step. In that directory you will find a default.settings.php file. Copy that file and rename the 
copied version to settings.php. 

Next, set the permissions on the settings.php so that anyone can read and update the file. Drupal 
must have the ability to update this file during the update process. Check your operating systems 
directions for setting permissions if you’re unsure on how to do this.  

Creating the Drupal Database 
Creating the database is a relatively simple process. If you are using XAMPP or a hosting provider, you 
should have access to the phpmyadmin administrators tool. To access the admin tool, visit 
http://localhost/xampp page. In the Tools section, you will see a link to “phpmyadmin.” Please click on 
that link to launch the phpmyadmin administrator’s page.  

On this page, locate the text box that is right below the “Create new database” label. In this text box, 
type in a name that is easy for you to remember and is representative of what your web site is about 
(using this approach makes it easier in the future to figure out which database goes with which web site, 
especially when you have multiple Drupal sites running on your server). MySQL is extremely flexible, 
and you can name your databases anything that you wish; however, there are generally accepted 
standards that you may wish to follow: 

• Only use lowercase characters. 

• Separate words with underscores. 

• Keep the database name shorter than 64 characters (a MySQL restriction).  

For demonstration purposes, I have created a new database named “drupal7testsite.” After entering 
the database name, click on the Create button. See Figure A-1. 

 

 

Figure A-1. Creating a new MySQL database 

The next screen that appears shows that the database was created. We don’t have to create any 
tables, which is what this screen can be used for, because Drupal will create the tables for us as part of 
the installation script.  

Creating a User Account 
The next step is to create a MySQL user who will be associated with the database that we just created. 
You can use the “root” account that is created automatically when MySQL is installed. However, for 
security purposes, it is a better practice to create a user account that can only access this database. To 
access the user account creation screens, simply click on the Privileges tab. This screen lists all existing 
user accounts. Click on the “Add a New User” link at the bottom of the page. 
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There are four fields on this screen that we need to fill to create our new user account (see  
Figure A-2): 

• User ID: This is the unique value that represents our database user and will be 
used by Drupal to log onto the database. For our example enter drupal7.  

• Host: This field provides the ability to restrict which system the user can log in 
from. For security purposes, we want to set this value to “localhost” by selecting 
the Local option from the drop-down list. Localhost is your web server; we don’t 
want that user to have the ability to log in from any system other than the server.  

• Password: Create a password and enter that same password in the “Re-type” field.  

• Database for User: Here, leave the default option, which is to grant all privileges 
on the database that we just created, and then press the Go button at the bottom 
of the form. 

 

Figure A-2. Creating a new database user 

One you press the Go button, phpMyAdmin creates your user account and grants the user the 
required privileges to use your new database. You are now ready to start the Drupal configuration 
process. 
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Configuring Drupal 
To start the configuration process, simply open a web browser and type http://localhost in the address 
bar. The first page lists two installation profile options (see Figure A-3). The Standard option installs the 
complete version of Drupal with all of the core modules that I describe and use throughout the book. 
The Minimal profile installs a bare bones version of Drupal, without many of the core modules that I 
describe elsewhere in this book (for example, it does not install forums, blogs, and polls). For a vast 
majority of Drupal site owners, the Standard version is the correct one to select. If you’re developing a 
custom platform (your own distribution profile with specific modules) you may wish to start with the 
Minimal profile. For our case select the Standard option and click Save and continue.  

 

 

Figure A-3. Selecting the installation profile 

The next screen in the process asks for the details of the database that you created in the create 
database process. On this screen (shown in Figure A-4) enter: 

• Database name: Enter the name you used when you created the database.  

• Database username: Enter the user ID you used when you created the new user. 

• Database password: Enter the password you used when you created the new user. 

If you’ve forgotten what you used for any of the above values, you can look them up through 
phpmyadmin.  
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Figure A-4. Setting the database parameters 

If you entered the correct values, Drupal will run the installation scripts. After Drupal creates the 
database tables required to support your new site, we’re ready to set a few simple configuration 
parameters (see Figure A-5).  
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Figure A-5. The site configuration form 

On this form enter the following values: 

• Site Information 

Site name: The name or title of your site. 

Site e-mail address: This is the default e-mail address that will be used by Drupal 
for any outbound e-mails generated by the system. 

• Site Maintenance Account 

Username: This is the username of the administrators account for your new web 
site. Use something that is easy for you to remember.  
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E-mail address: the e-mail address where administrator related emails will be sent 

Password: Enter the password for the administrator’s account. 

Confirm password: Re-enter the password you entered in the password field. 

• Server Settings 

Default country: The country where you reside (or leave the no default country 
value if you do not want to specify the default country; this is an optional field). 

Default time zone: Select the appropriate time zone for your web site. 

• Update Notifications 

Check for updates automatically: If checked, this feature looks for updates to 
Drupal core and any contributed modules you have installed and highlights cases 
where a new version or a security patch has been released. It’s a good idea to 
check this, as it makes the task of tracking updates to modules much easier than 
having to manually check each module’s status. 

Receive e-mail notifications: If checked, this directs Drupal to send an e-mail to 
the administrator when new versions of modules are detected. 

Once you’ve updated the values, simply click on the “Save and continue” button. The result of 
clicking that button should be a screen that indicates that you have successfully installed Drupal! 

Click on the “Visit your new site” link at the bottom of the page to see the homepage of your new 
Drupal web site. 

Summary 
In this appendix, I covered the process for setting up the server and installing Drupal. You’re now ready 
to begin the journey of creating an incredible web site using the Drupal 7 platform! 
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Additional Resources 

As you begin (and continue) your journey of learning Drupal, there will likely be times when you’ll need 
to find a Drupal module, a Drupal theme, additional details about specific Drupal technologies (such as 
theming), and operating system level commands (like backing up the site from the command line). The 
following is a list of recommended web sites where you can find additional resources to help you along 
your journey. 

Drupal Modules 
The primary site for finding modules is the Drupal.org web site (http://drupal.org/project/modules). 
Every Drupal contributed module has its own “homepage” that describes the module, provides links for 
downloading the various versions of the module, and, in most cases, links to additional documentation 
and examples.  

Another site that provides a slightly more user-friendly interface is the Drupal Modules site 
(www.drupalmodules.com). This site provides a friendly search interface, user reviews, user ratings, most 
downloaded, most favored, and other value added services.  

Drupal Themes 
The primary source of Drupal themes is the Drupal.org web site (http://drupal.org/project/themes). 
You can browse through dozens of themes, see screenshots of each, and download the themes you like 
from Drupal.org.  

Another useful site is the Theme Garden site (http://themegarden.org/drupal6/). Note: I assume 
that Theme Garden will develop a Drupal 7 site. This site is unique in that it is a Drupal site that allows 
you to change the theme of the site on the fly to see how a site looks using the various themes that are 
available on Drupal.org.  

Drupal Documentation 
The Drupal community has assembled a number of online handbooks (http://drupal.org/handbooks)  
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that are chock-full of information about Drupal. You will find handbooks that cover topics such as:  

• Getting Started 

• Understanding Drupal 

• Installation Guide 

• Administration Guide 

• Creating a Site 

• Structure Guide 

• Site Building Guide 

• Theming Guide 

• Writing Your Own Code 

• Developing for Drupal 

• API Reference 

• Reference 

• Code snippets 

• Troubleshooting 

• FAQs 

• Tutorials 

• Drupal Cookbook 

• Tutorials 

• Videos and Slides 

• Community 

• About Drupal 

• Getting Involved 

• Documentation Team  

Where to Go When you Have Problems 
One of the best sources for Drupal help is the forums on the Drupal.org web site 
(http://drupal.org/forum). There are hundreds of thousands of postings on just about every 
conceivable topic. If you run into an issue, you’re likely to find that the solution to your problem is 
already documented in the forums. If you can’t find a solution, you can post a question to the forums 
and receive a solution to your problem often within hours of posting the issue.  
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How to Backup Your Drupal Site 
In Chapter 13 I talked about using the backup and migrate module as a means of backing up the 
database. You will also want to backup the directories on your server. There is a detailed description of 
how to do this on the Drupal.org web site (http://drupal.org/node/22281).  

Where to Host Your Drupal Site 
If you are looking for a place to host your web site, an excellent resource is the Drupal.org site 
(http://drupal.org/hosting). The hosting page lists a number of companies that are known to support 
Drupal. 

Where to go to Learn HTML and CSS 
A great resource to help you learn HTML and CSS is the W3Schools web site (www.w3schools.com/). You’ll 
find easy-to-understand tutorials and excellent examples.  

Video Tutorials 
There are thousands of YouTube (www.youtube.com) videos that cover a wide variety of Drupal topics. It is 
a great source for learning various aspects of Drupal. Enter Drupal in YouTube’s search box and you’ll 
see a very long list of Drupal related videos.  

Drupal Podcasts 
Another great source for learning Drupal is podcasts. There are a number podcasts that cover Drupal on 
iTunes.  
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Social Networking 

We are in the middle of a fundamental shift in how websites interact with visitors. We’ve moved from 
designing and developing websites that allow visitors to look at content to sites that allow visitors to 
participate in the process of creating content and sharing that content with the their circle of friends. 
While the general term used for this is “social networking,” I like to think of it as the concept of the 
participative web. 

In this appendix, I’ll show you how to leverage Drupal’s core capabilities as well as contributed 
modules to extend the reach of your website by enabling your visitors to participate in the content 
creation process and share their experience and content on your site with their circle of influence. I’ll 
show you how to put your face on Facebook, tweet your expertise on Twitter, picture things on Flickr, 
and avail of other social networking capabilities. 

■ Note The capabilities discussed here were not available in Drupal 7 at the time the book was written, but are 
available in Drupal 6 and will be ported to Drupal 7 at some point in the future. 

Expanding Your Reach by Sharing 
One of the easiest mechanisms for embracing social networking on your Drupal site is to allow visitors to 
post content they find interesting on your site to one or more social networking sites. It’s a feature that 
enables visitors to say, “hey, look what I found” by posting your content on one or more of the sites 
shown in Figure C-1. 
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Figure C-1. The social networking sites to which your visitors can post your content 

 
Allowing visitors to post your content on their favorite social networking sites turns your visitors 

into marketing engines for your site. If a visitor likes something on your website, they will likely post it on 
one or more social networking sites. The great aspect of social networking is that people of similar 
interests tend to congregate on the same sites. The potential result for you is new visitors that you didn’t 
have to search for yourself. It’s a powerful capability that you should not overlook.  

To provide the ability to easily share your content with social networking sites, all you have to do is 
install and configure the Add to Any Share/Bookmark module (Drupal.org/project/addtoany).  After 
installing and configuring the module, Drupal will automatically render a small button beneath each 
content item on your site. When a visitor clicks on the button, a list of social networking sites that you 
have selected appears, allowing the visitor to click and submit your content item to a social networking 
site (see Figure C-2). The module also provides the ability to e-mail the content item to a friend and 
bookmark the page.  
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Figure C-2. The Add to Any widget 

Integrating Your Site with Social Networking Sites 
Linking content to social networking sites is only one dimension of the capabilities you have with 
Drupal. Another approach is to integrate the content from various social networking sites into your 
Drupal site and automatically post new content items created on your site on various social networking 
sites. There are several Drupal contributed modules for integrating your site with social networking sites 
like Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and YouTube. 

Integrating Drupal with Facebook 
With over 400 million users and 200 million users who sign on daily, Facebook is the granddaddy of all 
social networking sites.  Tapping the Facebook community with your Drupal site is a relatively simple 
process that involves the use of two Drupal modules. 

The Facebook Status Module (drupal.org/project/fbstatus). This module provides 
the ability to display Facebook status updates from your Facebook account on your 
Drupal site. Using Facebook’s RSS feed capability, status updates from your Facebook 
profile are automatically captured and displayed on your Drupal site in a block.  

The Drupal for Facebook Module (drupal.org/project/fb). This module provides a 
powerful set of features that allow you to essentially embed your Drupal website 
within Facebook as a Facebook application. Using this module you can deploy all the 
content, features, and functionality of your Drupal website as a Facebook application. 
You can see a demonstration of the capabilities enabled by this module at 
http://apps.facebook.com/drupalforfacebook/. 
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Integrating Drupal with Twitter 
The Twitter module (http://drupal.org/project/twitter) provides the ability to display your tweets in 
a block on your Drupal site and the ability to post tweets whenever a new content item is created on your 
site.  Figure C-3 demonstrates the ability to post a tweet when you create a new content item and the 
display of tweets in a block. 
 

 

Figure C-3. Posting a tweet 

Integrating Drupal with Flickr  
 
There are several Drupal modules that provide the ability to integrate your site with Flickr. Examples of 
modules that you may wish to use include: 

The Flickr module (http://drupal.org/project/flickr) provides the ability to 
download and display images stored on Flickr on your Drupal website.  

The Flickr Imagefield module (http://drupal.or/project/flickr_imagefield) 
provides the ability to upload images to Flickr when new images are saved on 
your Drupal site.  

The Galerie module (http://drupal.org/project/galerie) provides a simple 
to use tool for creating galleries from Flickr images, allow you to select Flickr 
images based on tags or a specific user. 
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Integrating with YouTube 
Integrating your Drupal site with YouTube provides a low-cost approach for hosting video content on 
your site without having to pay the bandwidth charges for streaming or downloading video directly from 
your server. The two key YouTube related modules are: 
 

The Video Upload module (http://drupal.org/project/video_upload). 
Provides the ability to upload a video from your Drupal site directly to YouTube 
when the author attaches a video to a node.  

The Embedded Media module (http://drupal.org/project/emfield). Provdes 
the ability to incorporate YouTube videos into nodes on your site. 

Displaying Status Updates from Several Social Networking Sites 
There may be cases where you want to display the latest posts from several social networking sites as a 
single integrated list of posts. The Activity Stream module (www.drupal.org/project/activitystream) 
enables the ability to pull your latest posts from sites like Twitter, Flickr, Facebook, Digg, Delicious, 
YouTube, Goodreads, and StumbleUpon, and display your latest postings from all the sites in a block. 
Figure C-4 demonstrates the type of output generated by this module. 

 

Figure C-4. Activity Stream module output 

Creating a Social Networking Website on Drupal 
Integrating your Drupal site with existing social networking websites is one approach for incorporating 
social networking capabilities. Another is to create your own Drupal based stand-alone social 
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networking site that provides features similar to Facebook and other sites using Drupal core and 
contributed modules.  

The primary functionality provided by most social networking sites includes the ability for user to 

• write about their current activities and have those activities show up on their 
personal page on your site 

• display their status updates so other friends can see what they’re up to 

• identify and connect with friends 

• communicate privately with friends  

• post on a friend’s “wall” 

• upload and share photographs 

 
The following modules provide the features listed above in much the same fashion as you would 

find on popular social networking sites 

The Facebook Style Statuses module (http://drupal.org/project/facebook_status) 
mimics Facebook’s wall feature, allowing users to post status updates or “micro blogs.”. 
Users can also post on other users’ profiles, much in the same fashion that Facebook 
supports.  Figure C-5 demonstrates the user interface for this module. 

 

Figure C-5. Facebook Style Statuses interface 
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The User Relationships module (http://drupal.org/project/user_relationships) 
enables the ability to create Facebook like lists of friends. The module allows the site 
administrator to define categories of relationships (e.g., manager, family member, 
classmate) where users can specify a type of relationship when requesting that someone 
becomes their friend. The module also provides an e-mail request that is sent to the 
person who is identified in the friend request, as well as e-mails distributed to the user 
community on updates to relationship statuses. 

The Private Messages Module (http://drupal.org/project/privatemsg) provides the 
ability for visitors to send private messages to one or more users on your site. It also 
provides useful features such as private threaded conversations, a search feature, and 
taxonomy integration that allows users to tag messages, block users from sending you a 
private message, and e-mail notifications when new messages are sent.  

The Hearbeat Module (http://drupal.org/project/heartbeat) provides the ability to 
display user activity on your website in a Facebook “wall” like format. Figure C-6 
demonstrates the type of output created by the module. 

 

Figure C-6. Activity report generated by the Heartbeat module 

Imagefield, ImageCache, ImageAPI, and Views for Uploading and Sharing Images 
enables you to use the standard suite of image modules to provide the capability for 
users to upload and share pictures on their personal pages. To create this capability you 
could create a content type for image upload and provide features such as automatic 
image resizing and cropping through the ImageCache module. You could create a 
standard image gallery display of those images using the Views module, using the grid 
display type. 
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With these modules, you can easily create a social networking site that provides the features and 
functionality that users have become accustomed to on the major social networking sites. 

The Organic Groups Module 
Another approach for building social networking sites is to use Drupal’s Organic Groups (OG) module. 
This module provides the ability for users on your site to create their own “group,” where a group 
consists of a homepage and the ability for other users to join and create content. You can think of OG as 
the Drupal version of Yahoo  or Google Groups. An excellent example of a site built using OG is 
www.popsugar.com/community/groups. 

Setting Up Organic Groups 
Setting up Organic Groups is a relatively simple process that begins with installing the OG module and 
its dependencies. Other modules required by OG are Notifications, Messaging, and Tokens. Follow the 
instructions found in Chapter 8 for installing and enabling modules.  

Setting Up Content Types  
After you get the right modules installed, you need to set up a group node and group post. The group 
node is used to configure a new organic group and a group post is the content type used by members of 
a group to create content.  Following the directions in Chapter 10, create both content types as described 
here. 

For the group node, use Set-up an Organic Group as the title and set_up_an_organic_group as the 
name of the content type.  On the submission forms setting, enter Group Name in the title and Welcome 
Message for the body. For workflow settings, uncheck the promote to the front page option and disable 
attachments. In the Organic Groups section, select the Group node option, and, finally, disable 
comments.  

For the group post node, use Group Post as the title and group_post as the name of the content type. 
On the submission form settings and workflow settings page, leave the default values. On the Organic 
Groups section, select either Standard group post or Wiki group post. The difference between the two 
options is that a Standard group post may be edited only by the author and the group administrator, 
whereas a wiki post can be edited by any member of the group. It’s a good idea to leave the ability to 
comment on posts enabled, as that’s a standard approach for most group websites.  

Configure the Organic Groups Module 
With the content types in place, the next step is to configure the OG module. On the Configuration page, 
find the section for Organic Groups. There are two configuration options: Organic Groups Configuration 
and Organic Groups Access Configuration.  On the Organic Groups Configuration page, you will find 
three categories of configuration options: Content types, Group details, and Messaging & Notifications.   

The Content types configuration options were automatically set when we created the new OG 
content types. You can look at the options to see the values that were set in the previous step, but you 
shouldn’t have to change any of the values. You’ll see that the Set Up an Organic Group node is set to the 
default Group node and Group Post is set to the standard group posting content type. You shouldn’t 
have to change any values. 
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The Group details configuration options control whether groups appear in the groups directory, 
whether the group appears on the group registration form, whether the groups that a user belongs to are 
displayed on their profile, whether a user must select a group when creating a post, and the default view 
used to create the homepage for that group.  For demonstration purposes I’ll leave all of the settings at 
their default values. 

The Messaging and Notifications configuration options allow you to customize the content 
generated when a message is sent to a user. There are several tokens that you can use to embed values 
such as user name or group name into the body of a message. For demonstration purposes I’ll leave all 
of the values set to their defaults.  

Activating OG Blocks 
The OG module provides a number of blocks that enable users and administrators to create, join, and 
participate in groups. The standard blocks include: 

New groups. This block provides a list of the groups that were recently created.  

My groups. If the user is logged in, this block displays a list of groups to which 
the user belongs. 

Group details. This block provides the links for group members to create a 
group post, invite a friend, manage their membership, see the number of 
members, and the designated group manager.  

Group search. This block provides the ability to search content within the 
group.  

Group notifications. This block enables the group feed options and is active 
once the user enters the group.  

Group admins. This block provides the same information as in group details, 
but directed at the administrator of the group. 

Group members. This block lists all of the members in a group.  

Group files. This block lists all of the files associated with this group.  

For demonstration purposes, I’ll assign every block to the right sidebar of my test site. You may 
assign the blocks that make sense to your site to any region you desire. 

Setting Up Access Configuration      
The next step in the process is to set up the access configuration for OG. On the Configuration page, you 
will find an option called “Organic groups access configuration. On the configuration page you will find 
two options, one for setting the visibility of posts on your site and the second option defines how private 
groups are handled. For the visibility of posts settings, you have the option of defining whether posts are 
visible only within a specific group or across all groups, or whether you want the author to have the 
ability to specify if the visibility of the post. I’ll leave the default option that specifies that the posts are 
only visible within the designated group. 

The second configuration option defines whether new groups are visible to the public. You can set 
groups to automatically default to public or private, or you can allow the group administrator to set the 
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visibility of the group. For demonstration purposes I’ll leave the default option set so that every new 
group is automatically set to public.  

Setting Up Permissions 
There are several permissions that you will need to set before creating your first group. You will first 
need to decide whether you will have a special role for users who will create and administer groups. If 
you want any user on your site to have the ability to create a group, you can just use the authenticated 
user role. If you want to restrict who can create new groups then you’ll need to create a specific role (e.g., 
group administrator) and assign that role to the users who will have the ability to create and manage 
groups. For demonstration purposes I’ll set up my site so that any authenticated user can create and 
administer their own groups.  

The permissions that I’ll set to enabled for authenticated users are 

create setup_organic_group content  

create group_post content 

delete own group_post content 

edit own group_post content 

edit own setup_organic_group content 

og_notifications module - subscribe to content in groups 

I’ll leave the “administer organic groups” permission unchecked, as I only want the site 
administrator to have the ability to change global organic settings.  

Creating Your First Group 
At this point you have OG set up and  ready to use. I’ll create a group to demonstrate how easy the OG 
group module is to use. To create a group, click on the “Create content” link and select the “Set up an 
organic group” content type. The key fields associated with the Set up an organic group content type 
includes: 

• Group name. Enter the name you wish to associate with the group. For 
demonstration purposes I’ll create a group called Drupal 7 Fans. 

• Description. Enter a brief description about the group. This value is used in the 
group details block and the group directory. I’ll use “A group for fans of Drupal 7” 
as the description. 

• Membership requests. This field presents a list of options on how requests for 
membership are handled. You can select “Open – all membership requests are 
automatically approved,” “Moderated – all memberships must be approved by the 
group administrator,” “Invite only – the group administrator sends invitations to 
users,” or “Closed.” I’ll select open allowing any user to register without requiring 
administrator approval. 
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• Registration form. Specifies whether a request to join this group is displayed on 
the user registration form. I would like my group to show on the user registration 
form, so I’ll check the box.  

• List groups in directory. Specifies whether this group is listed in the groups 
directory. I want my group listed in the directory, so I’ll check the box. 

• Private group. Hides the group from everyone who is not a member of the group. 
I want my group to be publicly visible, so I’ll leave the box unchecked.  

• Welcome message. A message that is displayed on the homepage of the group. I’ll 
enter a paragraph or two that describes the purpose of the group. 

After saving the Set up an organic group content item the group homepage is displayed along with 
the group being listed in the various OG blocks, as shown in Figure C-2. 

 

Figure C-7. The new Drupal 7 Fans group homepage 

Creating a Group Post 
With the group set up I can now create a new Group post. Creating a post is as simple as clicking on the 
Create Group Post link in the Drupal 7 Fans block (see the Drupal 7 Fans block in the right column in 
Figure C-7). The form for creating a group post is a standard Drupal content creation form consisting of 
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a title, body, an assign to group feature that allows the author to select which groups they wish to publish 
their posting to. By default, OG automatically checks the box associated with the group where the user 
clicked the “Create group post” link. If the user belongs to multiple groups, their other groups will be 
listed as checkboxes allowing the user to post the same item to multiple groups.  

After saving the post it automatically appears on the homepage for the assigned group(s), and with 
commenting enabled, other members of the group can post comments against the post. 

Expanding the Functionality of Your Organic Group Site 
The functionality of a base Organics Group site is pretty impressive, but there are over 100 additional 
contributed modules that expand on the base capabilities of the base OG module. For a complete list of 
add-on modules visit http://drupal.org/project/modules and click on the Organic groups link in the 
projects block in the right column. 

Summary 
Social networking represents a tremendous opportunity for expanding the reach of your website by 
enticing visitors to participate, collaborate, and communicate. The value of offering social networking 
capabilities is huge due to the viral nature of visitors telling friends about your site, and those friends 
telling their friends. Deploying the capabilities outlined in this appendix could have a significant impact 
on the overall success of your site. Roll up your sleeves and give social networking a chance to work its 
magic on your site. 
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E-commerce 

If you want to sell something on the web, Drupal may be the platform for you. If you are selling tangible 
goods (like books), virtual goods (like downloadable music), event registrations, or subscriptions that 
allow visitors to view pages on your site, then Drupal and either Ubercart or the e-Commerce 
contributed modules are a perfect combination. Get your cash register ready: at the end of this appendix 
you’ll have the information necessary to sell items on your Drupal site. 

■ Warning  Ubercart has not been ported to Drupal 7 yet, but is expected to be available soon after Drupal 7 is 
released. This appendix was written using the Drupal 6 version of Ubercart. There may be differences in the Drupal 
7 version.   

E-commerce Options for Drupal   
There are two general options for adding e-commerce capabilities to your Drupal website: the Ubercart 
or e-Commerce contributed modules. The e-Commerce module was the first major solution for e-
commerce for Drupal. Ubercart came along at a later date when a group of developers decided to 
improve upon the e-Commerce module. Both platforms offer similar features and functionality, and 
selecting one over the other is often a matter of picking the platform with the features that best meet 
your unique requirements. There are several comparison charts that compare and contrast the features 
and functions of both platforms. One good chart can be found at http://drupal.org/node/208067. 

Another important consideration when selecting modules is to look at usage statistics. Every 
module on Drupal.org includes a report of the number of Drupal sites that report that they are using any 
given module. The current statistics for Ubercart lists approximately 20,000 sites, whereas the e-
Commerce module has approximately 950. More users typically means more features that address the 
needs of a larger audience and a higher likelihood that new features and functions will be added.  

In this appendix, I’ll focus on Ubercart, as it is the module that I use for all of my client sites that 
require e-commerce capabilities.  
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Ubercart Overview 
Ubercart is a full feature web storefront offering key features that make it easy to list and sell physical 
goods, virtual goods, subscriptions, and event registrations. Ubercart provides a simple-to-use interface 
for creating product categories, product catalogs, and product listings. Ubercart manages the inventory 
of the items you are selling, the orders that customers place on your site, the payments customers make, 
and the shipment process when physical items are shipped from your organization to fulfill a customers 
order.   

Key features provided by Ubercart include: 

Configurable product catalog. This includes catalog pages and a block to display 
product categories. Visitors who click on a product category listed in the block are 
taken to the catalog page that lists the items in that category. 

Flexible product creation system. Ubercart ships with a standard product content 
type. Using CCK, you can add new attributes to the product content type to address 
the specific needs of your organization. 

Flexible product attributes system. Ubercart provides the ability to define 
selectable attributes for your products that update the base price, SKU/model, 
and/or weight of items as the customer selects and adds items to their cart. You can 
set default attribute/option sets for each product class to easily create similar 
products. 

Single page checkout. All checkout information is entered by the buyer on a single 
screen. Ubercart provides the ability to configure the checkout page. You can extend 
and customize the capabilities of the checkout process by implementing third-party-
contributed modules.  

Automatic account generation (anonymous checkout). Ubercart automatically 
creates user accounts for customers at checkout. Accounts are automatically 
generated using the users email address. For return customers, previously used 
addresses will be listed on the checkout page for easy access. 

Simple order processing. Order processing screens are configurable and extensible, 
offering the ability to modify the base screens to accommodate your specific 
requirements.  

Simple order creation and editing. Ubercart provides an easy-to-use interface for 
manually creating orders for customers, including adding products, updating 
shipping process, adding fees, discounts, and coupons.  

Integrated payment system. Ubercart provides the ability to collect payments from 
customers through several methods (check, credit card, COD, and so on) and 
payment gateways (Cyber Source, Authorize.net, PayPal, and the like). The payment 
process is configurable and provides an easy to use online credit card terminal.  

Activity logging. Ubercart tracks all changes made to an order, including payment 
processing.  

XML import/export. Ubercart provides an interface that allows administrators to 
import products, attributes, orders, and customers from your old store. Ubercart also 
provides the ability to export products, attributes, orders, and customers from your 
Ubercart store. 
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The Ubercart team provides an online demonstration of Ubercart’s capabilities at 
http://demo.ubercart.org. I would suggest that you check it out before installing Ubercart on your own 
website.  

Installing Ubercart 
The process for installing Ubercart is identical to installing any other module on Drupal. You can find 
the Ubercart module at http://drupal.org/project/ubercart. When installing Ubercart you will also need 
to install a number of modules that Ubercart depends on. Those modules are: 

Token 

CCK  

FileField 

ImageAPI 

ImageCache 

ImageField 

Thickbox 

Google Analytics 

Views 

Install Ubercart and the required modules following the steps outlined Chapter 8.  
After installing Ubercart you must enable the Ubercart modules that you will need to operate your 

storefront. For demonstration purposes I am going to enable all of the Ubercart modules. As you 
become familiar with the platform, you may find that you do not need some of the features offered by 
some of the modules. You can disable modules as you deem appropriate.  

Setting Up Your Storefront 
The first step in setting up your storefront is to create a role that will be assigned to users who will be 
administering your site. Follow the directions covered in Chapter 3 if you need a refresher on creating 
roles. I’ll create a role named Store Administrator.  After creating it, I’ll set the permissions for that role. 
There are several permissions to set, all starting with uc_. For my site, I’ll enable all permissions for the 
Store Administrator role.  

The next step in the process is to set the configuration options for various aspects of your site. I’ll 
start with the store settings, which can be found by clicking on the Store Administration link at the top of 
the page. The Store Administration page provides links to all of the configuration and management 
options for Ubercart (see Figure D-1). 
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Figure D-1. Ubercart’s Store Administration page 

On the Store Administration page, click on the Configuration link. On the Configuration page, scroll 
down to the Store settings and click on the link. On the Store settings page you will find three areas to set 
configuration options: Contact settings, Display settings, and Format settings.  

Click on the Contact settings and enter the details for your storefront. 
Fields on this form include the store name, the owners name, the store’s e-mail 
address, phone number, fax number, and address. After entering the values, 
click on the “Save configuration” button.  

Click on the Display settings link and update the display settings based on 
your requirements. For my storefront I’ll use the default values.  

Click on the Format settings link and update the settings based on the 
requirements for your site. There are display settings for attributes such as 
currency, weight, length, and dates. I’ll use the default settings.  

Next, set the shipping quote options by returning to the Store Administration page and clicking on 
the Configuration link. On the Configuration page, scroll down until you find the “Shipping quote” link. 
Click on the link to set the Quote settings and the Quote methods. 

On the Quote settings page, enter the default pickup address. Ubercart needs to 
know where the products are being shipped from in order to accurately 
calculate shipping costs. 
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On the Quote methods page, you’ll need to select the shipping methods that 
you intend to use (UPS, U.S. Postal Service, and so on) and the type of 
packaging you’ll use (Parcel or Envelope).  If you select UPS, you’ll need to click 
on the UPS link to enter your UPS Online Tools XML access key, UPS Shipper 
number, UPS.com User ID, and your password. You’ll also need to enter UPS 
shipping methods you provide, as well as a few other configuration options. 
Clicking on the USPS link shows the configuration options required for 
shipping product via the US Postal service. You can also enter a flat rate 
shipping quote by clicking on the “Flat rate” link and creating a flat rate 
shipping method and cost.  

Next, set the payments options for your site by returning to the Store Administration page (Figure 
D-1) and clicking on the Configuration link. On the Configuration page, scroll down until you find the 
Payment options link. Click on the Payment options link to view configuration pages.  

Click on the “Payment methods” link to display the list of payment options that 
are available to use on your site. Options include PayPal, COD, Check, Google 
Checkout, Credit Card, 2Checkout, and Other. You may enable or disable any of 
the payment options listed on the form. PayPal, Google Checkout, Credit card, 
and 2Checkout require that you have credentials for those processing methods 
and a SSL certificate for your site. For demonstration purposes I’ll accept COD 
and Checks, as those options do not require that I set up a merchant account 
with any of the other options. 

If you are using PayPal, Google, Credit cards, or 2Checkout, you will also need 
to click on the “Payment gateways” link and enter the appropriate credentials 
information for the services that you are using.  

The last configuration option that I will cover is tax rates. If your store operates in a state that 
requires that you collect sales tax, you can use Ubercart’s “Tax rates and settings” configuration option 
to set the tax rates associated with buying.  To set tax rates and options for your site by return to the 
Store Administration page and click on the Configuration link. On the Configuration page, scroll down 
until you find the “Tax rates and options” link. Click on the link to view configuration pages.  

To set a tax rate, click on the “Add a tax rate” link and enter the appropriate values for the options 
listed on the form (for example,, should the tax be applied to shippable product, virtual products, 
shipping, and son on). 

With the basic configuration options set, I’m now ready to start setting up the products on my site.  

Updating the Product Content Type 
Ubercart’s default Product content type doesn’t ship with an image field, and the requirements for my 
site call for an image for each product. Adding an image is a simple process of editing the Product 
content type and adding an image field (see Chapter 10 for details on how to add a field to a content 
type). After adding the image field, I’ll set the display options for the teaser and full node views of the 
product, selecting the product_list image linked to node option for the teaser view and product_full 
image linked to node option for the full node view. After creating the image field, I’ll return to the main 
configuration page for the “Product content” type and will select the field I just created in the Ubercart 
product settings configuration section in the Product Image field option.  

While modifying the “Product content” type there are a two other options that I want to change. 
First I don’t want visitors to have the ability to post comments against my products, so I’ll disable 
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comments. I also don’t want the user name and date/time listed on the page when visitors are looking at 
products. So I’ll click on the Display settings tab and will uncheck the Display author and date 
information option. 

Setting Up Products 
With the general storefront parameters set, I’m ready to set up the products on my site. For my site I am 
going to sell Drupal 7 coffee mugs and t-shirts. The first step in setting up products is to define the 
product categories that you intend to use on your site. Ubercart uses Drupal’s taxonomy system to 
categorize products, and automatically creates a vocabulary named Catalog. Following the steps 
outlined in Chapter 4, I’ll add the new terms for coffee cups and t-shirts. When creating the new terms, 
you’ll notice that Ubercart provides the ability to upload an image for taxonomy terms in this 
vocabulary. It’s a good idea to upload images and Ubercart will use those images on various parts of your 
site when it is referring to product categories.  

The next step is to create the products you want to list on your site. I’ll create two products, a  
Drupal 7 coffee cup and a Drupal 7 t-shirt. To create a product use the Create content link and select the 
Product option. On the Product page enter the appropriate attributes for your products.  

For my coffee cup product I’ll enter the following information: 
 

Name: Drupal 7 Rocks Coffee Cup 
Picture: I’ll upload a picture of the coffee cups I want to sell on the site 
Description: A high quality ceramic coffee mug with the Drupal logo and 
Drupal 7 Rocks 
Catalog: Coffee Cups 
SKU: 100000 (you can enter any value you deem appropriate, it must be unique 
across your storefront) 
List price: 12.99 
Cost: 4.99 
Sell price: 9.99 
Product and its derivates are shippable: checked 
Weight: 1 pound 
Package quantity: 1 
Default quantity to add to cart: 1 

 
I’ll leave the default publishing options of publishing the new items to the homepage of my site.  If 

you don’t want the items to show up on the homepage uncheck the promote items to the homepage 
option. After saving, the coffee cup the product is now displayed on the homepage of my site. See  
Figure D-2. 
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Figure D-2. My coffee cup product displayed on my site’s homepage 

To demonstrate Ubercart’s product category features, I’ll create a second product, a Drupal 7 t-shirt. 
I’ll follow the same steps listed previously for the coffee cup, using the appropriate values for my t-shirt. 
After saving the t-shirt item and returning to the home page, I now see both products listed on the 
homepage. 

Managing Inventory 
Ubercart provides the ability to manage the quantities you have for each of the products you sell. If you 
enabled the Stock module when you installed and enabled Ubercart, the feature is ready to use. The first 
step is to determine whether you want Ubercart to send e-mails to someone in your organization when 
items fall below a specified stock level. It’s a great feature and simple to enable. On the Store 
Administration page, click on the Configuration link. On the Configuration page, click on the Stock 
settings link. On the Stock settings page, check the “Send e-mail notification when stock level reaches its 
threshold” box and enter the e-mail addresses of the people who should receive the alerts in the Notify 
recipients text box. You can optionally modify the content of the messages in the Subject and Message 
text fields, or leave the default values. 

To set the starting stock levels, edit the product nodes that you created as part of your store setup 
process and click on the Stock link. On the Stock page, check the Active text box, enter the Stock level 
(quantity of the items you have in stock) and the Threshold level that will trigger the e-mail notifying the 
people responsible for that product (as set in the previous step) that its time to order new stock.  
Ubercart will now decrement inventory every time an order is placed. When a new shipment is received 
someone will need to add the quantity received to the previous inventory level. 

Enabling Ubercart’s Blocks 
There are two standard Ubercart blocks that I’ll enable for my site: the Catalog and the Shopping cart 
blocks. The Catalog block lists the product categories that I created on my site (coffee cups and t-shirts), 
and lists the number of items found in each of those categories. The Shopping cart block lists the 
number of items a shopper has in their cart and the total cost of the items in their cart.  I’ll follow the 
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steps outlined in Chapter 7 to assign those blocks to the appropriate regions on my theme. After 
assigning the blocks and returning to my homepage I now have categories, products, and shopping cart 
summary information displayed on the homepage of my site (see figure D-3). 

 

Figure D-3. Site updated with the Catalog and Shopping cart blocks 

Catalog Views 
By enabling the Catalog block, I now have the ability to display all of the products that are associated 
with a specific category. If a user clicks on the Coffee Cups or T-shirts link, Drupal now renders a list of 
just those products assigned to those categories, along with the title, description, and image associated 
with that category. Clicking on the Coffee Cups link displays all of the products associated with the 
coffee cup category (see figure D-4). 
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Figure D-4. Products listed by product category page 

The Add to Cart Process 
When a shopper finds an item they want to purchase from your site, they simply click on the “Add to 
cart” button. Clicking on that button updates the information displayed in the Shopping cart block and 
takes the shopper to their shopping cart page. Figure D-5 demonstrates the results of clicking on the  
“Add to cart” button for a coffee cup. 

 

Illustration D-5. The updated Shopping cart block 

At this point the shopper can continue shopping, update the cart (either by removing an item or 
changing the quantity ordered), or check out.  
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The Checkout Process 
When the shopper is ready to check out all they have to do is click on the Checkout link in the Shopping 
cart block, or the Checkout link on the Shopping cart page. Both links take the user to a page that asks for 
delivery information (name of the person the item is being shipped to, their shipping address, and 
phone number), billing information (name of the person the item is being billed to, their billing address, 
and phone number), their credit card information (or optionally check or money order). Depending on 
the shipping options you have enabled the user can select a shipping method.   

After entering the details the user clicks the Review order button. Ubercart displays an order 
confirmation page with all the information they entered. If the values are correct the user clicks the 
Submit order button that completes the order process.  

Managing Orders 
With your store operational its time to start managing orders. On the Store administrators page click on 
the Orders link. The Orders page displays a list of all orders on your site with the ability to filter orders by 
status (see Illustration D-4).  

 

Figure D-6. A list of orders on my test website 

Standard Ubercart order statuses are: 

Cancelled. The user cancelled the order. 

In Checkout. The user is in the checkout process. 

In Google Checkout. The user is in the process of paying via Google Checkout. 

Pending. The order is pending payment approval. If you have enabled pay by 
check or COD the order will remain in this state until you apply the check or 
payment to the order. 

Chargeable. The customer has completed the order and payment may be 
charged to the selected payment method. 
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PayPal Pending. PayPal payment is in process. 

Payment Received. The customer successfully paid for their order using one of 
the electronic payment methods. 

Complete. The order has been shipped and is complete. 

As you manage your store, you will need to process orders that are in Pending and Payment received 
states, if the customer ordered a physical good that requires you to ship it.  For my test store, order #4 is 
in a pending state. The customer selected to pay by check, so I’ll need to update the order status 
manually when I receive the check.  

To apply payment to a order where the user did not pay by Google Checkout, PayPal, or Credit card 
(those methods automatically set the order to payment received), click on the Edit icon. On the Order 
page, click on the payment method and select the method the customer used to pay for the merchandise 
(e.g., check) and enter the amount paid. Click Enter to apply the payment to the order.  

With the payment applied, I am now ready ship the products. To ship an order, click on the 
packages link and click on the Create packages link. You have the option of creating a single package, in 
the case where all the items fit into one container, or create multiple packages. Once you have the items 
associated with packages you are ready to ship the order. Click on the Shipments link and click on the 
Make a new shipment link. Check the packages you want to ship and select the shipment method (e.g., 
ship manually). Click on the Ship packages button and on the Ship packages page enter the shipping 
details. When complete click on the Save shipment button. 

Congratulations you processed an order on your new Ubercart base storefront! 

■ Note Ubercart is a rich and powerful e-commerce platform.  For more information on configuring and managing 
an Ubercart storefront visit www.ubercart.org/docs.   You’ll find detailed information on how to set up payment 
processing and shipping, as well as details on managing your storefront. 

Reporting 
Ubercart ships with a number of highly valuable reports, including details about Customers, Products, 
Sales, Stock. For detailed description of standard reports visit  
www.ubercart.org/docs/user/323/viewing_reports. 

Summary 
In this appendix I touched on the process of setting up and operating an e-commerce site on Drupal 
using Ubercart. In the matter of a few minutes you could be up and selling products on the web by 
following the directions outlined in this chapter. There are many more features and additional 
capabilities in Ubercart. For more information visit the Ubercart project’s homepage at 
www.ubercart.org. 
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Article content item, 210 
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author filter option, 163 

authoring information, content, 20 
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automatic backups, 216 
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Backup and Migrate administration page, 218 

Backup and Migrate module, 94, 216, 218–222, 
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backup directories, 218 
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page, 217 
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Basic page type, 246 
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Blog module, 89, 97–98, 100, 244 
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displaying blog entries, 99 
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body area, Article content type, 119 

body field, 119, 122 

body tag, 204 
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Breadcrumb links, 184 

Browse button, 10 

button-based menu, 52 

buttons, 51–52 

Buytaert, Dries, 2, 69, 229 

 

■ C 
Caching setting, Views, 158 

calendar event, 9 

Calendar module, 4 

Cancelled status, 292 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 59, 62, 159–160, 
188, 269 

Catalog block, 289–290 

Catalog views, 290 

categories, authenticated users, 25 

categorizing resources, 242 

CCK (Content Construction Kit), 4, 92, 146, 151 

Chaos Tools module, 179 

Chaos Toolset module, 196 

Chargeable status, 292 

check boxes, 136, 139–141 

Check for updates automatically check box, 265 

Checkout link, 292 
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Checkout process, 292 

Choose file feature, 243 

Chrome, Google, 213 

Clear all caches button, 209 

CMS (Content Management Systems). See 
Content Management Systems (CMS) 

Coffee Cups link, 290 

color scheme, 63 

command line interface, MySQL, 255 

comment settings, content, 18–20 

comments preferences, 19 

Comments section, 20, 30 

commercial theme, 62 

company user check box, Add user form, 33 

Company user role, 30 

Complete status, 293 

Configuration link, 26, 209, 213, 225, 286 

configuration options 

Blocks Administration page, 74 

region, 194 

Search module, 88 

themes, 68 

Configuration page, 26, 75, 249, 278, 286 

configuration parameters, 263 

configuration, setting up access, 279–280 

Configure link, 74, 81, 88, 249 

configuring 

blocks, 74–77 

Drupal, 262–265 

modules, 84–88, 235 

settings for user accounts, 26–28 

Confirm password field 

Add user form, 33 

site configuration form, 265 

Contact module, 244, 248–249 

Contact settings, 286 

contact us feature, setting up, 248–249 

content 

authoring information, 20 

comment settings, 18–20 

creating, 5 

creating in Drupal, 10–12 

deleting, 21–22 

editing content, 12–14 

finding, 22–23 

identifying required, 240–241 

menu settings, 14–15 

overview, 9 

publishing options, 20–21 

revision information, 16–17 

selecting taxonomy term when creating, 45–
47 

URL path settings, 17–18 

Content administration page, 112 

Content Construction Kit (CCK), 4, 92, 146, 151 

content creation form 

Event content type, 134 

page content type, 182 

content creation screens, 42 

content editing form, 14 

content items, adding to menu, 53–54 

Content link menu item, 22, 112 

content listing page, 22 

Content Management Systems (CMS), 1–5 

content region, 178 

content scheduling feature, 248 

Content screen, 23 

Content type creation form, 123 

content type filter option, 163 

Content type link, Structure page, 137, 146 

Content type list, 128 

Content Type page, 246 

content types, 119–149 

basic page and article, 119 
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custom 

creating, 121–135, 245–246 

customizing forms, 128–135 

defining, 120, 242 

formatting output, 146 

other field types 

check boxes, 139–141 

file uploads, 142–144 

numeric fields, 146 

overview, 136 

radio buttons, 137–138 

select lists, 142 

text area, 144–145 

setting up, 278 

Content types link, Structure page, 42, 121, 148 

Content types option, 278 

Content types page, 147–148 

Content types screen, 121 

contexts check box, 180 

contributed modules, 3–4, 83–84 

downloading and installing, 244–245 

using blocks from, 77–79 

contributed themes, 199 

Cook, Craig, 198 

Core modules, 97, 235, 262 

Core section, module administration page, 89 

Create a blog entry form, 98 

Create Blog entry page, 98 

Create content link, 45, 54, 280, 288 

Create group post link, 282 

Create New Account button, Add user form, 33 

Create new account link, 226 

Create new account option, login form, 34 

Create new Article content check box, 30 

Create new Basic page content check box, 30 

Create new database label, 260 

Create new database text box, 260 

Create new forum topics check box, 102 

Create new revision check box, 16 

Create new version checkbox, Content type 
creation form, 124 

Create Webform configuration page, 113 

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), 59, 62, 159–160, 
188, 199, 208, 269 

CSS class, 159, 211–212 

Ctools module, 179 

current weather conditions block, 77 

custom blocks, 79 

custom component, 196 

Custom content option, 196 

custom content type, 9, 232 

custom content type administration screens, 
121 

Custom Content Type link, 136 

custom content types 

creating, 121–135, 245–246 

customizing forms, 128–135 

defining, 120, 242 

formatting output, 146 

custom field types, 136 

custom themes, 199 

 

■ D 
database, Drupal, 260 

Database for User field, 261 

Database logging module, 244 

Database name field, 262 

database parameters, 263 

Database password field, 262 

Database username field, 262 

Date module, 4, 244 

deactivating blocks, 74 
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decompressing Drupal installation package, 
259 

decompression utility, 259 

Default country field, site configuration form, 
265 

Default option, 138, 148 

Default time zone field, site configuration form, 
265 

Default value field, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

Default Value field, Manage Fields form, 131 

default value, radio button field, 138 

Defaults link, Views edit page, 154 

Delete button, 22 

Delete link, 23 

Delete own Article content check box, 30 

Delete own Basic page content check box, 30 

Delete own forum topics check box, 102 

deleting content, 21–22 

Description field, 92, 114, 122, 129, 280 

design elements, 234 

design, visual, 243–244 

designing example website, 239–241 

Destinations tab 

Backup and Migrate administration page, 
218 

Backup and Migrate module configuration 
page, 216 

Disable the account and keep all content 
option, Configuration page, 27 

Disabled check box, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

Disabled Themes section, 66, 201 

disabling modules, 89 

Display a specified number of items option, 
Views edit page, 155 

Display all items option, Views edit page, 155 

display attributes, fields, 148 

Display author and date information option, 
288 

Display height field, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

Display links option, Views configuration form, 
159 

Display node comments option, Views 
configuration form, 159 

Display options link, 246 

Display settings, Content type creation form, 
125 

Display width field, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

Distinct setting, Views, 157 

Distinct value, Views configuration form, 157 

DIV structure, 207 

DIV tags, 208 

</div><!—header -->, 207 

documentation, resources, 267–268 

Download link, 66, 77, 86 

Download these updates button, Module 
configuration page, 90 

downloading 

contributed modules, 244–245 

Drupal, 259 

modules, 84–87 

Drupal 

Content Management Systems (CMS), 2 

creating social networking on, 275–278 

E-commerce module options for, 283 

installing, 243 

integrating with Facebook, 273 

integrating with Flickr, 274 

integrating with Twitter, 274 

overview, 1–8 

Drupal for Facebook Module, 273 
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■ E 
E-commerce module 

Add to cart process, 291 

Catalog views, 290 

Checkout process, 292 

managing inventory, 289 

managing orders, 292–293 

options for Drupal, 283 

overview, 283 

reporting, 293 

setting up products, 288–289 

setting up storefront, 285–287 

Ubercart 

enabling blocks, 289–290 

installing, 285 

overview, 284–285 

updating Product content type, 287–288 

Edit link 

content item, 17–18, 20, 22 

People configuration page, 99 

Views page, 170 

edit mode, 13 

Edit own Article content check box, 30 

Edit own Basic page content check box, 30 

Edit own comments check box, 30 

Edit own forum topics check box, 102 

Edit Panel link, 188 

Edit permissions link, Roles page, 98 

Edit tab, 47 

editing content, 12–14 

editing mode, 13 

E-mail address field, site configuration form, 
265 

E-mails link, Webform configuration page, 115 

Embedded Media module, 275 

Employee content type, 162 

Empty text option, Exposed form, 161 

Enable and set default link, 66, 201 

Enable display option, file upload parameters 
form, 142 

Enabled check boxes 

Add menu item form, 54 

module administration page, 89 

module configuration page, 87 

Modules panel, 78 

enabling modules 

disabling module, 89 

uninstalling module, 91 

upgrading module, 90 

enabling Ubercart blocks, 289–290 

End Date field, 92, 128, 133–134 

End Time field, 92, 128, 133–134 

Enter the title or NID of a node field, 185 

Event content type, 123–124, 127–128, 133–134, 
136–137, 141–142 

event creation form, 135, 144 

Event Description field, 128, 132, 134 

Event field, 134 

Event settings page, 140 

event start date field, 130, 132 

Event Title field, 128 

Events content type, 152 

example website 

creating about us pages, 249 

creating custom content types, 245–246 

creating menu items, 249–250 

creating taxonomy vocabulary and terms, 
245 

creating user accounts, 256 

creating user roles and setting permissions, 
245 

creating views, 247–248 

defining and designing, 239–241 
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defining custom content types and 
taxonomy structure, 242 

defining navigational structure, 242 

downloading and installing contributed 
modules, 244–245 

installing Drupal, 243 

production, 254 

setting up contact us feature, 248–249 

setting up Feed aggregator, 249 

setting up forums, 249 

structure of, 241–242 

testing, 251–254 

visual design, 243–244 

wrapping up pages, 250 

Existing node link, 184, 191 

exposed filter, 160 

Exposed form, 160–161 

external page, adding menu items for, 54–55 

 

■ F 
Facebook, integrating Drupal with, 273 

Facebook Status Module, 273 

Facebook Style Statuses module, 276 

features, setting up, 248–249 

Feed aggregator, setting up, 249 

Feed configuration options, 173 

Feed display, Views configuration form, 172 

Feed link, Views configuration form, 172 

Feed options, Views edit page, 154 

Field key field, Create Webform configuration 
page, 114 

Field Row Style option, Views configuration 
form, 161 

field settings screen, 44 

field type drop-down list, Manage Fields form, 
129 

field type option, manage fields page, 145 

field types 

check boxes, 139–141 

file uploads, 142–144 

numeric fields, 146 

overview, 136 

radio buttons, 137–138 

select lists, 142 

text area, 144–145 

Field UI module, 244 

Fields heading, Views configuration form, 170 

Fields option, Views configuration form, 158–
159 

file browser button, file upload field, 142 

File displayed by default option, file upload 
parameters form, 142 

File module, 244 

file system, backing up, 218–219 

file upload parameters form, 143 

file uploads, 142–144 

Filter button, 23, 226 

Filter by compatibility link, Drupal web site 
modules page, 146 

Filtered HTML option, Block edit form, 81 

filters, used by Views, 163–164 

finding content, 22–23 

Firebug plug-in, Firefox, 213–214 

Flat rate link, 287 

Flexible Layout configuration page, 193 

flexible layout option, 178, 192–196 

flexible panel layout, 193 

Flexible panel layout designer, 194 

Flickr, integrating Drupal with, 274 

Footer option, Exposed form, 161 

footers, 210 

form component, 113–114 

form element option, manage fields page, 142 

Format select list, 148 
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Format settings link, 286 

forms, customizing, 128, 135 

Forum configuration page, 103 

forum containers, 103 

Forum link, Structure page, 102 

Forum module, 102, 244 

Forum Topic, 107–108, 121 

forums, 101–108, 249 

Forums administration page, 102 

forums, Drupal.org web site, 268 

Forums module, 101–102 

Forums page, 104, 106 

Full Node mode, 12, 159 

Full Node version, 159 

Full Node view, 124, 148, 158, 287 

full nodes, 12 

Full-page mode, 166–167 

Full-page view, 168 

functionality 

identifying required, 240–241 

of Organic Group site, expanding, 282 

Fusion theme, 198 

 

■ G 
Galerie module, 274 

Garland theme, 59, 62–63, 77, 175 

gear icon, 182, 191 

gear pop-up menu, 182 

general parameters screen, 132 

Generic page content type, 42 

Genesis base theme, 201 

Genesis directory, 198 

Genesis logo, 213 

Genesis theme, configuring, 200–202 

genesis_mytheme directory, 203 

genesis_mytheme.info file, 201, 203, 207 

genesis_SUBTHEME directory, 201 

genesis-1c layout, 204 

genesis.info file, 199 

Gilmore, W.J., 198 

Global: Text area option, Views configuration 
form, 160 

Google Analytics service, 4 

Google Chrome, 213 

Grid style, Views configuration form, 158 

Group admins block, 279 

Group details block, 279 

Group details option, 279 

Group files block, 279 

Group members block, 279 

Group name field, 280 

Group node option, 278 

Group notifications block, 279 

Group post, creating, 281–282 

Group search block, 279 

Groups field, Views configuration form, 163 

 

■ H 
Header option, Exposed form, 160 

Header title field, Views configuration form, 
160 

heading type, 160–161 

Heartbeat module, 277 

Help link, 184 

Help text field, Manage Fields form, 130, 143, 
145 

hidden files, 259 

Hidden option, Labels select list, 148 

Hide layout designer button, 196 

hierarchical terms, search-engine-friendly lists, 
48–49 

horizontal menus, creating, 207–210 
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Host field, 261 

hosted environment, 233, 236 

hosted server, 257 

hosting page, Drupal.org site, 269 

hosting platforms, 233 

hosting providers, 233, 237 

hosting site, 269 

.htaccess file, 259 

htdocs folder, 224, 259 

HTML (HyperText Markup Language), 79, 119, 
130, 158, 188, 269 

html.tpl.php file, 204 

HyperText Preprocessor (PHP), 2, 37, 59, 75, 79, 
81, 119, 257–258 

 

■ I 
IIS (Internet Information Server), 257 

Image links, 51 

Image module, 244 

image upload feature, 10 

image-based menu, 52–53 

ImageCache module, 4, 93, 277 

IMCE module, 4 

In Checkout status, 292 

.info file, 199 

Inline option, Labels select list, 148 

Install button, 78, 86 

Install from a URL text box, 77 

Install new module link, modules configuration 
page, 85 

Install new theme link, Appearance page, 64–65 

installation profile options, 262 

installation script, 258, 260 

installing 

contributed modules, 244–245 

Drupal, 243 

configuring Drupal, 262–265 

creating Drupal database, 260 

creating settings.php file, 259–260 

creating user account, 260–261 

decompressing Drupal installation 
package, 259 

downloading Drupal, 259 

foundation required, 257–258 

moving Drupal distribution to root 
directory of web server, 259 

setting up server, 258 

modules, 84–87, 235 

themes 

administration theme, 67 

configuration options, 68 

Drupal theme, 61–62 

finding new theme, 62–63 

overview, 64–66 

Ubercart, 285 

Installing Drupal Forum, 106 

integrating Drupal 

with Facebook, 273 

with Flickr, 274 

with Twitter, 274 

with YouTube, 275 

interactive capabilities 

blogging 

adding list of most recent blog entries, 
100–101 

creating blog entry, 98–99 

displaying blog entries, 99 

enabling blogs, 97–98 

overview, 97 

forums, 101–108 

polls, 108–111 

web forms, 112–117 

interactive modules, 97 
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internal field name field, Manage fields form, 
43 

International Standard Book Number (ISBN), 
120 

Internet Information Server (IIS), 257 

inventory, managing, 289 

ISBN (International Standard Book Number), 
120 

items, adding to menu 

adding content item, 53–54 

adding menu item for external page, 54–55 

Items per page setting, Views, 155 

 

■ K 
key|label pair, 137, 142 

 

■ L 
Label field 

content type body field, 122 

content type title field, 122 

Create Webform configuration page, 114–
115 

Manage Fields form, 43, 129 

Manage Fields page, 139, 142, 145 

label text box, 113 

Labels select list, 148 

Last release sort-by option, 230 

layout designer page, 193 

layout feature, 146 

Layout link, panel page configuration area, 188 

layout option radio button, 188 

layout options, Genesis, 204 

layouts, 93, 178 

Left Sidebar option, Region drop-down list, 74 

Lengstorf, Jason, 198 

Link tab, 41 

Link this field to its node check box, field 
configuration form, 171 

List files link, Backup and Migrate 
administration page, 218 

List groups in directory field, 281 

list of content types, 45 

list of field types, manage fields page, 139 

list of values options, radio button field, 138 

List terms link, Taxonomy page, 47 

Listbox checkbox, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

Live Preview feature, 164–165 

Location content items, 162 

log files 

overview, 219 

page not found errors, 221–222 

recent log entries, 220–221 

Log out link, 226 

Login button, 34–35 

Login form, 34, 192, 226 

Login widget, 190 

Logo image settings feature, 243 

logos, changing, 213 

Logout link, 77 

 

■ M 
Machine name field, 179, 192 

Macintosh OSX, 258–259 

main configuration page, 181, 225 

main Content Type page, 127 

main download page, 259 

main panel creation form, 192 

main Panel Page configuration page, 185, 187 

main_menu_links region, 207 

main-menu-wrapper, 207 

Make a new shipment link, 293 
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Manage display link, 146–147 

Manage display page, Event content type, 147 

Manage Fields form, 129 

Manage fields link, 43, 137, 148 

Manage fields option, Content Type page, 128 

Manage fields page, 148 

manage fields page, Event content type, 139, 
142 

Manage layout link, content type, 146 

Mandatory check box, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114–115 

manual backups, 216 

Manual Backups Directory, 217–218 

master calendar, 248 

Maximum length field, 129–130, 133, 145 

Maximum upload size field, manage fields 
page, 143 

Membership requests field, 280 

menu administration form, 53–54 

menu items 

adding for external page, 54–55 

creating, 249–250 

Menu link, Structure page, 54 

Menu link title field, 14 

Menu module, 244 

menu parameters, Content type creation form, 
126 

Menu settings, content, 14–15 

Menu settings page, 126 

menus 

adding items 

adding content item, 53–54 

adding menu item for external page, 54–
55 

creating new menu, 56 

horizontal, creating, 207–210 

ordering from, 51–53 

Menus link 

Add content to Top page, 184 

Structure page, 56 

Menus page, 56 

Messaging and Notifications option, 279 

methodology for building site, 231–237 

micro blogs, 276 

Migrate module, 4 

Mini panels, Panels module component, 179 

Minimal profile, 262 

Mission element, 184 

Module administration page, 83, 89, 91 

Module configuration page, 87–88, 90 

Module installation page, 85 

Module link menu item, 97 

modules. See also E-commerce module 

backup and migrate, 94 

configuring and setting permissions, 87–88 

Content Construction Kit (CCK), 92 

contributed, 3–4 

contributed, downloading and installing, 
244–245 

contributed modules, 83–84 

downloading, installing, and configuring, 
84–87 

enabling other modules 

disabling module, 89 

uninstalling module, 91 

upgrading module, 90 

Imagecache, 93 

Nicemenus, 93 

Nodequeues, 93 

Organic Groups (OG) 

activating blocks, 279 

configuring, 278–279 

setting up, 278 

setting up access configuration, 279–280 

setting up content types, 278 
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setting up permissions, 280 

Panels, 92–93 

Pathauto, 94 

resources, 267 

Ubercart, 94–95 

Views, 92 

Webform, 94 

WYSIWYG, 93 

Modules administration page, 89 

Modules configuration page, 84, 151 

Modules link, administrator's menu, 77 

Modules link menu item, 84, 89, 102, 108, 151 

Modules page, 84, 249 

Modules panel, 78 

modules project page, 77 

More link setting, Views, 156 

Most recent poll item, 111 

Multi Day Forecast block, 78 

Multiple check box, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

My groups block, 279 

MySQL database server, 257–258, 260 

 

■ N 
Name column text box, 29 

Name field 

content type, 122 

manage fields page, 139 

Views edit page, 154 

Name setting, Views, 154 

Name text box, Roles configuration page, 98 

navigation tabs, 175 

navigational structure, 233, 236, 242 

new event form, 135 

New groups block, 279 

Nicemenus module, 93 

NID (node ID), 185, 191 

No menu link, Views configuration form, 167 

Node add form, Page content type, 190 

Node configuration form, 160 

Node configuration options, Views 
configuration form, 159 

Node filter, sort criteria option, 163 

node ID (NID), 185, 191 

Node option 

View type list, 152 

Views configuration form, 159 

Node Row Style option, Views configuration 
form, 161 

Node sort criteria option, 163 

node top pane, 189 

Nodequeues module, 93 

nodes, 210–212 

nodes drop-down list, 185, 191 

nodes.css file, 210–212 

node.tpl.php file, 200, 212 

None link, Views edit page, 154 

<none> option, Region drop-down list, 74 

Notify recipients text box, 289 

notify user of new account check box, Add user 
form, 33 

Number of backup files to keep field, 217 

number of pages field, pager options form, 155 

Number of Values field 

Event settings page, 140–141 

Manage Fields form, 131 

number of values option, 138 

Numeric fields, 136, 146 

NWS Weather link, administrator's menu, 78 

 

■ O 
offset field, pager options form, 155 
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OG (Organic Groups) module. See Organic 
Groups (OG) module 

one-time login link, 35 

online handbooks, 267 

Only the listed pages radio button, Block 
configuration page, 75 

Operations column, Module configuration 
page, 87–88 

Optional features check boxes, 180 

ordering, from menus, 51–53 

orders, managing, 292–293 

Organic Groups (OG) module 

activating blocks, 279 

configuring, 278–279 

setting up, 278 

setting up access configuration, 279–280 

setting up content types, 278 

setting up permissions, 280 

Organic Groups Access Configuration option, 
278–279 

Organic Groups Configuration page, 278 

Out of date link, status report, 223 

Out of date report, 223 

 

■ P 
Page configuration options, 173 

Page content type, 92, 178, 182, 190, 232 

Page creation form, 190 

Page display link, Views configuration form, 
167 

Page elements link, Add content to Top page, 
184 

Page footer message, 184 

Page not found errors, 220 

Page not found report, 221 

Page options, Views edit page, 154 

Page settings configuration block, Views 
configuration form, 167 

page.css file, 205–210, 243 

pager ID field, 155 

Pager options form, 155–156 

pages 

about us, creating, 249 

exposing Views as, 165–167 

making blocks appear on, 71–72 

panel, 178–191 

wrapping up, 250 

Pages tab, Block configuration page, 75 

page.tpl.php file, 199, 207, 210 

Panel configuration page, 195 

Panel nodes, Panels module component, 179 

Panel Page configuration page, 188, 190–191 

Panel Page layout options, 193 

panels 

creating panel pages, 178–191 

layouts, 178 

overview, 175–177 

Page content type, 178 

using flexible layout option, 192–196 

panels layout page, 192 

Panels link, Structure page, 179 

Panels module, 4, 92–93, 151, 188 

panes, adding other things to, 196 

Parent drop-down list, Forums page, 104 

Parent item drop-down list, 14, 54 

Parent item field, 14 

Password field, 33, 261, 265 

passwords, resetting, 35 

Path field, 179 

Pathauto module, 4, 18, 94, 244 

Payment gateways link, 287 

Payment methods link, 287 

Payment options link, 287 
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Payment Received status, 293 

payment system, Ubercart, 284 

PayPal Pending status, 293 

PDA (personal digital assistant), 75 

PEAR (PHP Extension and Application 
Repository), 258 

People and Permissions options category, 225 

People and Permissions section, 26 

People configuration page, 98 

People link menu item, 29, 31, 98–99, 226 

People page, 29, 33, 35 

Performance link, 209 

Performance page, 209 

Permission option, Views access restrictions 
form, 157 

Permission tab, People page, 29 

permissions, 29–30, 87–88, 235, 245, 280 

Permissions configuration page, 98 

Permissions link, modules configuration page, 
87 

Permissions page, 29, 98 

permissions settings, Views module, 88 

personal digital assistant (PDA), 75 

PHP (HyperText Preprocessor), 2, 37, 59, 75, 79, 
81, 119, 257–258 

PHP Extension and Application Repository 
(PEAR), 258 

phpmyadmin administrators tool, 260 

phpMyAdmin tool, 258, 261–262 

picture field, 92, 128 

Plain text option, 148 

podcasts, resources, 269 

Poll content type, 109, 121 

poll duration option, 110 

Poll link, 110 

Poll module, 108, 111 

poll status option, 110 

polls, 108–111 

Post comments without approval check box, 30 

PostgreSQL database server, 257 

posting tweets, 274 

Powered by Drupal widget, 184, 186 

Powers, David, 198 

Preview before submitting setting, 122 

Preview button, Views configuration page, 165 

Preview comment option, Content type 
creation form, 125 

Print function, PHP, 207 

Private files directory, file upload parameters 
form, 142 

Private group field, 281 

Private Messages module, 277 

Privileges tab, phpmyadmin administrator's 
page, 260 

Pro Drupal Development, 62 

product attributes system, Ubercart, 284 

product catalog, Ubercart, 284 

Product content type, updating, 287–288 

product creation system, Ubercart, 284 

Product Image field option, 287 

Product option, 288 

Product page, 288 

product_full image, 287 

product_list image, 287 

production, 254 

production web server, 236 

production-hosting environment, 236 

products, setting up in E-commerce module, 
288–289 

Promote to front page option, 21 

Promoted to front-page box, 6, 11, 22, 124 

Provide a menu check box, 54 

Provide a menu link check box, 14 

Provide a menu tab, 54 

Public files directory, file upload parameters 
form, 142 
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Published check box, 6, 11, 22 

published date filter option, 163 

Publishing options 

content, 20–21 

Content type creation form, 123–124 

Publishing options menu item, 14 

Publishing options tab, 6 

 

■ Q 
Quote methods page, 286–287 

Quote settings page, 286 

 

■ R 
radio button field, 137–138 

radio button options, 137 

Radio buttons, 136–138 

Read more link, 12, 99, 124, 148, 156, 159 

Real Simple Syndication (RSS), 47, 92, 151, 154, 
172–173, 184, 230, 232, 234 

re-arranging blocks, 74 

reassigning blocks, 74 

Receive e-mail notifications check box, site 
configuration form, 265 

Recent blog postings block, 100 

Recent blog posts block, Blocks page, 100 

Recent log entries link, 220 

Recent log entries report, 220 

Redirect URL, 115 

Region drop-down list, 74 

Region field, Blocks page, 100 

Registration and Cancellation section 

account settings configuration form, 225 

Configuration page, 27 

Registration form field, 281 

Registration form link, 128 

relational database server, 257 

Relationships column, Views, 162 

Relationships link, Taxonomy page, 49 

Relationships mechanism, 162 

reporting E-commerce module, 293 

Reports link menu item, 219 

Reports page, 222 

Require e-mail verification option, 
Configuration page, 27 

required option, radio button field, 138 

Reset button, 226 

resetting passwords, 35 

Resizable check box, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

resource content type, 245 

resources 

backing up site, 269 

categorizing, 242 

Drupal documentation, 267–268 

Drupal modules, 267 

Drupal podcasts, 269 

Drupal themes, 267 

hosting site, 269 

HTML and CSS, 269 

troubleshooting, 268 

video tutorials, 269 

restore button, backup and migrate module, 94 

Restore link, backup file, 218 

restoring backups, 218 

Restricted User role, 30 

Results link, Webform configuration page, 116 

Revert button, 17 

Revert link, 17 

Review order button, 292 

revision information, content, 16–17 

Revision information tab, Edit form, 16 

Revisions link, 16 
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Right Sidebar section, 74, 92 

Role option, Views access restrictions form, 157 

roles 

creating, 28–29 

permissions and, 25–26 

user, creating, 245 

Roles configuration page, 98 

Roles link, Permissions page, 29, 98 

Roles page, 98 

Roles vertical tab, Block configuration page, 76 

roles-based settings, Block configuration page, 
76 

root directory, web server, 258–259 

Row link, 194 

Row Style option, Views configuration form, 
158–159 

Row Style setting, Views, 158–159 

Rows field, manage fields page, 145 

RSS (Real Simple Syndication), 47, 92, 151, 154, 
172–173, 184, 230, 232, 234 

RSS feed, 47, 92, 184 

 

■ S 
Save Blocks button, 57, 81, 209–210 

Save configuration button, 78, 87, 243 

Save content type button, 246 

Save shipment button, 293 

scheduled backups directory item, Backup and 
Migrate administration page, 218 

Scheduler module, 5 

Schedules tab, Backup and Migrate module 
configuration page, 216 

Schultz, David, 198 

search box, YouTube site, 269 

Search Engune Optimization (SEO), 94 

Search module, 88, 244 

search-engine-friendly lists, taxonomy, 47–49 

seating chart field, 92 

Secondary menu, 14, 209, 233, 250 

security features, 25 

security updates, 223 

select list field 

Basic page creation page, 45 

Event content type, 142 

Select lists, 136, 142 

Select options component, 114–115 

Select options field, Create Webform 
configuration page, 114 

selection rules check box, 180 

SEO (Search Engune Optimization), 94 

server. See web server 

Server Settings section, site configuration form, 
265 

Set Up an Organic Group node, 278 

Set up an organic group type, 280 

Settings link, 213, 243 

Settings page, 213, 243 

Settings tab, Appearance page, 68 

settings.php file, 259–260 

Seven theme, 67 

sharing with social networking, 271–272 

Ship packages button, 293 

Ship packages page, 293 

Shipping quote link, 286 

Shopping cart block, 289–292 

Shopping cart page, 292 

Show layout designer button, 193 

Show only users where section, People page, 
226 

single page checkout, Ubercart, 284 

site administrator role, 245 

site administrators account, 26 

site configuration form, 264 

Site e-mail address field, site configuration 
form, 264 
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Site information link, 213 

Site information page, 213 

Site Information section, site configuration 
form, 264 

Site Maintenance Account section, site 
configuration form, 264 

Site name field, 213, 264 

sitenames, changing, 213 

social networking 

creating Group post, 281–282 

creating on Drupal, 275–278 

expanding functionality of Organic Group 
site, 282 

integrating with other sites 

displaying status updates, 275 

integrating Drupal with Facebook, 273 

integrating Drupal with Flickr, 274 

integrating Drupal with Twitter, 274 

integrating with YouTube, 275 

Organic Groups (OG) module 

activating blocks, 279 

configuring, 278–279 

setting up, 278 

setting up access configuration, 279–280 

setting up content types, 278 

setting up permissions, 280 

sharing, 271–272 

sort criteria, for Views, 162–163 

sort options, Style options page, 172 

Sortable column, Style options page, 171 

Special Features drop down list, 57 

Special Features option, 57 

Standard group post, 278 

Standard option, 262 

Standard version, 262 

Stark theme, 62 

Start Date field, 92, 128–129, 133–134 

Start Time field, 92, 128, 133–134 

starter themes, 198, 234 

starting point, picking, 197–198 

Status messages, 184 

Status Module, Facebook, 273 

Status report, 220, 222 

status updates, displaying, 275 

Sticky at the top of list option, 21 

Stock link, 289 

Stock page, 289 

Stock settings page, 289 

stock theme, 62 

Store Administration page, 285–286, 289 

Store Administrator role, 285 

Store settings page, 286 

storefront, setting up, 285–287 

Structure link, administrator menu, 38, 42, 81 

Structure menu item, 49, 54, 56 

Structure page, 56–57, 81, 100, 111, 137, 148, 
165, 179, 209 

Style field, Views configuration form, 170 

Style setting, Views, 158 

Style settings section, Views configuration 
form, 171 

Style Statuses module, Facebook, 276 

style.css file, 200 

Style:Table item, Views configuration form, 171 

submission guidelines, 123 

Submit order button, 292 

Suggestions Box form, 116 

syndicate widget, 184 

system administrator, 26 

 

■ T 
table format, 169 

table mode, 172 
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Table style, Views configuration form, 158 

table view, 92, 235 

tabular format, 92 

tabular views, creating, 168–172 

Tag field, Views edit page, 154 

Tags, 10–12, 37, 119 

Tags vocabulary, 38–39 

target audience, 239–240 

Tax rates and settings option, Ubercart, 287 

taxonomy 

assigning more than one vocabulary, 50 

assigning vocabulary to content type, 42–45 

creating human- and search-engine-
friendly lists, 47–49 

creating vocabularies, 38–42, 245 

overview, 37–38 

selecting term when creating content, 45–47 

structure, defining, 242 

Taxonomy link, 38, 47, 49 

Taxonomy module, 245 

Taxonomy page, 47 

Taxonomy tag, Views edit page, 154 

Taxonomy term filter option, 163 

Teaser mode, 12, 99, 124, 159 

Teaser version, 159 

Teaser view, 124, 148, 158, 287 

teasers, 12 

term element, taxonomy, 37–38, 40–41, 43–44, 
47–49, 53 

terms, creating, 245 

test accounts, 236 

test user account, 100 

testing, of example website, 251–254 

text area, 98, 136, 144–145 

text field, 6, 92, 133, 136, 144 

Text format select list, 81 

Text links, 51–52 

Textarea field type, 113 

theme configuration options page, 184 

theme definition, 184 

Theme Garden site, 267 

theme installation form, 66 

Theme setting, Views, 160 

theme upload/download form, 65 

themed node, 212 

themename.info file, 199 

themes 

Drupal, 5 

installing 

administration theme, 67 

configuration options, 68 

Drupal theme, 61–62 

finding new theme, 62–63 

overview, 59–60 

resources, 267 

theming 

blocks, 212–213 

changing sitenames and logos, 213 

configuring Genesis theme, 200–202 

creating horizontal menus, 207–210 

footers, 210 

modifying base themes, 203–207 

nodes, 210–212 

picking starting point, 197–198 

standard Drupal theme files, 198–200 

tools, 213 

Title field, 98, 119, 134, 154, 171, 181 

Title setting, Views, 154–155 

to option, Backup and Migrate Backup page, 
217 

tools, 213 

Tools section, 260 

Top page not found errors report, 220 

Top pane, 185–186, 191 
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top text box, 191 

.tpl files, 200 

Tracker module, 111 

Trimmed option, Format select list, 148 

troubleshooting resources, 268 

tweets, posting, 274 

Twitter, integrating Drupal with, 274 

Two columns stacked layout, 180 

Type field, Create Webform configuration page, 
114 

type of data field, manage fields page, 142 

Type of Seating field, Event content type, 137 

Type of Seating radio buttons field, 139 

Type of Sport vocabulary, 40 

type, updating Product content, 287–288 

 

■ U 
Ubercart, 3, 94–95 

enabling blocks, 289–290 

installing, 285 

overview, 284–285 

UI (User Interface), 87, 152 

UID (User ID), 25, 35, 74, 99, 261 

ul (unordered list), 208 

Unblock the selected users option, People page, 
226 

Unformatted link, Views configuration form, 
170 

Unformatted style, Views configuration form, 
158 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL), 4, 13–14, 47, 
54, 64, 75, 77, 84, 86 

Uninstall tab, Module administration page, 91 

uninstalling modules, 91 

Universal Serial Bus (USB), 219 

Unlimited link, Views edit page, 156 

unordered list (ul), 208 

unpublish option, 21 

unthemed block, 212 

Upcoming Events list, 166 

Upcoming Events view, 170 

Update Notifications section, site configuration 
form, 265 

Update Options select list, People page, 226 

update script, 90–91 

Update tab, Module configuration page, 90 

updates 

checking for, 223 

status, displaying, 275 

updating Product content type, 287–288 

upgrading modules, 90 

URL (Uniform Resource Locator), 4, 13–14, 47, 
54, 64, 75, 77, 84, 86 

URL alias field, 17, 47 

URL path settings, content, 17–18 

URL text box, theme installation form, 66 

USB (Universal Serial Bus), 219 

Use Ajax setting, Views, 157 

Use Grouping setting, Views, 158 

Use pager options, Views edit page, 154–155 

Use pager setting, Views, 155 

Use the default logo box, 243 

user accounts, 260–261 

approving requests for, 225 

configuring settings, 26–28 

creating, 31–33, 256 

User activity drop-down, block configuration 
form, 75 

user generated accounts, 34–35 

User ID (UID), 25, 35, 74, 99, 261 

User Interface (UI), 87, 152 

User login component, 189 

User login form, 188, 192 

user login widget, 184 
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user ratings, Drupal Modules site, 267 

User Relationships module, 277 

user reviews, Drupal Modules site, 267 

user roles, creating, 245 

users 

assigning permissions, 29–30 

resetting passwords, 35 

roles 

creating, 28–29 

permissions and, 25–26 

user accounts 

configuring settings, 26–28 

creating, 31–33 

user generated accounts, 34–35 

users group, 230 

using option, Backup and Migrate Backup 
page, 217 

USPS link, 287 

 

■ V 
Validation check box, Create Webform 

configuration page, 114 

value added services, Drupal Modules site, 267 

Variant type drop-down list, 179 

Venue field, 92, 134 

venue/address field, 128, 133 

video tutorials, 269 

Video Upload module, 275 

View comments check box, 30 

View description field, 152 

View link, 13, 116 

View name field, 152 

View tag field, 152 

View type list, 152 

Views 

advanced settings 

Caching setting, 158 

Distinct setting, 157 

Use Ajax setting, 157 

Use Grouping setting, 158 

arguments, 162 

basic settings 

Access setting, 156–157 

Items per page setting, 155 

More link setting, 156 

Name setting, 154 

Title setting, 154–155 

Use pager setting, 155 

Catalog, 290 

creating, 247–248 

creating RSS feeds with, 172–173 

creating tabular views, 168–172 

Exposed form, 160–161 

exposing as page, 165–167 

filters, 163–164 

installing Views module, 151–152 

Live Preview feature, 164–165 

Relationships column, 162 

sort criteria, 162–163 

style settings 

CSS class setting, 159 

Row Style setting, 158–159 

Style setting, 158 

Theme setting, 160 

views settings, 154 

Views access restrictions form, 157 

Views administration page, 152 

Views argument, 247 

Views check box, 87 

Views components, 152 

Views configuration form, 155, 157–159, 166–
167, 170–172 

Views configuration page, 155, 164–166, 171 
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Views configuration screen, 164 

Views edit page, 153 

Views Exporter, 152 

Views link, Structure page, 152, 165, 170 

Views module, 4, 84, 86–88, 92, 151, 177, 244, 
277 

Views page, 86 

Views UI check box, 87, 152 

Visibility settings, Block configuration page, 76 

visible menu item check box, 180 

Visit your new site link, site configuration form, 
265 

visitor types, 231, 233 

Visitors, but administrator approval is required 
option, Configuration page, 27 

Visitors option, Configuration page, 27 

Visual Design, 243–244 

vocabularies, taxonomy 

assigning more than one, 50 

assigning to content type, 42–45 

creating, 245 

 

■ W 
W3Schools web site, 269 

web forms, 112–117 

web server 

moving Drupal distribution to root 
directory of, 259 

setting up to install Drupal, 258 

Webform configuration page, 115–116 

Webform contributed module, 112 

Webform module, 3, 94, 112, 244 

Webform submissions, 116 

websites, social networking, 272 

Weight field, 14 

Welcome message field, 281 

what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG), 5, 
93 

Who's new block, 74, 189 

Who's new item, 190 

Who's new widget, 188–189 

Who's online block, 74–75, 77 

Who's online item, 190 

Who's online widget, 188 

widget drop-down, Manage Fields form, 129 

widget lists, manage fields page, 139 

widget option, manage fields page, 145 

Widgets category link, 184 

Widgets link, 184 

Widgets menu item, 189 

Wiki group post, 278 

wrapping up pages, 250 

WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get), 5, 
93 

 

■ X 
XAMPP (Apache, MySQL, PHP, Python), 258–

260 

XML import/export, Ubercart, 284 

 

■ Y 
YouTube, integrating with, 275 

 

■ Z 
Zen theme, 198 
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